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“Remember that all models are wrong;
the practical question is how wrong do they have to be to not be useful.”
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1. Introduction
From a systems theory perspective engineering design processes are structurally and
dynamically complex systems. In many engineering design situations it is necessary to
understand both the structural and dynamic complexity of the process as well as their
interrelations. This thesis aspires to enable a combined consideration of the domains of
structural and dynamic complexity for engineering design processes. The introductory chapter
illustrates the initial situation and its challenges, and it outlines the objectives of the thesis at
hand. Furthermore, the research environment and relevant aspects of research methodology
are elaborated and the structure of the thesis is presented.

1.1 Initial situation and problem description
The aim of engineering design process management can be described as a better definition and
control of this processes with respect to the “three sacred cows”: time, quality and budget
(Kneuper, 2003; Kreimeyer, 2009; Project Management Institute Inc, 2013).
The common measures of engineering design processes for the “sacred cows” are time-tomarket, product performance and development cost. However, these performance measures
may conflict with each other: the pressure to shorten time-to-market can conflict with
maximizing product performance (Griffin & Page, 1993; Lilien & Yoon, 1990) and induce
trade-offs between development cost and the objective to meet product performance (Bajaj et
al., 2004; G. R. Smith et al., 1999). (Le, 2013)
To achieve a balanced outcome of all three performance measures, the interrelationships
between them require effective process management. Effective management, however, requires
thorough understanding of process behavior and potential influences on performances. (Le,
2013)
In contrast, engineering design processes are not repeatable, and they are inherently
unpredictable in so far as completing an activity may result in a less complete state (Wynn et
al., 2003).
This thesis, in accordance with Blessing (1994), represents the early phase of engineering
design processes as the phases of planning and task clarification within the engineering design
process model of Pahl (2007, p. 130). Especially during the early phase of engineering design
processes uncertainty is often prevailing (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009; Wiebel et al., 2013).
Engineering design processes can therefore also be seen as complex systems (e.g., Smith &
Morrow, 1999).
Furthermore, the term uncertainty is used according to Lévárdy & Browning (2009) who state
that uncertainty can be characterized as a lack of knowledge about a problem at the time of
making a decision affecting its solution. A distinction can be made between foreseen and
unforeseen uncertainty (also called ambiguity). Foreseen uncertainty can be categorized as
knowing that you do not know and unforeseen uncertainty as not knowing that you do not know.
(Lévárdy & Browning, 2009; Sarbacker & Ishii, 1997; Schrader et al., 1993)
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As ambiguity characterizes engineering design processes, the traditional methods and tools of
project management provide less value. Therefore, the attitudes and aptitudes of project
managers and participants must change (De Neufville, 2004; Loch et al., 2006; Wiebel et al.,
2013) along with their models, methods and tools. (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009)
While unforeseen uncertainty is a source of risk for engineering design processes, it can also
provide opportunities for organizations capable of effectively sensing the endogenous and
exogenous changes and adapting to the changed conditions (Haeckel, 1999). Engineering
design processes which are capable of coevolving with their environments and dynamic
stakeholder needs can profit from the accelerating pace of change in market needs (Dougherty,
2001; Eisenhardt & Tabrizi, 1995). (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009)
This is in accordance with Rouse’s (2007) stance that fundamental complex systems research
should focus on approaches, technologies and tools to enable decision support for those who
invest in, develop, operate and use complex systems. For the planners and managers of
industrial engineering design processes, it is worthwhile to learn more about the dynamic
process behavior in order to distribute resources appropriately and to calculate cost and
scheduling (Kreimeyer & Lindemann, 2011). This does not only address complexity, but also
complicatedness (or cognitive complexity) which is the more subjective, observer-dependent
aspect of complexity as a system, regardless of its complexity, may appear more or less
complicated depending on one’s point of view (Browning & Ramasesh, 2015; Ramasesh &
Browning, 2014).
Currently, various approaches are being applied to solving the complex issue of planning and
managing engineering design processes. Oehmen et al. (2015) describe a concept of structural
and dynamic complexity during the development and deployment of engineering systems,
which is driven by the developing organization, the technology to be developed, uncertainty
and human behavior. Geraldi et al. (2011, p. 985) especially point out the immediate interest in
the nature of interaction between complexity dimensions and “…in particular, how a dynamic
change in one of the dimensions will impact the others”.
This thesis addresses this issue of the interactions between complexity dimensions of structural
complexity and dynamic complexity. In particular, this thesis focusses on models of the
engineering design process structure (also referred to as structural models or dependency
models) in the form of Multiple-Domain Matrices (MDM), as introduced by Lindemann et al.
(2009), and on models of the dynamics of an engineering design process in the form of System
Dynamics models and simulations.
MDMs provide the opportunity to describe the dependencies of a system by identifying the
relations of individual domains and elements. However, structural models show a fundamental
limitation: as structural models usually describe systems at a certain point in time, only static
dependencies can be mapped (Maurer, 2007; Oehmen et al., 2015). To examine the dynamic
dependencies of a system and the effects of uncertainty, other approaches are more suitable.
The approach chosen in a specific situation depends on the goal of the analysis: when it comes
to analyzing an overall process setup, a more static analysis might help to find bottlenecks and
other points that should be the focus of subsequent analysis (Kreimeyer & Lindemann, 2011),
whereas a dynamic approach will help to improve current procedures and their efficiency during
the operation process.

1.2 Objective, aims, research question and contribution of the thesis
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A common approach for analyzing the dynamics of engineering design processes is System
Dynamics introduced by Forrester (1958). This approach provides a methodology to analyze
and simulate the dynamic behavior of an abstracted system (Sterman, 2000). System Dynamics
is used in this thesis due to its adaptable degree of abstraction, its management perspective and
the preliminary work on engineering design processes within the System Dynamics community,
such as Cooper (1980), Ford & Sterman (1998a) and Le (2013). The limitation of System
Dynamics is the opposite of that for structural models, as System Dynamics does not provide
the possibility to describe static aspects of the system (H. Meier & Boßlau, 2012). Additionally,
Warren (2014) identifies the need for standard System Dynamics structures to offer an
accessible und reliable source of guidance for developing System Dynamics models.
During the early phase of engineering design processes it is essential to consider the static
structural complexity dimension and the dynamic complexity dimension at the same time.
Currently, the problem is that the modeling approaches of these two dimensions – the static
structural modeling approaches and approaches modeling the dynamics of engineering design
processes – cannot be sufficiently combined to model the impact of changes of one dimension
on other dimensions as demanded by Geraldi et al. (2011). Nevertheless, it is known from the
literature that the relations between the different entities of an engineering design process, i.e.
its structure, are the foundation of the engineering design process’s behavior, i.e. its dynamics
(Flurscheim, 1977; Kreimeyer, 2009; Rechtin, 1991; Wasson, 2006).
Previous results show that – in principle – dynamic behavior can be deduced from structural
models (Biedermann et al., 2012). As an example, Biedermann et al. (2012) identified that
structurally highly-connected components of an assembly cell have a very predictable behavior.

1.2 Objective, aims, research question and contribution of the
thesis
A successful combination of the static-structural and the dynamic-behavioral views on the
engineering design processes would allow for developing models of engineering design
processes that lend themselves to experimentation. The objective of such multi-dimensional
models of engineering design processes for experimentation is to support early phases of
engineering design processes by:




understanding the intrinsic complexity with its dimensions (i.e. structural and dynamic) and
their interactions
decreasing the perceived complicatedness
uncovering knowable unknown unknowns.

This thesis aspires to enable a combined consideration of the dimensions of structural and
dynamic complexity.
Additionally, uncertainty is considered in this thesis as the conditions of complexity, and
uncertainty usually occur at the same time (Oehmen et al., 2015). In particular, this thesis
focuses on known uncertainty related to the long timeframe through which planning
assumptions have to be projected.
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To enable a combined consideration of structural and dynamic complexity under uncertainty,
this thesis aims to use structural models in the form of MDMs as a basis for constructing System
Dynamics models to analyze the dynamics of engineering design processes under uncertainty.
The MDMs shall be used to represent the structural complexity, while System Dynamics shall
be used to represent the dynamic complexity and also to model the influence of uncertainty on
engineering design processes. To combine both dimensions of complexity it is necessary to
transform the structural information in System Dynamics to model the dynamic complexity, as
well as to transpose the results of the dynamics analysis back into implications on the structure
of the engineering design process. The early availability of the structure of the engineering
design process in the overall process supports the early phases of planning and task clarification
within the engineering design processes by prescriptive process analysis. An overview of the
considered complexity dimensions and modeling approaches within this thesis is illustrated in
Figure 1-1.

Modeling
approach

Dimension of
complexity

Uncertainty

Complexity
Structural
complexity

Interaction

Dynamic
complexity

Basis for construction

Multiple-Domain
Matrix

System
Dynamics
Analysis

Figure 1-1

Considered complexity dimensions and modeling approaches within this thesis

Based on the specified aim, the overall research question can be formulated as follows:
How can structural models in form of MDMs be used as a basis to construct System Dynamics
models for supporting the early phase of engineering design processes by prescriptive process
analysis?
This question comprises several aspects that need to be answered for a thorough understanding
and derivation of the further procedure. On the one hand the transformation from a MDM to a
System Dynamics model needs to be elaborated (“Basis for construction” in Figure 1-1):




Is the structural information from MDMs sufficient for System Dynamics modeling?
How can MDMs be used as a basis for the construction of System Dynamics models?
Which information can be incorporated in the MDMs?

Furthermore, it needs to be clarified how the results of the dynamics analysis in System
Dynamics can be obtained and applied back on the engineering design process structure
(“Analysis” in Figure 1-1):

1.3 Research method and environment
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How can uncertainty be modelled within System Dynamics models?
How can the structure of engineering design processes be analyzed with System
Dynamics?

If the overall research question can be satisfactorily answered this would lead to the following
contributions (Successful handling of “Interaction” in Figure 1-1):





Enabling new analysis metrics for structural models based on insights from the dynamic
behavioral view.
Supporting the early identification of major risks of engineering design processes.
Giving decision support for the design of engineering design processes through
simulation experiments and building scenarios.
Allowing the benchmarking of different structural designs of engineering design
processes under consideration of dynamics and uncertainty.

1.3 Research method and environment
This subchapter provides an overview of the applied research methodology on which the work
for this thesis is based. Further, the research environment which comprises the employment,
project work, and experiences and resources of the author is presented.
The scientific course of action follows the design research methodology (DRM) according to
Blessing & Chakrabarti (2009). DRM comprises a four-stage process as depicted in Figure 1-2,
which can be performed sequentially or iteratively.
Methods and tools
Literature
review

Stages

Results

Research Clarification

Research
goals

Case studies
and literature
analysis

Descriptive Study I

Understanding

Synthesis of
the
methodology

Prescriptive Study

Support

Evaluation
study
Figure 1-2:

Descriptive Study II

Evaluation

DRM research methodology (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009)

In the first stage of Research Clarification, the aim is to find some evidence or at least
indications that support the assumptions in order to formulate realistic and worthwhile research
objectives and aims. The main method is searching the literature for factors that influence task
clarification and success of engineering design processes, in particular those factors that link
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the two together. An initial description of the existing situation is developed based on these
findings, as well as a description of the desired situation, in order to make the underlying
assumptions for each of the descriptions explicit. The researchers formulate several criteria that
could be used as measures against which the outcome of the research, (i.e., support for task
clarification) could be evaluated. (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009) Two factors contributed
substantially to the research clarification in the course of this thesis: The performed research
on solely structure-based metrics for the analysis of the dynamics of engineering design
processes revealed a lack of analysis possibilities. However, a literature review showed
indications that the dynamics of engineering design processes can be deduced from the
engineering design process structures.
In the Descriptive Study I, the literature is reviewed for more influencing factors to elaborate
the initial description of the existing situation. The intention is to make the description detailed
enough to determine which factor(s) should be addressed to improve task clarification as
effectively and efficiently as possible. Complementary findings are discussed with experts in
industry to obtain a better understanding of the existing situation before proceeding to the
Prescriptive Study stage. (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009) The stage has been performed by
conducting four industrial and academic case studies to understand the problem situation and
on how to combine models of structural and dynamic complexity as well as a keyword-based
literature analysis on existing approaches the course of this thesis.
In the Prescriptive Study stage, the increased understanding of the existing situation is used to
develop support to overcome the problem situation examined in the Descriptive Study I. Based
on the desired output and available inputs, methods and tools may be developed, modified,
combined, or chosen. To this point it is not clear that the support has the desired effects, because
of the many assumptions upon which the description of the desired situation and the
development of the support have been based. (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009) The prescriptive
study is represented by the developed structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework,
which allows analyzing the engineering design process structure for its correlation with the
dynamics of the engineering design process and uncertainty.
The Descriptive Study II stage investigates the impact of the support and its ability to realize
the desired situation. It is typically performed by empirical studies to gain an understanding of
the actual use of the support. (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009) Blessing & Chakrabarti (2009)
distinguish three forms of evaluation: support, applicability and success evaluation. Those are
mainly performed through the application of the framework within the evaluation use case.
This thesis was generated during the author’s employment as a research assistant at the Institute
of Product Development at the Technical University of Munich. Major parts of the thesis are
based upon work performed in the research project “A2 - Modeling and evaluating development
relationships across disciplines” within the Collaborative Research Center CRC 768 / SFB 768
“Managing cycles in innovation processes – integrated development of product-service systems
based on technical products” funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
The goal of CRC 768 / SFB 768 is the transdisciplinary development of models, methods, and
tools for creating innovative product-service systems. The principal objectives are to improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of innovation processes for product-service systems.
(Technische Universität München, 2015)

1.4 Thesis structure
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The work was further supported by several student theses (as listed in appendix 9.3).

1.4 Thesis structure
The structure of the thesis is oriented on the four stages of the described DRM methodology
(Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009). The research clarification is presented in the form of the
problem description and objective in chapter 1. Chapter 2 provides an overview about existing
work on engineering design processes in relevant areas and comprises the first part of the
Descriptive Study I, which especially outlines and elaborates on existing approaches in the field
of structural and dynamic complexity of engineering design processes. Additionally, this
chapter discusses the research gap. Based on the insights from literature in chapter 2, chapter 3
comprises the case study based second part of the Descriptive Study I. The developed support–
representing the prescriptive study – is presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 addresses the
evaluation and therefore Descriptive Study II. An assessment of the support, applicability, and
success of the developed framework is performed through the application of industrial use cases
and expert interviews. Chapter 6 discusses the aspects of correctness, completeness,
consistency and clearness of the framework as well as its relevance for academia and industry.
The thesis closes with a conclusion and outlook, elaborating on what has been achieved and
where further work is desirable. Figure 1-3 gives an overview of the structure of the thesis.
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Introduction

1

Initial situation, problem description, objective and structure of the thesis

2

Engineering design processes

Characteristics

As complex
system

3

Case studies

PSSycle

4

Early phase

Modeling

Existing multidimensional
models of
complexity

Line process
optimization at
MAN

Benchmarking
process analysis
at MAN

CALA
construction
process

Structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework
MDM modeling
Transformation and quantification
Testing
Simulative analysis
Design application

5

Evaluation of the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis

6

General points of discussion

7

Conclusion and outlook
Figure 1-3

Structure of the thesis

2. Engineering design processes
Chapter 2 provides an overview about existing work on engineering design processes in
relevant areas and comprises the first part of the Descriptive Study I. In particular it outlines
and elaborates on existing approaches in the field of combining structural and dynamic
complexity of engineering design processes, and it discusses the research gap.

2.1 Characteristics of engineering design processes
The development of products in engineering domains is an organizational capability and a
competitive lever for companies (Maier & Störrle, 2011). One way to represent, understand,
engineer, manage and improve engineering design is by taking a process-perspective, and in
particular by using process modeling and creating process models (Kreimeyer, 2009; Maier &
Störrle, 2011; Maurer, 2007).
Within this thesis, the process definition of Kreimeyer (2009, p. 63) is used which he developed
based on Van Der Aalst & Van Hee (2004) and a comparison of other process definitions:
“A process consists of interdependent tasks that exchange information via artifacts. The process
is enabled and supported by the purposeful allocation of resources and time-oriented
constraints. All of these entities are interrelated, on the one hand, via the input-output
relationships among tasks along the principal process flow, and, on the other hand, via other
relationship types that generate the overall process network.”
Even though, there are several taxonomies on how to classify processes, one general notion is
to distinguish between business processes and engineering design processes.
According to Becker et al. (2003, p. 4) Business Processes can be defined as stated in the
following:
“A business process is a special process that is directed by the business objectives of a company
and by the business environment. Essential features of a business process are interfaces to the
business partners of the company (e.g., customers, suppliers). Examples of business processes
are the order processing in a factory, the routing process of a retailer, or the credit assignment
of a bank.”
For the term engineering design process the definition of Kreimeyer (2009, p. 64) is used:
“An engineering design process [...] is a process during which knowledge about an object is
generated. As this object still necessitates designing, its nature is – at least in part – unknown.
This generates uncertainty throughout the process that needs to be managed, and that causes an
engineering design process to be much less deterministic than a business process.”
Vajna (2005) explicitly lists differences between business processes and engineering design
processes (see Table 2-1). He identifies the need for process control for business processes and
the need for process navigation for engineering design processes. Thereby navigation is meant
in the way that the control and decision competence should always be left with the user.
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Table 2-1 Differences between business processes and engineering design processes by Vajna (2005)
Business processes

Engineering design processes

Processes are fixed, rigid, have to be reproducible

Processes are dynamic, creative, chaotic; many loops

and checkable to 100%

and go-tos

Results have to be predictable

Results are not always predictable

Material, technologies, and tools are physical (e.g. in
manufacturing) and/or completely described (e.g. in
controlling)

Objects, concepts, ideas, designs, approaches, trials
(and errors) are virtual and not always precise

Possibility of disruptions is low, because options and

Possibility of disruptions is high because of imperfect

their respective environments are described precisely

definitions and change requests

No need for dynamic reaction

There is definitive need for dynamic reaction
capabilities

On a more detailed level Vajna (2005) identifies the following needs for an engineering design
process navigation approach:





Continuous monitoring of the process and prediction of possible bottlenecks.
Creation and evaluation of potential process flow alternatives to overcome possible
changes (for example, new requirements of a customer, a failed resource, a missed
deadline, unforeseen disturbances) in real time.
Offering of these alternatives to the user and allowing him to select the alternative he
would prefer, then re-evaluating the process.

According to Vajna (2005), another metaphor for navigation is its description as a game of
chess between the user in a company and the customer. In response to the possibility of
customer changes and resource shortfalls during project execution, and in order to keep within
time and budgetary constraints, the user has to update the project strategy continuously.
By conducting a literature study with a grounded-theory-inspired procedure, Maier & Störrle
(2011) identifies nine characteristics of engineering design processes which they group into
three categories and are listed in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2 Challenges and characteristics of engineering design processes identified by Maier & Störrle (2011)
Challenge

Engineering design process characteristic
Engineering design processes are

Development



complex



iterative, and



ill-defined.

Engineering design processes are embedded in an ecosystem of processes with multiple
interdependencies and interactions between
Collaboration



different processes,



people involved, and



processes and organizations.

Engineering design processes are constrained and influenced by
Products &



the physical nature of the artefact developed,

Services



economic and market constraints, and



legislative and regulatory constraints.

In the following the three categories and their nine characteristics will be explained.
Challenge: Development
Each engineering design process is concerned with the development of solutions for its unique
set of underlying constraints and boundary conditions. Even though the development usually
does not start from a blank sheet, the solutions to be developed are often new. (Maier & Störrle,
2011)
Complex: The engineering design processes of complex systems such as airplanes, jet-engines,
automobiles are also highly complex (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2003). “The challenge for many
designers is to maintain an adequate overview of a complex emerging product and its equally
complex design process” (Eckert & Clarkson, 2005, p. 3). Oehmen et al. (2015) describe two
dimensions of complexity that occur in the context of the engineering design processes:
structural complexity, dynamic complexity, which both are driven by uncertainty and human
behavior.
Geraldi et al. (2011) especially point out the current lack of understanding of interaction
between complexity dimensions.
Iterative: All creative activities are iterative by nature. To sufficiently explore the design space
and find a solution for a given set of constraints, various alternative paths and successive
versions have to be pursued, elaborated, compared, split, fused, improved, evaluated, rejected,
and reconsidered. (Maier & Störrle, 2011)
The structure of such a search process is described as iterative (e.g. Wynn et al. (2007))
Ill-defined: It is in the nature of engineering design processes that there are elements of
uncertainty in their outcome (Grebici et al., 2008).
In fact, beginning from constraints and desires without precise goals, it is the very purpose of
engineering design to develop and create solutions. There would be no need for creativity in
the sense of a new or different solution if the result is completely defined at an operational level
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of detail. Often, the problem or need is understood while the solution needs to be generated,
and often there are rolling targets. (Maier & Störrle, 2011)
In this sense, engineering design problems and the processes to solve them are ill-defined (Rittel
& Webber, 1984; Simon, 1962; Visser, 2006).
Challenge: Collaboration
Almost all instances of engineering design processes require the collaboration of many people.
Most engineering design processes involve a great number of people which are distributed over
space, time and organizations. Often, participants also exhibit strongly differing skill profiles.
(Maier & Störrle, 2011)
Process-process interactions: “Most engineering design processes are intertwined with other
engineering processes, embedded in other business processes in the organization and linked to
a number of supplier companies’ process” (Eckert & Clarkson, 2005, p. 22). In fact, there are
no processes which are isolated from triggering, supporting, or ensuing processes which are
more or less well-defined and standardized in an organization. Engineering design processes
are embedded in an ecosystem of other processes and exhibit multiple and complex
interdependencies with positive and negative feedbacks. (Maier & Störrle, 2011)
Process-organization interactions: Processes are phenomena of the organizations which
execute them. Besides official organizations and processes, there are always informal traditions,
structures and external influences that influence engineering design processes. Organizations
are also often collaborations of virtual development networks which additionally influences the
processes. For example automotive supply chains are often global process-organizations
interactions (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2003). (Maier & Störrle, 2011)
People-people interactions: “The design of a modern product, such as a car, requires the
collaboration of a multi-disciplinary team” (Eckert & Clarkson, 2005, p. 5). Beyond the
ubiquitous fundamental issues and the sheer size implied in cooperation between humans, the
global scale, complexity and creative nature of engineering design processes adds influences to
the communication processes. Furthermore, many engineers prefer a visual mode of
information processing rather than a verbal mode which could be better supported by current
information technology. (Maier & Störrle, 2011)
Challenge: Products and Services
In the last years, the trend can be observed that companies move from selling physical products
to offering services and offer product-services systems. This can, for instance, be seen in the
aerospace industry in moving from selling gas turbine engines by the unit to providing powerby-the-hour. (Maier & Störrle, 2011) Also in the automotive industry in Germany can be seen
as example where different OEMs try to place car-sharing ventures.
Physical nature of engineering artefacts: “The product is the strongest constraint on its own
design process” (Eckert & Clarkson, 2005, p. 9). Processes are created to support the
development of a product or service and therefore the structure of processes should ideally be
closely connected to the product architecture (Sosa et al., 2002). However, the physical nature
of many artefacts of engineering design processes adds constraints. For example, combinations
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of physical, electrical, mechanical and space restrictions may sometimes be traded-off against
each other, while at other times global optimization is required. (Maier & Störrle, 2011)
Economic and market constraints: Engineering design processes are embedded in economic
contexts which links to the three sacred cows of engineering design process management: time
quality and budget. To achieve the desired product within given time, cost and resource
constraints, companies are looking for an appropriate design process. “Tendering agreements
define timescales and budgets and often impose harsh penalties for late delivery” (Eckert &
Clarkson, 2005, p. 9). (Maier & Störrle, 2011)
Legislative and regulatory constraints: Stringent regulations from different sources apply for
many engineering artefacts and need to be addressed within the corresponding engineering
design processes. For instance, technical standards imply specific forms of tracing and
legislation on safety and environmental certifications influence engineering design processes
(e.g. Jarratt et al. (2003) or various ISO, DIN, VDI norms and standards). (Maier & Störrle,
2011)
Importance of characteristics
Additionally to the identification of the characteristics, Maier & Störrle (2011) ran a survey
with engineering design process modeling experts from industry and academia to prioritize their
importance. Table 2-3 shows the results of the survey: It can be seen that iterative is most
strongly supported as important. Together with the interactions of the engineering design
process with the organization, other processes and people, complexity is also seen as important
characteristic.
Table 2-3 Characteristics of engineering design process in descending order of importance (based on survey of
Maier & Störrle (2011))
Mean
1:not important; 2:somewhat important;
3:important; 4:very important.

Characteristics of engineering design processes in
descending order of importance

3.8

iterative

3.5

process-organization interactions

3.4

complex

3.4

process-process interactions

3.3

people-people interactions

3.1

economic & market constraints

2.9

physical nature of artefact

2.8

legislative & regulatory constraints

2.5

ill-defined

It is arguable if all characteristics are on the same level. For example Roelofsen et al. (2008)
and Le et al. (2012) see iterations as result of the process’s complexity . Other authors state that
it are the interactions and constraints of the process which significantly contribute to its
complexity (De Weck et al., 2011; Kortler & Lindemann, 2011; Wynn et al., 2010).
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2.2 Engineering design processes as complex systems
Within the engineering discipline, no standardized definition of complexity exists; rather a
multitude of specific perspectives can be identified (Piller & Waringer, 1999; Ramasesh &
Browning, 2014). Figure 2-1 illustrates common perspectives on complexity in engineering.
The system theory perspective usually differentiates between structural and dynamic
complexity of systems. While there seems to be agreement on the term structural complexity,
there are more detailed differentiations of dynamic complexity (see Geraldi et al. (2011) for a
review). This thesis uses the view of Oehmen et al. (2015) to differentiate between structural
and dynamic complexity and uncertainty as well human behavior as drivers of complexity.
Other authors distinguish between originating fields of complexity (for example Spur & Eßer
(2013)). Oehmen et al. (2015) also differentiate between the complexity of the project and the
complexity of its deliverable. The approach of holistic complexity management mentions three
management strategies for complexity (Schoeneberg, 2014; Wildemann, 2000). Another
perspectives are drivers of complexity which can for example be found in Adam (1998). The
mentioned perspectives on complexity are not intended to be exhaustive, but show that
complexity has many facets.
System theory

Fields of complexity

Sources of complexity

Market
Structural
complexity

Organizational
Dynamic
complexity

Product
Process

Management strategies

Organizational project

Technological
deliverable

Drivers

Avoidance
Reduction

System / Model
Control

Figure 2-1

Perspectives on complexity (without intending to be exhaustive), with highlighted
perspective of this thesis

2.2.1 Terms and definitions
In most cases complexity is understood as system property (Schuh, 2005). Therefore the terms
system is defined first. There exist several views and definitions of the term system which differ
significantly (Bartolomei et al., 2012; R. J. Brooks & Tobias, 1996). An aspect which is
common for many definitions is that systems comprise elements (Bartolomei et al., 2012;
Wasson, 2006) which are in relationship with each other (Haberfellner et al., 2012; Wasson,
2006). Following Wasson (2006) who suggests to select the best fitting definition for the term
system for the application at hand, this thesis uses the definition by Maurer (2007, p. 31):
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“A system is created by compatible and interrelated parts that form a system structure, possess
individual properties, and contribute to fulfill the system’s purpose. Systems are delimitated by
a system border and connected to their surroundings by inputs and outputs. Changes to parts
of a system can be characterized by dynamic effects and result in a specific system behavior.”
In this thesis complexity is discussed from a systems-oriented perspective. De Weck et al.
(2011) state that modern life is governed by engineering systems that fulfil central societal
functions, for example modern communication, healthcare, transportation or energy generation
and transportation systems. However, these systems are not only of technical nature, they are
socio-technical systems where technology and people are intertwined and are dependent on one
another. (Oehmen et al., 2015)
De Weck et al. (2011) support the thesis that the key concept in engineering systems is
complexity. For defining complexity of engineering systems, they concentrate on two aspects:
“A system is behaviorally complex if its behavior is difficult to predict, analyze, describe, or
manage. […] a system is structurally complex if the number of parts is large and the
interconnections between its parts is intricate or hard to describe briefly. “ (De Weck et al.,
2011, p. 185)
These aspects agree with Oehmen et al. (2015, p. 5) who state that complexity as a property is
typically defined by:





containing multiple parts
possessing a number of connections between the parts
exhibiting dynamic interactions between the parts
the behavior produced as a result of those interactions cannot be explained as the simple
sum of the parts (emergent behavior).

The first two of the these bullet points refer to what de Weck et al. (2011) consider structural
complexity while point three and four refer to behavioral (dynamic) complexity.
Furthermore de Weck et al. (2011, p. 185) state that:





“Systems that are structurally complex are usually behaviorally complex. “
“Systems that have complex behavior need not have complex structure, since we know
of relatively simple mechanical systems whose behavior is chaotic, and hence
complex.”
“Most behaviorally complex systems are structurally complex as well.“

Based on these insights de Weck et al. (2011) define complex engineering systems as stated
below:
“Complex (engineering) systems are not simply technical in nature, but rely on people and
their organizations for the design, manufacturing, and operation of the system, and are
influenced by and influence the societal and physical context as well.” (De Weck et al., 2011,
p. 185)
An important concept in the context of complexity is complicatedness. In contrast to
complexity, complicatedness (or cognitive complexity) is more subjective and observerdependent. For example, a software application may seem more or less complicated depending
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on the simplicity and elegance of its user interface, regardless of the complexity of its
underlying code. For engineering design processes, the complicatedness depends on the ability
to understand and manage the process. It is influenced by factors such as the intuitiveness of
the process structure, organization, and behavior; the ease with which cause and effect
relationships can be identified and the experience of the observing persons. Even though
complexity and complicatedness may interact and correlate, there is no generalizable causal
relationship between them. (Browning & Ramasesh, 2015; Ramasesh & Browning, 2014)
A review on the relation of complexity and complicatedness can be found in Ramasesh &
Browning (2014).
Complex systems are developed in engineering design processes which are governed and driven
by three key factors according to Oehmen et al. (2015):






Technical and organizational complexity: Parts and interfaces of technical elements of
the system, as well as people, their interfaces and relationships to one another have to
be managed. Both are tightly coupled, for example, the team structures in engineering
often correspond to the system module structure of a product. (Oehmen et al., 2015)
Social intricacy of human behavior: Even though a lot of humans like to think of
themselves as rational beings, human behavior is often driven by subconscious thought
processes. These processes govern how we face and react to our collective challenges
as teams and society as a whole. (Oehmen et al., 2015)
Uncertainty of long lifecycles: Products are part of systems with much longer lifecycles.
For example, while a smart phone may have a lifecycle of a few years, it is part of the
companies that market them, the communication infrastructure of which they are a part,
or the supply chain that extracts and processes the necessary raw materials. Long-term
lifecycle considerations have to be part of all of our activities due to the scale that human
activity has reached. Among other factors, this increases the uncertainty to which
engineering design processes and their outcome are exposed. (Oehmen et al., 2015)

Following the ideas of de Weck et al. (2011), Oehmen et al. (2015) defines the term “complex
projects” from an engineering systems perspective. The execution of an engineering design
process can be seen as project (Project Management Institute Inc, 2013, p. 3). Additionally,
Oehmen et al. (2015) their selves use the example of the development of a new car, which is an
engineering design process, to explain why complex projects are complex systems.
Consequently, their explanation for complex projects being complex systems can also be
adapted to engineering design processes:
Engineering design processes are complex systems because they “[….] are characterized by
feedback loops and unforeseen emergent behavior that can spiral out of control, but are
fundamentally still tractable by structured (if costly and time consuming) analysis. This domain
is inherently knowable encompassing both “known unknowns” and “unknown unknowns”.”
(Oehmen et al., 2015)
Based on their definition Oehmen et al. (2015) characterize engineering design processes as
possessing


knowable characteristics (“known unknowns” and “knowable unknown unknowns”)
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discoverable cause-and-effect relationships, which may not be immediately apparent to
everyone
the possibility of more than one right solution.

Facing engineering design processes as complex systems, Oehmen et al. (2015) suggest the
managerial strategies of systems-oriented analysis, experimentation, interpretation, and
involvement of experts in order to explore different opportunities. Engineering design processes
and their environment need to be actively investigated (i.e., analyzed and modeled). It will also
be necessary to involve experts in the particular field of the engineering design process for its
analysis and management. They will typically provide conflicting advice, which must be
discussed and agreed on. (Oehmen et al., 2015)
Managers need to create an environment where new ideas are heard, and that provides space
for experimentation to find the best solutions. (Oehmen et al., 2015)
In the following sections the two main aspects of complexity according the systems theory
perspective (De Weck et al., 2011) will be discussed: Structural complexity, also called static
complexity, which refers to the number and types of elements and their relationships in the
system, and dynamic complexity, which refers to the behavior of a complex system (Casti,
1979; Oehmen et al., 2015).

2.2.2 Structural complexity
“Understanding the structure of a system (i.e., its architecture) is a key building block to
predicting the system’s behavior.” (Oehmen et al., 2015)
Structural complexity is the most mentioned type of complexity in the literature (Geraldi et al.,
2011; Williams, 1999). Most authors determine it by three attributes: size (or number), variety
and interdependence (see Geraldi et al. (2011) for a review). According to Maurer (2007), the
structure of a system can be seen as the network formed by dependencies between system
elements and represents a basic attribute of each system. Structures can be characterized by the
specific compilation of relationships between system elements and can be divided into subsets
(Maurer, 2007).
Structural complexity of an engineering design process can be illustrated by using stakeholders
as example: The process becomes more complex as the number of stakeholders and the
differences between the stakeholders increase. If the number of relevant relationships between
stakeholders increases, and the types of relationships become more different (e.g., financial
flow, information flow, material flow, control flow), the complexity increases too. An internal
IT project which improves the communication between first- and second-level supports has low
stakeholder complexity. However, a large program that implements a new public health policy
has a much more complex stakeholder landscape, thus structural complexity. (Oehmen et al.,
2015)
Classic approaches in increasing understanding about a complex system focus on structural
complexity. This is based on the procedure of dividing a system into subsystems, noting the
relationships between the subsystems that give rise to the system’s behavior, and noting the
system’s inputs and outputs. (Browning, 2001)
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Once a system structure is sufficiently decomposed, the consequences of the specific system
impact and system behavior can be estimated (Lindemann et al., 2005). In other words the
knowledge about a system’s structural compilation allows for a better prediction of its behavior
(Maurer, 2007).
For example, Sharman & Yassine (2004) show that structural attributes contribute to a large
extent to system behavior. Also for example Baldwin & Clark (2000) use structural product
attributes for characterizing system behavior. Baldwin & Clark (2000) mention that a
minimization of dependencies between system elements within the product architecture also
improves the future development of complex systems. Thus, the structural complexity of the
product influences its development process. (Maurer, 2007)
Additionally, adaptation time and costs can be reduced and system reliability can be increased
if adequate system structures are actively designed (Lindemann et al., 2005).

2.2.3 Dynamic complexity
“Complex systems can result in emergent phenomena that could not be predicted by the
characteristics of the components parts or subsystems. This is often true of systems whose
subsystems have a degree of autonomy and their own objectives.” (Rouse, 2007)
The analysis of the system structure, thus of the structural complexity as shown in the previous
section, uses a static snap-shot of the system in a particular point in time (Lichtenberg et al.,
2013; Oehmen et al., 2015). Furthermore, it is also possible to analyze and understand the
system in terms of its behavior and how it changes over time (Oehmen et al., 2015). Oehmen
et al. (2015) state that while the idea of doing so is relatively straightforward, the actual analysis
and interpretation are more difficult.
However, some of the most important aspects of complex projects (such as engineering design
processes) relate to their dynamic nature (Geraldi et al., 2011; Kreimeyer, 2009; Maurer, 2007;
Oehmen et al., 2015; Xia & Lee, 2005). Typical aspects are process duration, development and
change of stakeholder requirements over time, change of staffing levels and possible emerging
behaviors such as organizational resistance to a change process (Oehmen et al., 2015).
Roth & Senge (1996) characterize dynamic complexity as the extent to which cause and effect
are distant in time and space. In situations of high dynamic complexity, the causes of problems
cannot be easily determined by first-hand experience, and few, if any, of the actors in the system
may have a substantive understanding of the causes of problems (Roth & Senge, 1996).
The dynamics of complex systems results from cause-and-effect chains which are formed by
the present dependencies within and between market, organizational, process and product
complexity and become ambiguous and nonlinear (Maurer, 2007; Xia & Lee, 2005). Xia & Lee
(2005) especially note that dynamic complexity is caused by changes in organizational and
technological project environments. These changes may result from either the stochastic nature
of the environment or a lack of information and knowledge about the project environment (Xia
& Lee, 2005). Dynamic complexity is characterized by feedback loops, and non-linear and
emergent (both planned and unforeseen) behavior (Oehmen et al., 2015). Xia & Lee (2005)
state that the performance of dynamically complex tasks requires knowledge about how the
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structural complexity (referred to as component and coordinative complexities by the authors)
changes over time.
Based on the statements found in literature it can be concluded that for this thesis dynamic
complexity:






results in emergent phenomena
is caused by changes in organizational and technological environments originating from
the environments’ stochastic nature or lack of information about the environments
is the extent to which cause and effect are distant in time and space and their chains are
ambiguous and nonlinear
is more difficult to analyze and interpret than structural complexity
its management requires knowledge about how structural complexity changes over
time.

2.2.4 The relationship of complexity, uncertainty and human behavior
“Complexity, per se, in engineering projects […] is determined by the technical complexity of
the product system being developed, as well as the organizational complexity of the project […]
developing the product. The two systems are tightly coupled, increasing the structural and
dynamic complexity. Uncertainty of project execution, as well as built-in behavioral patterns
of humans, increases the complexity faced in the projects.” (Oehmen et al., 2015)
Structural complexity can be understood as the complexity of how an engineering design
process is built, while dynamic complexity can be understood as how it behaves. However, this
does not explain where complexity comes from. It can be argued that there are three major
drivers behind complexity: Complexity “per se,” human behavior and uncertainty. (Oehmen et
al., 2015)
Complexity “per se”
During engineering design processes two types of complexity need to be managed: First, the
organizational complexity of the process as project itself (organizational project complexity).
This includes the structure of the process organization (i.e., stakeholders and their
relationships), as well as its behavior (i.e., processes). Second, the complexity of the main
process deliverable (technological deliverable complexity), thus the product, system, or
service to be developed, needs to be managed. That consists of its structure (i.e., product
architecture) and “behavior” (e.g., properties along its lifecycle, such as environmental impact,
maintainability, or profitability). Project complexity and deliverable complexity are closely
related to one another. (Oehmen et al., 2015; Xia & Lee, 2004)
Typical relationships according to Oehmen et al. (2015) are:




The architecture of a deliverable typically defines a significant part of the structure of
engineering design process. If the technical architecture is flawed, the integration step
between work packages will be difficult to impossible.
The nature of a deliverable determines the key structure of the engineering design
process. For example, in order to execute an agile, incremental process execution, the
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deliverable must be “creatable” and testable in incremental units (which may be difficult
for a fighter jet). Hence, an Engineering Design process has to reflect the realities of the
nature of the deliverable, while taking full advantage of developing capabilities.
The number and variety of stakeholders significantly influence requirements and scope,
as well as requirements and scope creep. The structural complexity of engineering
design processes has to be reduced (i.e., the number and diversity of key stakeholders
in the governance structure) in order to limit the complexity of the resulting solution.

Uncertainty
“We are bad at intuitively dealing with uncertainty and instinctively avoid and distort its
perception. Additionally, the concept of ambiguity (unknown uncertainty) describes how two
individuals can derive completely different conclusions from the same factual, uncertaintyrelated information.” (Oehmen et al., 2015)
A large number of problems in the context of engineering design require to make decisions in
the presence of uncertainty (X. Yin, 2009). Especially the early phase of engineering design
processes is predominated by a high amount of uncertainty (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009;
Wiebel et al., 2013). The early phase thereby includes the phases of planning, task clarification
and conceptual design and is elaborated in detail in section 2.4.
Uncertainty can thereby be characterized as a lack of knowledge about a problem at the time of
making a decision affecting its solution. It can be distinguished between known uncertainty as
“knowing what you don’t know” and unknown uncertainty (ambiguity) as “not knowing what
you don’t know” (Sarbacker & Ishii, 1997; Schrader et al., 1993). (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009)
Unknown uncertainty can only be mitigated by general aspects of conservative design, thus an
intensive search for uncertainties should be conducted, which should be taken into account
during engineering design processes actively and in a target-oriented way. (Schrieverhoff,
2014)
Due to the strong presence of unknown uncertainty in engineering design processes, the
traditional methods and tools of project management provide less value. It is important that the
project managers’ and participants’ attitudes and aptitudes must change (De Neufville, 2004;
Loch et al., 2006; Wiebel et al., 2013) and presumably also their models, methods, and tools.
(Lévárdy & Browning, 2009)
While unknown uncertainty is a source of risk for engineering design processes, it can also
bring opportunities to organizations which are capable of effectively sensing the endogenous
and exogenous changes and responding to them efficiently by adapting to the changed
conditions (Haeckel, 1999). (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009)
Engineering design processes which are capable of coevolving with their environments and
dynamic stakeholder needs can profit from the accelerating pace of changing market needs
(Dougherty, 2001; Eisenhardt & Tabrizi, 1995). Due to the increasing acknowledgement of
uncertainties consideration is given to nontraditional approaches to project management such
as extreme (Beck, 1999), adaptive (James a Highsmith & Highsmith, 2013), flexible
(MacCormack et al., 2001), response-able (Dove, 2002), lean (Poppendieck & Poppendieck,
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2003), agile (Jim Highsmith, 2004) etc.. However, they may not apply as readily for complex
hardware systems (Boehm & Turner, 2003). (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009)
Lévárdy & Browning (2009) argue that the assumptions underpinning the conventional models
and tools for engineering design process planning and control do not always hold (Koskela &
Howell, 2008; Winter et al., 2006), and that these models could extend their capabilities by
accommodating more dynamism and flexibility. (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009)
Oehmen et al. (2015) argue that current strategies for managing uncertainty do not justice to
the types of uncertainty and variety of information quality regarding the uncertainty we
encounter in complex projects. According to the authors, managers tend not to differentiate
between aleatoric uncertainty (uncertainty caused by a lack of knowledge, such as the
performance of a particular technology under field conditions) and epistemic uncertainty
(fundamentally unknowable outcome, such as the result of a throw of dice). This results in suboptimal performance of complex risk situations. (Oehmen et al., 2015)
Oehmen et al. (2015) also argue that managers traditionally favor a probabilistic view of
uncertainty, which implies that a minimum amount of knowledge regarding an uncertainty is
necessary in order to arrive at a meaningful estimation of the related probability. In complex
projects such as engineering design processes, this quality of information is often unavailable,
but non-probabilistic assessments of uncertainty (which have lower information requirements)
are not typically used. Leading to inaccurate risk estimates and lower planning quality, the
perceived complexity of engineering design processes increases. (Oehmen et al., 2015)
Human Behavior
“Our human minds have limited capacity and cannot intuitively comprehend even mildly
complex systems. To make matters worse, our intuitive decision-making rules conspire against
us in the face of complexity to produce catastrophic results. We are also incapable of intuitively
perceiving the most fundamental aspects of complexity, such as feedback loops, exponential
growth, or low probabilities.” (Oehmen et al., 2015)
The ability to make sound decisions in the face of complexity is limited by three factors:






The imperfect access to information and thus, the complete and accurate representation
of the full current state (Box & Draper, 1987; Oehmen et al., 2015; Sterman, 2000; von
Neuman, 1947).
The cognitive limitations of humans such as the number of factors that can be
considered in parallel, the amount of information that can be processed and the speed
of processing (Bood & Postma, 1997; Lorenz, 2008; Oehmen et al., 2015).
The limited time to make a decision (Oehmen et al., 2015; Rahmandad & Sterman,
2008).

Especially in situations with high complexity, the limited attention capability of decision
makers is faced with a very high (possibly endless) amount of information which needs to be
understood and processed. Given this fact, the fundamental challenge arises of finding the right
way of compressing complexity without sacrificing key aspects that are relevant for decision
making. Additionally, and as reaction to the factors stated above, humans have developed
subconscious or built-in decision-making models and rules. However, these capabilities
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developed over thousands of years, are of limited help when managing complexity. (Oehmen
et al., 2015)
Typical challenges of subconscious and built-in decision-making models and rules according
to Oehmen et al. (2015) are:











Number and diversity of items: While complex systems often consist of a high amount
of elements, humans are only able to keep in mind about five to seven elements at any
given time.
Dynamic behavior and change: Changes are subconsciously extrapolated as linear.
Cherry picking: Perceived complexity is often reduced by selective attention. In an
engineering design process, this leads to a lack of appreciation of complexity: Decision
makers may get stuck in a set frame of mind.
Overconfidence and optimism bias: For example people usually prefer to start execution
with “easy” tasks. This may lead to overly optimistic assessments of cost and schedule
requirements, and chances of success. As shown in various studies, over 90% of drivers
believe their driving skills are above average.
Hindsight bias (knew-it-all-along effect): After an event has occurred, humans tend to
see the event as having been predictable, despite there has been little or no objective
basis for predicting it (Hoffrage & Pohl, 2010; Roese & Vohs, 2012). For complex
situations, this creates a false trust in the quality of our “intuition” to foresee problems
and choose the right solutions.
Anchoring bias: Humans tend to rely too heavily on the first piece of information
offered (the "anchor") when making decisions (Investopedia, 2016). Untrained
estimations often completely ignore even the limited information that may be available.
They can be worse than using random numbers.

(Oehmen et al., 2015)
Complexity can be seen as a multi-dimensional concept. The structural and dynamic complexity
of engineering design processes is driven by the organizational complexity of the engineering
design process as project and the technological complexity of its deliverable. Furthermore
complexity is driven by the prevailing uncertainty and human behavioral models and rules
which are often of limited help when managing complexity.

2.3 Modeling of engineering design processes
While the previous section elaborated on engineering design processes as complex systems
with its dimensions and drivers, this section gives an overview of existing modeling approaches.
Modeling is a classic approach to address and understand a complex reality (Browning, 2002).
In comparison to the object being modeled, a model represents a target-oriented, simplified
formation analogous to the original, which permits deriving conclusions based on the original
object (Lindemann, 2007). Following a classification subsection, the systems theory
perspective with its dimensions of structural and dynamic complexity will be maintained to
detail existing approaches.
Process modeling supports the management of engineering design processes to cope with
complexity and uncertainties emerging from both internal and external factors (Browning et al.,
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2006; Smith & Morrow, 1999). Process modeling is typically employed to capture
characteristics of the process structure and the process environment, explore potential
interactions between these two levels and potential influence of project management on the
process behavior. This helps to create a better understanding of process behavior and how the
process structure, environment and management might influence this behavior. A better
understanding of process behavior and its influences improves decision making. (Le, 2013)
As for other modeling activities, also during process modeling trade-offs between expressive
power and completeness on the one hand and simplicity of the models on the other have to be
made (Gemino & Wand, 2004). Various process modeling techniques with different abstraction
levels and perspectives have been developed; their insights may be different but complementary
(Le, 2013). Browning (2009) proposes the development of a process architecture framework to
help manage the complexity in engineered systems: It provides a portfolio of views of a
complex system, each of which describes it partially and in a meaningful format to its users and
their particular needs (Browning, 2009).
Typical purposes of process modeling are related to their visualization, planning, execution,
control or development (Browning & Ramasesh, 2007). There is no commonly agreed
classification of models of engineering design processes. However, most common modeling
techniques found in the Engineering Design and corresponding literature can be classified into
models of the structural and dynamic complexity (e.g., (Browning & Ramasesh, 2007;
Browning, 2002; Browning et al., 2006; Smith & Morrow, 1999; Wynn et al., 2007).

2.3.1 Classes of engineering design process models
O’Donovan (2004) suggests to classify engineering design process models along two axes:
generic against specific models and descriptive against prescriptive models. Using this
classification he identifies four rough groups of models which are illustrated in Figure 2-2:





prescriptive/descriptive generic models
descriptive generic models
product-based models
modeling frameworks and instances.
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Classification of engineering design process models according to O’Donovan (2004)

Prescriptive/descriptive generic models: According to O’Donovan (2004) the primary
purpose of these models is teaching. By highlighting the types of information, specifications,
concepts, detailed designs, they provide a rough checklist of what needs to be done in early,
middle and closing stages of an engineering design process and many concepts are of value in
original design. They can also be interpreted as descriptions of an ideal design process, or as
prescriptions of best-practice in design. A typical example is the design process model of Pahl
& Beitz (1996). (O’Donovan, 2004)
Descriptive generic models: Descriptive generic models are solely intended for the description
of the design process. They cannot be used as a basis for imposing specific conditions on a
process, because the reflected patterns of activity include a random element (for example
Ullman et al. (1988)), or because the patterns are not a complete generative set of rules for
creating a process (for example Chandrasekaran (1990)). Descriptive generic models are
framed to deliver insights into the nature of design such as the sub-activities which take place
within them or the arrangement of activities. Descriptive generic models often provide a basis
on which computational methods are developed. (O’Donovan, 2004)
Product-based models: There are models of engineering design processes which are closely
connected to specific products such as ship design parameters (Evans, 1959) or software
engineering processes (Muench, 1994). Also models exist that are tied to classes of products at
a higher level of detail such as the designer support systems (Duffy & MacCallum, 1989) and
the conceptual design of ships and jet engines (Jarrett, 2001). (O’Donovan, 2004)
Frameworks and instances: Models of this class bridge the classes of specific and generic,
and the descriptive and prescriptive. A modeling framework can be seen as generic approach
which may be applied to modeling any situation within its scope, but which in itself provides
little specific guidance or insight. O’Donovan (2004) uses the picture of a sandbox which is the
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framework, while the instances are the sandcastles built within it. As the properties of the sand
limit the forms that can be created, so a framework places constraints on the features of models
that can be built within it, too. Instances can be seen as descriptive and prescriptive: While its
initial construction is usually a description of a engineering design process, which can be
observed directly, inferred or a statement of intended actions. However, once created the
instance may be used for prescription, either to run a project in a similar way or the model may
be manipulated to obtain for example an optimized process. (O’Donovan, 2004)
Typical frameworks for engineering design process modeling are (without the intent to be
exhaustive):







IDEF
Petri Nets
DSM
MDM
System Dynamics
UML

2.3.2 Modeling of structural complexity
There are different dependency modeling methods for process models. Kreimeyer (2009) cites
Belhe & Kusiak (1996) for an overview. Primarily graph theory provides the computational
approaches to analyze structures and their subsets. Additionally to hierarchically-ordered
structures, the composition of peer linkages can also be characterized by the formation of
specific subsets (Lindemann et al., 2005; Wasson, 2006). For example, Foulds (2012) and Gross
& Yellen (2005) describe the discipline of graph theory, which provides mathematical
fundamentals suitable for structural analysis. (Maurer, 2007)
The primary target of structure considerations is a better understanding of the complex system
at hand by representing the entities involved, their relationships, and the quality of their
interactions (Browning, 2001; Kreimeyer, 2009). According to Maurer (2007) the two major
purposes of modeling structural complexity are:



information visualization
application of computational approaches and algorithms.

In engineering design there are two main analysis directions based on the system structure: the
analysis of either product structures, also referred to as product architectures and the analysis
of process structures, thus process models.
A major concept of product structure analysis is modularity which is for example elaborately
discussed by Ulrich & Eppinger (2003). However, this section focuses on modeling the
structural complexity of processes, thus process models.
Process models are used for a variety of purposes which coincide with the different goals of
process management. Each individual process model depicts a part of the structure of a process.
Browning (2009) assesses different process models as to their focus and their different
stakeholders to compare what model is made for what purpose. As result, Browning (2009)
states that while every model in his review is made for a different purpose, many models convey
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similar information. Numerous methodologies for process modeling are available for different
needs, and non-exhausted lists and comparisons are for example provided by Baumberger
(Baumberger, 2007), Browning (2009), Karniel & Reich (2009) and Kreimeyer (2009).
Browning & Ramasesh (2007) review the literature of network-like process models. They find
that the interaction of tasks and their impact on overall process improvement can be found in
all existing models, yet needs more focus. (Kreimeyer, 2009)
Kreimeyer (2009) concludes that all process models contain aspects of the structure of a system
as they all consist of entities and relationships. Within some models the structure is specified
very strictly, while others leave more room to adapt the model. (Kreimeyer, 2009)
Engineering design processes can be seen as networks of multiple domains that coexist to
enable the development of products. Each of these domains is networked in itself in many
different ways and domains are also internally linked and coupled among each other, as well as
the behavior of the engineering design process to a large extent depends on this network
structure. The communication among organizational units can be seen as example: It is only
possible if units are related to each other. Consequently the specific setup of entities and their
relations would constitute the value of the actual process. (Kreimeyer, 2009)
Kreimeyer (2009) argues that to model the structure of engineering design processes, they
should be understood as multi-layered networks. To analyze such processes it is important to
select and relate all relevant domains in an integrated manner which simultaneously enables
and facilitates systematic and comprehensive analysis. Kreimeyer (2009) further suggests using
the modeling technique of the Multiple-Domain Matrix (MDM) for representing and
manipulating network structures consisting of different domains and relationship types. The
concept of MDMs was originally developed as part of the Structural Complexity Management
methodology (Lindemann et al., 2009).
Based on the observation of Belhe & Kusiak (1996) that all major models can be converted
among each other using adjacency matrices, Kreimeyer (2009) identifies adjacency matrices as
similar to DSM (Design Structure Matrix) respectively MDMs.
MDMs allow to represent multiple network structures, both within a single domain (e.g.,
process steps) and across domains (e.g., the attribution of organizational units to individual
process steps). MDMs also allow to capture different relationship types that coexist
concurrently which makes them an ideal tool for modeling the structure of engineering design
processes. Figure 2-3 visualizes the concept. (Kreimeyer, 2009; Maurer, 2007)
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Capturing of different relationship types within a MDM (Maurer, 2007)

The MDM combines the possibilities of the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) (Steward, 1981)
and the Domain Mapping Matrix (DMM) (Danilovic & Browning, 2004). DSM and DMM
modeling techniques are applied for modeling and analyzing system structures in a multitude
of different projects in which elements of different domains are focused (for an overview see
Browning (2001). The MDM supports the handling of multiple-domain systems as it allow to
represent multiple network structures, both within a single domain and across domains
(Kreimeyer, 2009; Maurer, 2007). Thereby, domains represent the classification of the elements
in groups (Lindemann et al., 2009). Examples of domains are process steps and organizational
units and single elements represent specific instances of these groups. The MDM also allows
for capturing different relationship types that coexist concurrently. The MDM is the framework
of the Structural Complexity Management methodology of Lindemann et al. (2009). The
methodology provides a five-phase procedure that supports users in system definition,
information acquisition, deduction of indirect dependencies, structure analysis, and the
application on the product design (see Figure 2-4).
Handling or
design problem

Multiple-Domain
Matrix

System
definition
What has to be
considered?

Figure 2-4
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Representation
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Significant
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Which dependencies
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Improved system
design

Product design
application
How can structural
knowledge be used?

Phases of the Structural Complexity Management methodology (Kasperek et al., 2013),
adapted from Lindemann et al. (2009)

For the deduction of indirect dependencies and structure analysis, algorithms for calculating
DSMs from DMMs are used. The analyses are computed in a MDM which consists of at least
two, but theoretically up to an infinite number of domains. The domains (and with it the
granularity of the model) are chosen either according to the intended results of the later analysis
or according to the existing information sources (Lindemann et al., 2009).
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Whereas the methodology of Structural Complexity Management has been created in the
context of engineering design of products, it has been enlarged to several other areas of research
recently, e.g. process improvement (Kreimeyer, 2009), knowledge transfer (Maurer, 2011) or
security management (Maurer et al., 2009). Software support is available for supporting the
acquisition, representation and analysis of system structures.
Based on a literature review, Kreimeyer (2009, p. 112) identifies domains, describing what
types of entities are common to process modeling, and the relationship types, describing how
the domains are commonly related which together form his “Meta-MDM with domains and
relationship types suited for most modeling and analysis purposes”. The six domains which
were identified as most common and represent the usual domains found in process modeling
can be found in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4 Most common domains in the context of engineering design processes, identified by Kreimeyer (2009)
Domain

Description
The task domain collects all entities that describe the execution of work done in the

Task

process; further terms are: Function, method, action, activity, unit of behavior, gateway,
transition and work package.
The artifact domain regroups all objects that are intermediate and final input and output
objects in the process. Some modeling languages differentiate between artifacts focused

Artifact

on value generation and on process control; however, here, both kinds are included.
Further terms are: Input / output, object, product, data, parameter, and information.
This domain addresses non-persistent occurrences in time that present a certain status or

Event

progress. Further terms are: Message, order, initial / final node, label, and place.

Organizational

The organizational unit domain contains all human resources in their respective ordering;

Unit

further terms are: Staff, responsibility, team, pool, lane, actors, roles, and committee.
The resource domain is intended for all non-human resources necessary to enable the

Resource

process execution, such as IT-systems, equipment or knowledge. Further terms are:
Attribute, mechanism, method, pool, and lane.
The time domain addresses persistent time issues such as the start time of a process step

Time

or milestones in the process. Further terms are: Attribute, duration, starting time, end time,
average time, milestone, and phase.

The resulting Meta-MDM, as illustrated in Figure 2-5, is intended as a modeling scheme which
is capable to describe relevant aspects of structural modeling and a goal-oriented process
analysis. It provides orientation when modeling a structural process model and it systematizes
and collects relevant domains and relationship types and puts these into a common framework.
According to Kreimeyer (2009) the MDM metamodel serves the following purposes:


to be a basis for discussion with experts when collecting and interpreting data



to guideline which structural elements and interdependencies to consider



to ease the later transformation of the MDMs into System Dynamics models of
engineering design processes



to support the clear representation of underlying modeling assumptions of the System
Dynamics model.

Figure 2-5
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Meta-MDM with domains and relationship types suited for most modeling and analysis
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2.3.3 Modeling of dynamic complexity
Engineering design process are characterized by their dynamic and creative behavior and their
unpredictable results (Schlick et al., 2013; Wynn et al., 2003). Because of the uncertainty within
these processes, disruptions occur and affect the process flow. If the system’s state is timevarying, simulations are usually chosen for modeling the dynamic behavior of the system (Suss
& Thomson, 2012).
According to Moon (2015) simulation is a kind of modeling, but refers to a group of methods
that imitate the behaviors and characteristics of real systems, normally on a computer. Typical
uses of simulation are:







to develop a better understanding and gain insights of a system
to compare various plans and scenarios before implementation
to predict behaviors of a system
to support decision-making processes
to develop new tools for investigation
for training.

(Moon, 2015)
There exist numerous simulation methods. However, this section focuses on the three major
methods for the modeling of dynamic complexity:




Agent-based Modeling (Gilbert, 2008)
Discrete-event Modeling (Law, 2014)
System Dynamics (Sterman, 2000).

Agent-based Modeling is a simulation method in which agents are modeled to interact with
each other and their environment. The emerging behaviors, patterns, and structures from such
interactions over time are results which are derived by interpreting each agent as an individual
entity possessing its own intelligence, memory and rules. Thereby, each individual agent makes
decisions based on what he perceives from other agents and his environment. The basic idea of
Agent-based Modeling is adopting a bottom-up approach starting from individual agents to
model complex systems. (Gilbert, 2008; Moon, 2015)
For example, Lévárdy & Browning (2009) developed an Agent-based adaptive process model
to product development project management. Garcia (2005) gives an overview of applications
of Agent-based models in the context of engineering design and highlights the following areas
of application: diffusion of innovations, organizational strategy, and knowledge and
information flows.
The basis mechanism of Discrete-event Modeling is that a system's state variables change only
at discrete and separate points in time. The only instances where the state of the system changes
are events occurring in those points in time. Discrete-event Modeling typically models a
complex system as an ordered sequence of events. However, even complicated sequences and
hierarchical structures can be employed. Additionally, uncertainties associated with events can
be modeled explicitly and their collective consequences in the system are analyzed statistically.
(Moon, 2015)
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Cho & Eppinger (2005) expand DSMs by Discrete-event approaches for the field of complex
engineering design processes. However, their approach cannot simulate influences of
uncertainty on the process duration. Meier et al. (2015) build a rich model that accounts for
activity overlapping, crashing, and iteration in product development project activity networks.
System Dynamics (SD) is a type of simulation where a system's state variables change
continuously over time. The continuous changes in state variables over time are typically
expressed by equations (Moon, 2015). Conceptually System Dynamics models complex
systems incorporating three elements:




A stock that is a reservoir for a resource.
A flow that adjusts the level of stock through inbound flows and outbound flows.
A link between a stock and a flow.

(Moon, 2015)
In contrast to Agent-based Modeling, System Dynamics adopts a top-down approach,
conceptualizing a complex system at a more aggregate level (Moon, 2015).
System Dynamics models describe dependencies in a dynamic system by using single or
multiple feedback loops (Rannacher et al., 2013). Thereby they demonstrate how unappreciated
causal relationships, dynamic complexity, and structural delays can lead to counter-intuitive
outcomes (Tignor, 2004). Additionally, SD accommodates “soft factors” such as motivation
and perceptions so that management can better understand problem spaces (Tignor, 2004).
Simulation with System Dynamics models is used for learning about the dynamic complexity
of systems, for the identification of optimal policies in existing systems, and for improvement
of system behavior through parameter or structural changes. The method has been applied to a
wide range of domains, from the management of production distribution systems to the
management of ecosystems. (Pfahl & Lebsanft, 1999)
Referring to engineering design processes, Cooper (1980) developed the so called rework cycle
to model the typical iterations of engineering design. The construct was picked up by Ford &
Sterman (1998a) and others and further developed. It is the core concept of most developed
System Dynamics engineering design process models in literature. Schmidt et al. (2015) give
an overview of existing variants of the rework cycle in the context of System Dynamics
modeling of engineering design processes.
The use of System Dynamics provides a way to simulate the dynamic complexity and thus,
enables to foresee the process behavior. Further knowledge of the process flow allows the
managers to improve their planning and thus save company money and time. For this reason,
many researchers worked together with companies (D’Avino et al., 2005; Le et al., 2012; Lin
et al., 2008; Lyneis et al., 2001) and created System Dynamics models for simulating
engineering design processes with rework cycles.
In order to best reproduce the process behavior, modelers include certain features in their
models to reflect special process characteristics. A detailed review of these features is given by
the Adaption scheme for customizing rework cycles which is part of the tools and methods
developed to support the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis of
Engineering Design Processes.
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2.4 Early phase of engineering design processes
Many authors have proposed models of engineering design processes that essentially include a
linear sequence (Lessio, 2011). One widely known and cited model is the design process model
of Pahl & Beitz (1996). They present a systematic approach that comprises the four phases of
planning and clarifying the task, conceptual design, embodiment design and detail design.
Referring to the engineering design process model of Pahl & Beitz (1996), within this thesis
the early phase of engineering design processes includes the phases of planning and clarifying
the task as well as conceptual design. This aligns with the definitions of Tatarczyk (2009) and
Murphy & Kumar (1997).
The phases of planning and clarifying the task consist of all activities prior to the explicit
generation of solutions. Within these phases the needs are analyzed and the problem, goal and
requirements are formulated. (Blessing, 1994)
Based on a literature review Blessing (1994) highlights the importance of the planning and task
clarification phase, in particular, the necessity of an unambiguous specification, which should
be as complete as possible. Within this phase the product idea arises, strategic directions are
being formulated and the design specified to a degree that will already determine the likelihood
of a product’s success (Roozenburg & Eekels, 1995). (Pohlmeyer, 2011)
Conceptual design is the phase in which principle solutions or concepts for the product and its
main elements are generated based on the functions the product has to fulfil. Hubka (1984)
considers the conceptual design phase to be among the most demanding phases in design work
and indeed the whole of engineering. (Blessing, 1994)
The early phase of engineering design processes is predominated by a high amount of
uncertainty (Lévárdy & Browning, 2009; Wiebel et al., 2013).
However, the decisions which are made in the early stages of engineering design processes will
affect all following decisions, activities, and results. Even though they can also be adapted and
modified later in the process as information increases, development time and the number of
cost-intensive modifications are reduced if the task has been sufficiently clarified and
requirements were correctly and sufficiently specified prior to the subsequent design phases
(Pahl, Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grothe, 2007). (Pohlmeyer, 2011)
Modifications can still be made relatively easy in the early stage. Any later modifications that
will be necessary will lead to increases in cost and time (Bias & Mayhew, 2005; VDI, 1994).
The ability to influence the outcome decreases as the development progresses (Wheelwright &
Clark, 1992). The use of a systematic design methodology which is an early investment of a
considerable amount of time, is expected to decrease the overall project time in the end (Pahl,
Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grothe, 2007). (Pohlmeyer, 2011)
Linking to the objective of this thesis, understanding the intrinsic complexity with its
dimensions and their interactions, decreasing the perceived complicatedness and uncovering
risks during the early phase is a strong lever for the overall process, as its structure can still be
adapted during this phase.
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2.5 Existing models combining structural and dynamic complexity
of engineering design processes
“Effective decision making and learning in a world of growing dynamic complexity requires us
to become systems thinkers to expand the boundaries of our mental models and develop tools
to understand how the structure of complex systems creates their behavior.” (Sterman, 2000)
The structure of complex systems such as engineering design processes is the foundation of
their behavior, i.e. its dynamics (Flurscheim, 1977; Kreimeyer, 2009; Rechtin, 1991; Wasson,
2006). This section reviews existing models combining structural and dynamic complexity of
engineering design processes.
To identify existing combinations of structural and behavioral models in Engineering Design a
literature study was conducted. The research platform Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge
was used to identify an initial set of literature, which was then further extended by using Google
Scholar for cross referencing.
Within a first step all articles were searched having keywords from the structural modeling
context (structure or dependency) as well as from the behavioral context (behavior) and from
the engineering process context (engineering and process). As 33.623 articles were identified
on the research platform, this initial set was further refined: For each of the three search domains
indicated in Table 2-5 more detailed keywords were defined. As a second step within the 33623
articles all articles containing at least one of the keywords were identified. For the remaining
916 articles duplicates in the database were deleted and the articles’ titles and abstracts were
screened to further narrow the relevant literature. Overall 66 accessible articles were identified
by the literature search. These 66 articles and their cross references were further examined to
identify existing combinations of structural models and behavioral models in Engineering
Design. The complete list of the considered 66 articles can be found in the appendix 9.1.
Table 2-5 Detailed keywords for the three search domains
Search domain
System Structure
System Behavior
Engineering Design

Keywords
Design Structure Matrix, DSM, Domain Mapping Matrix, DMM, Multiple-Domain
Matrix, MDM
System Dynamics, Discrete Event Simulation, Agent-based Modeling, Multi-agent
System, Structural Complexity Management, Systems Engineering
Engineering Design, Product Development

In the following, based on a review of the identified articles, a summary and interpretation in
the context of this thesis of the most relevant articles found is presented.
Identifying Controlling features of Engineering Design (R. P. Smith & Eppinger, 1997)
Within their work, Smith & Eppinger (1997) identify controlling features of Engineering
Design iteration by using DSMs. They claim that the complex set of relationships among a large
number of coupled problems leads to iterations in engineering design. They suggest the DSM
as useful to identify where iterations will occur. In their work, they developed the so-called
work transformation matrix to predict coupled features which will require many iterations. The
aim of this model, which uses linear systems theory, is to describe the underlying behavior of
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complex design iteration processes. The authors state that models of iteration provide essential
understanding of the effects of complex relationships within development processes and help
identify controlling features, which is an important step of improving and shortening
development time.
Interpretation of Smith & Eppinger (1997)
Smith & Eppinger (1997) aim to decrease process duration, an aspect of process behavior, by
optimizing iterations within development processes by structural analysis. Therefore, they
developed an extension of DSM to identify the controlling features of iteration. However, the
assessment of the identified iterations stays on a qualitative level as well as does their proposed
solution to decrease process duration with respect to iterations: faster iteration and/or fewer
iterations.
Dynamic modeling of product development processes (Ford & Sterman, 1998a)
Ford & Sterman (1998a) developed an approach for the dynamic modeling of product
development processes including the concept of rework due to iteration. They claim that to
improve project performance it is necessary to understand the dynamic concurrence
relationships that constrain the sequencing of tasks as well as the effects of and interaction with
resources, project scope and targets. They use System Dynamics for their approach and propose
a multiple-phase project model which explicitly models process, resources, scope, and targets.
The model explicitly portrays iteration, distinct development activities and work constraints.
Interpretation of Ford & Sterman (1998a)
With their work, Ford & Sterman (1998a) added development processes to the domains being
addressed with System Dynamics in the context of project management at this point of time
(Browning et al., 2006). In agreement with Smith & Eppinger (1997) they also identified task
relationships as a major challenge in product development. However, they have a different
approach to the problem. By modeling the dynamic system behavior with System Dynamics
they aim to significantly improve descriptions of development team mental models, of project
constraints and of the drivers of project performance. They claim that the significant effects
which process structures have on performance demonstrate the need for integrated project
models. Their work, however, does not offer implications on how to improve the system
structure.
A decision support tool for predicting the impact of development process improvements
(Cronemyr et al., 2001)
Cronemyr et al. (2001) developed a decision support tool for predicting the impact of
development process improvements. They extend the work of Smith & Eppinger (1997) by
introducing the STAR (simulated to-be/as-is ratio) concept, which is a quantified measure of
the impact of a suggested improvement. The authors use DSM as they consider it to be an easy
tool to get a holistic view of a complex development process where flow charts become too
complicated. However, they also discuss the correctness of the assumptions of Smith's and
Eppinger's (1997) work transformation model, which they also use: linearity and stability of the
process and fully parallel task execution.
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Interpretation of Cronemyr et al. (2001)
With their work, Cronemyr et al. (2001) further developed the work transformation model
approach of Smith & Eppinger (1997) by simulating process improvements and suggest a
quantified measure to provide an estimate of the payback of the suggested change
implementation. This can be seen as a bridge between the very detailed structural view of the
analysis and the behavioral view of impact assessment of structural changes. Still, the
simulation algorithm itself is rather simple, it makes various assumptions which may decrease
the value of the analysis results, and it does not allow for modeling complex development
systems with different kinds of involved domains, such as resources or fulfillment of project
scope.
Complex Concurrent Engineering and the Design Structure Matrix Method (Yassine & Braha,
2003)
Within their work, Yassine & Braha (2003) propose a DSM-based unified modeling approach
and solution to the four critical problems of concurrent engineering:





iteration
overlapping
decomposition and integration
convergence.

According to the authors, the convergence problem is concerned with the dynamic aspects of
product development. They call the oscillatory development progress “Design Churn”
phenomenon and claim that it is affected by the “Information Hiding” effect: A development
team that has initially 100 tasks to work on will reduce the number of open problems with time
until new information or feedback is received, in which case previously solved problems will
either be reopened or new problems will be created. The new information or feedback is usually
not given to the development team immediately, but received with some time delay
(information hiding). Furthermore, the authors claim that the study of product development
convergence and the “Design Churn” phenomenon cannot be treated as a single DSM due to
time delays and asynchrony in information transfers. They refer to a more suitable dynamic
DSM model, which has been developed by Yassine et al. (2003) (this is not the originally cited
white paper, but the later journal publication), where the DSM notation has been expanded with
numerical dependency strength, replacing the diagonal elements with the rate of work
completion for each task. The DSM method in the context of concurrent engineering deals with
the understanding and formulation of the interactions among many components of complex
product development projects. According to the authors, the specific strengths of the structural
representation as DSM are:



Reducing the complexity of product development by providing a comprehensive
analytical tool set.
Easily and clearly revealing the information flows between the tasks of complex
systems to visualize iteration.

Iterations which cannot be reduced by resequencing (with DSM) need to be strategically
planned for in advance and incorporated in the project schedule. Furthermore, DSM (3) allows
managers to discover previously unknown process, product and organizational patterns, which
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opens new avenues for improvement and (4) suggests ways to mitigate the slow convergence
or divergence of PD processes.
Interpretation of Yassine & Braha (2003)
Yassine & Braha (2003) claim that dynamic aspects of product development cannot be
sufficiently treated with a single DSM due to the Design Churn phenomenon. This Design
Churn phenomenon is similar to what Ford & Sterman (1998a) refer to as rework due to
iteration. Yassine, Braha and other co-authors try to extend the DSM method for the Design
Churn Phenomenon, but realize their dissatisfaction with the result (Yassine et al., 2003).
However, they do not follow the approach of Ford & Sterman (1998a). DSM has its strengths
in the understanding and formulation of the interactions in complex product development, but
lacks the ability of sufficiently analyzing effects of iteration due to rework.
Optimal design process under uncertainty and reciprocal dependency (Suss & Thomson, 2012)
Suss & Thomson (2012) developed a model in which information flow is simulated explicitly
such that the dynamic complexity of design processes with interdependent tasks is captured.
Based on the observation that design processes are characterized by uncertainty and iteration,
which makes it difficult to plan and manage them, the authors examined existing models that
capture the dynamic complexity of engineering design projects with interdependent tasks. They
claim that previous models are limited by their a priori assumptions about the amount of rework
from empirical data in particular scenarios, linear theory or assumed probability distributions
of rework. To solve these limitations Suss & Thomson (2012) consider the process a dynamic
system with tasks, resources and information as its elements. They implemented a discrete event
model, in which the modeled process can also be viewed as numerical DSM. The simulation
model allows for a detailed examination of the effects of process structure, critical resource
management, communication policies and uncertainty on the duration, effort and rework of the
design process. After applying their model they find that simulation of complex product
development processes can be helpful for planning and managing product development projects
by developing and testing guidelines for improving information flow. This analysis could
provide deeper understanding of mechanisms that drive performance.
Interpretation of Suss & Thomson (2012)
Suss & Thomson (2012) identified the need for a simulation approach to plan and manage
design projects. They claim that existing approaches are limited by their a priori assumptions
and developed a discrete event simulation considering tasks, resources and information as
elements. The authors illustrate the modeled process within a DSM and thereby create a link
between the static view on the process by the DSM and the dynamic view by the simulation
model. Unfortunately, they do not elaborate on why they created the DSM view. As stated by
Yassine & Braha (2003), this DSM representation of the process could also have been used for
process analysis. Nor do the authors go into detail about why they chose discrete event as a
simulation approach; but probably they chose it due to the detailed task level of their analysis.
Due to the nature of their model, the authors identify a limitation of their model as it does not
consider rework as a result of failure within tasks, even if the necessary information to conduct
the task is available. This is a significant drawback, as both types of rework have to be
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considered when analyzing engineering design processes: systematic (necessary in Engineering
Design) and unsystematic (avoidable) rework.
Multi-level modeling and simulation of new product development processes (Karniel & Reich,
2013)
Within their work, Karniel & Reich (2013) present a multi-level modeling approach for
supporting the management of product development processes. As a basis for their work
Karniel & Reich (2013) differentiate between two types of process models: static level models
such as DSM, which can be analyzed and simulated for estimating process completion time and
other process parameters and dynamic level models, such as Petri nets in their case, which allow
simulating the run-time of complex processes that include the parallel execution, iterations and
other logic constructs. They draw the conclusion that neither DSM nor the dynamic modeling
approach of Petri nets alone offer the complete modeling capabilities for complex development
processes, and a multi-level approach must be adopted. They claim that both types of models
are quite disconnected and there has been little attempt to integrate them into a multi-level
model to support a more complete modeling of processes.
Especially, they note that in a previous survey (Karniel & Reich, 2009) of DSM-based plans in
simulations a lack of clear translation from DSM representations to process schemes (defined
as the process structure plus the progress logic) has been identified. Therefore they state that
the integration of two different modeling approaches into a multi-level approach is not trivial.
Based on their study, they identify the need for modeling and simulating process transitions
rather than relying only on either the static or the dynamic level without such transitions. They
conclude that current methods not incorporating iterations and dynamic changes can provide
only limited benefits for the planning of complex development processes.
Interpretation of Karniel & Reich (2013)
With their differentiation between static and dynamic level models the limitations of the
previous models combining structural and dynamic complexity may be explained: These
approaches were all extensions of either one of the two dimensions without bridging the
complete gap to the other type of models. The multi-level approach of Karniel & Reich (2013)
aims at bridging the complete gap between DSM and Petri nets by transforming one into the
other. They state that the transformation itself is quite complex and that existing translation
rules for DSM-based simulations are generally not sufficient. They illustrate their approach
with a fictitious simple example and also note that additional aspects such as resource
constraints or testing conditions need to be included in a multi-level modeling approach for
product development processes. These aspects limit the usefulness of a DSM model for the
translation, as only aspects of one domain can be modeled within it. Additionally, the
transformation between the static and dynamic level models seems to be the critical issue for
future work.
Conclusion
With respect to the differentiation of Karniel & Reich (2013) most previous publications of
combinations of structural models and behavioral models in Engineering Design are extensions
of either one of the two categories (static and dynamic level models) without bridging the
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complete gap to the other type of models. The multi-level approach of Karniel & Reich (2013)
tries bridging the complete gap between structural and behavioral models (for DSM and Petri
nets) by transforming one into the other. They note that especially the transformation between
the two levels is challenging. Rahmandad & Sterman (2008) further note that linking the
behavior of a model to its structure becomes more difficult as model complexity grows.
Additionally, a single DSM may not be the most suitable structural model for the deduction of
process behavior, as only aspects of one domain can be modeled within a DSM. Behavior can
be driven by various factors. Therefore this thesis proposes to use a Multiple-Domain Matrix
as structural model.
For framework of this thesis System Dynamics is used as behavioral model. System Dynamics
was defined by its developer John Forrester as “the study of information-feedback
characteristics […] to show how organizational structure, amplification (in policies), and time
delays (in decisions and actions) interact to influence the success of the enterprise” (Forrester,
1958). This aligns well with the aims of this work. Even though other behavioral modeling
approaches would probably be applicable as well (see Borshchev & Filippov (2004) for a
review), System Dynamics is used due to its adaptable degree of abstraction, its management
perspective and the distinct preliminary work within the System Dynamics community. Cooper
(1980) defined the so-called rework cycle construct to model engineering design processes with
System Dynamics. The construct was picked up by Ford & Sterman (1998a) and others and
further developed.
It has to be mentioned that previous approaches of applying behavioral simulations to structural
models exist for all three behavioral approaches mentioned in this thesis: Agent-based
simulations (e.g. Lévárdy & Browning (2009)), Discrete-event simulations (e.g. Meier et al.
(2015)) and System Dynamics simulations (e.g. Storto et al. (2008), Laverghetta & Brown
(1999), Hilmola et al. (2005), S. H. Lee et al. (2006), Lin et al. (2008)). Most existing System
Dynamics models simulate the behavior without the basis of a structural model, whereas Agentbased and Discrete-event models are more likely to do so. This may be explained by the more
bottom-up approach of these two models which seems to be more similar to structural modeling
approaches than for System Dynamics with its top-down approach. The transfer of structural
models such as DSM or MDM to Agent-based and Discrete-event models is more obvious, as
the individual elements of e.g. a DSM model can easily be seen as individual agents and events.
However, within the early phase of engineering design processes, process planning and
management is often a more top-down than bottom-up approach as the elements and relations
are not yet all known or defined. Thus, a successful combination of System Dynamics and
Multiple-Domain Matrices is seen as most promising with respect to the objectives of this
thesis.

3. Case studies
Within this section the iterative development of the framework for structure-based System
Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes by case studies is shown. The beginning
section addresses the structure of the case studies and provides an overview. Subsequently, the
three most important and insightful case studies for the development of the framework for
structure-based System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes as well as the
initial academic case are elaborated.

3.1 Structure of the case studies and overview
3.1.1 Structure of the case studies
Case studies contribute to theory building through observation of phenomena that have not been
empirically tested. They are a way the make sure that researchers are making valid contributions
and observations to the body of knowledge, especially in the context of lack of theory,
complexity and the paucity of well-supported definitions and metrics. (Stuart et al., 2002)
Based on a literature review, Stuart et al. (2002) differentiates three types of case studies
according to the stages of theory building:


discovery/description/understanding



mapping/relationship building



theory validation/extension/refinement.

The herein presented case studies refer to the first two stages of theory building as the aim is to
understand the correlation of structural and dynamic complexity of engineering design
processes and try to deduce the behavior of engineering design processes from structural
models. This can be understood as relationship building between static and dynamic views on
engineering design processes.
All case studies follow the sequence of the stages for conducting the case by Stuart et al. (2002)
(see Figure 3-1).

Stage 1
Define the
Research
Question

Stage 2
Instrument
Development

Figure 3-1

Stage 3
Data
Gathering

Stage 4
Analyze Data

Stage 5
Disseminate

The five stage research process model (Stuart et al., 2002)

Stuart et al. (2002) describes the five stages for conducting the case as follows:
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Stage 1: Define Research Question
This stage involves the definition of the research question. This includes contributing to the
current body of knowledge and developing theory. Thereby, Stuart et al. (2002) cites Eisenhardt
(1989) and Schmenner & Swink (1998) that good theory should be parsimonious, testable and
logically coherent and result in new frame-braking insights.
Stage 2: Instrument Development
After the definition of the research question, the measurement instruments to capture the data
for future analysis need to be developed. The second step in conducting case research is the
development of a research instrument and selection of the appropriate field sites. Stuart et al.
(2002) specifically suggests the study protocol as instrument of choice. It encompasses the
principal documentation that is needed to provide the necessary focus, organize the visits and
ensure a thorough documentation. The instrumental development should have a focus but still
keep some flexibility. Independently from the type of case study, it must demonstrate that its
means of measuring are valid. The primary concerns in the context of case studies are construct
validity (i.e., the quality of the measurements in reflecting the phenomenon) and internal
validity (i.e., the quality of the measurements in reflecting the important relations inside the
system). To ensure construct validity Stuart et al. (2002) cite Fielding & Fielding (1986), Herold
et al. (2004) and Krause & Denzin (1989) for the concept of triangulation to use multiple
sources of evidence for all important elements or variables of the case study.
Stage 3: Data Gathering
Stuart et al. (2002) refer to the term data as the recorded and transcribed information from the
interview, documents that the object of observation is willing to provide and other observations
of the researcher. Case study research faces a dilemma here: On the one hand the researcher
must determine true causal relationships by building the interviewees trust quickly. On the other
hand providing useful advice may become necessary for acceptance and trust which places the
researcher in a conflict of interest. Therefore, it is important to reflect back to the protocol and
the reason for the case researcher’s presence.
Stage 4: Analyze Data
To analyze the observed, listened and recorded data experts refer to a need for lateral and
conceptual thinking in the context of case study research. Important aspects are the abilities to
extract significant patterns, simplify from descriptive information and to think laterally. A
useful technique to see order from chaos involves structuring the data in a variety of patterns.
Stage 5: Disseminate
Stuart et al. (2002) state that case-based research may be subject to valid and invalid criticism.
Therefore, it is important to clearly state why the research method of case study is appropriate
to the research question at hand. He refers to Eisenhardt (1989) that case study research is
especially appropriate in situations in which there is little previous literature or prior empirical
evidence about a phenomenon and to Yin (1989) that the appropriate methodology depends on
the current state of knowledge and the nature of the research problem.

3.2 Case study 1: Engineering design process of the PSSycle
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3.1.2 Overview of the case studies
The framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design
Processes was iteratively developed by conducting case studies. This thesis includes the four
major case studies for the development of the framework. Table 3-1 lists the case studies. For
the first case study an academic setup was chosen to increase the observability of the
engineering design process. Based on the insights from this first case study the framework was
further developed and refined by conducting industrial case studies. The three most important
and insightful case studies for the development of the framework for structure-based System
Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes as well as the initial academic case are
documented in the following sections. Each of the case studies was conducted in form of a
student project in close collaboration with and supervision by the author. This setup ensured an
application evaluation of the previously developed version of the framework on the special
conditions of the next case study. Implications from the application of the current version of
the framework were included in the next version of the framework.
Table 3-1 List of case studies documented within this thesis
No.

Name

Type

1

Engineering design process of the PSSycle

academic

2

Line process optimization at MAN Bus & Coach

industrial

3

Benchmarking process analysis at MAN Truck & Bus AG

industrial

4

CALA construction process

industrial

3.2 Case study 1: Engineering design process of the PSSycle
The case study was conducted in form of student projects (Produktentwicklung, 2013, 2014d)
and the presented results base on the publications of Kasperek, Lichtenberg et al. (2015) and
Kasperek, Lindinger et al. (2014).

3.2.1 Description of the case
The engineering design process examined in this first case study is the PSSycle project. The
PSSycle project is part of the collaborative research centre “Sonderforschungsbereich 768 –
Managing cycles in innovation processes”. Within the PSSycle project an innovative e-bike
sharing system was developed. It was organized as a student project within the engineering
department. A core team out of ten master students developed the e-bike sharing system within
a time span of six months. While most of the students had a mechanical engineering
background, some students had a computer science background. This was necessary due to the
multi-disciplinary scope of the project. Additionally to the core team, other students examined
various aspects of the project such as team composition or the engineering design process as
such. (Kasperek & Maurer, 2013)

3.2.2 Stage 1: Research question
The research question addressed in this first case study can be stated as follows:
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"RQ1: Can structural models of engineering design processes in form of Multiple-Domain
Matrices, be used as a basis to simulate their dynamic behavior by System Dynamics models?"
If this research question would be approved this might offer the possibility of structure
optimization towards a particular dynamic behavior of the engineering design process. This
leads to a second subsequent research question for future research if RQ1 is approved:
"RQ2: Can existing structural analysis methods be extended based on the possibility of a
structure-based System Dynamics Analysis?”

3.2.3 Stage 2: Instrument development
Throughout the design process weekly meetings were scheduled to discuss all relevant topics.
These meetings were chosen as main source of information and therefore, all meetings were
attended by the researchers and documented in detail. Based on the meetings, the current status
of the engineering design process was documented every two to four weeks within a MDM.
The changes within the MDMs over time give insights on changes within the structure of the
engineering design process itself. A side effect of the regular attendances was building the
development team’s trust quickly, which is vital for the success of the case research as the case
researcher must determine true causal relationships (Stuart et al., 2002). Additionally, all
available documents such as requirements lists were used as input to track the current status of
the engineering design process and to identify changes within the structure of the process as
well as of the product to be developed. If the available data was not sufficient to verify the
primary concerns of construct and internal validity, protocoled interviews with the affected
students were chosen as additional instrument. This multi-faceted approach to gaining the
complete picture was chosen based on the concept of triangulation.

3.2.4 Stage 3: Data gathering
Within this case study the gathered data was used to build a structural model of the engineering
design process in form of a MDM. The structure of the current engineering design process was
documented every two to four weeks with a MDM for each considered point of time. By
investigating the change of the elements and relations incorporated in the particular MDMs
over time, the change within the structure of the engineering design process itself over time was
observed.
The domains of the MDM were chosen based on observations of the team meetings (the
advantages of using a fixed metamodel such as the one of Kreimeyer (2009) were first identified
in case study 3). The development team decided to break down their design problem into
requirements first, then to have a solution neutral functional view on the system followed by
dividing the problem into smaller sub problems for which solutions would be implemented.
Finally the components should be assembled. The same structure was chosen for the MDM
metamodel. Figure 3-2 shows the metamodel of the engineering design process.

3.2 Case study 1: Engineering design process of the PSSycle

Multiple
Domain
Matrix
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Figure 3-2

Metamodel of the engineering design process (Kasperek, Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher,
Hollauer, et al., 2015)

Each domain can be seen as one phase of the engineering design process:


Requirements domain: phase of defining requirements



Functions domain: phase of defining functions to fulfil the requirements



Hardware domain: phase of implementing hardware components



Software domain: phase of implementing software components



Service domain: phase of implementing service components



Assembly domain: phase of integrating the sub components.

The process can only be partly understood as sequential: While the phases Hardware (HW),
Software (SW) and Service (S) were conducted in parallel, there were also iterations within and
between the other phases.
Interdependencies were only chosen, if the connection between the particular domains was
important to describe the structure of the engineering design process. The different types of
interdependencies between the domains that were modeled within the MDM are:


Requirements are responsible for Functions.



Requirements define the HW, SW, S components.



Functions influence the HW, SW, S components.



HW, SW, S components influence the Assembly.



HW and S components influence the SW components.



All elements of the domains are able to influence elements of the same domain.

As the development team started with the requirements definition and ended with the assembly,
the metamodel was detailed with elements and relations throughout the development process
"from left to right". The necessary information was gained from available documents such as
the requirement list, through workshops with the developers as well as through detailed records
of each team meeting. Especially within the early phase of the process the elements and
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relations considered by the development team and documented by the case researcher changed
frequently. With ongoing completion the amount of changes decreased.

3.2.5 Stage 4: Analyze Data
The evolvement of the engineering design process structure over the time of the project was
used as a dataset to build a System Dynamics model of the structure of the engineering design
process. Therefore, as a first step, the requirements of the System Dynamics methodology are
mapped on the special conditions of structural models. This led to the development of a
qualitative System Dynamics model of the structural data. This model was used to illustrate and
relate the various dynamic influences on the structure of the engineering design process. The
qualitative model was further used to develop a quantitative model to enable a simulation of
the engineering design process based on its underlying structure and thereby to refine the model
as well as the model transformation method. To model the qualitative System Dynamics model
the software tool Vensim® was used.
Qualitative System Dynamics modeling
Building a System Dynamics model out of an MDM is a process that can be divided into the
consecutive development of a qualitative and a quantitative System Dynamics model. As a first
step the six DSMs reflecting the relations between the elements of the particular domains were
transformed into rework cycles which represent the major concept in System Dynamics to
model iterations (Ford & Sterman, 1998a). The same qualitative rework cycle concept was used
for each rework cycle. Figure 3-3 illustrates a detailed view on a particular rework cycle.
rework to
do

rework discovery

undiscovered
rework
error generation

rework rate

original
work to do

Figure 3-3

work in
progress

flawless design

progress rate

work done

© 2015 IEEE

Detailed view of a single rework cycle (Kasperek, Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et
al., 2015)

The rework cycle operates as follows: At the beginning all tasks are stored at the stock original
work to do. The tasks then flow with a certain Progress rate to the stock work in progress.
Ideally the tasks are completed in this stock and if the design is flawless the tasks will reach the
work done stock. Unfortunately, not all tasks are completed flawlessly as errors occur.

3.2 Case study 1: Engineering design process of the PSSycle
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Therefore as a first step these errors lead to undiscovered rework. Only if these errors are
detected, rework will be necessary. The number of tasks that have to be reworked is described
by the rework discovery which processes the tasks to the Rework to do stock. The actual amount
of tasks that are reworked is processed by the Rework rate which processes the tasks from the
Rework to do stock back to the work in progress stock. (Kasperek & Maurer, 2013; Lyneis &
Ford, 2007)
However, rework can cause more rework as errors in design are often detected some time after
their occurrence (Lyneis & Ford, 2007).
The interdependencies between the domains / phases were modeled as connections between the
rework cycles. Each connection between two rework cycles had the following components:


process concurrence: Task B is only active if Task A is finished to a certain percentage



feedback of rework: While task B is active not only rework within this task itself is
discovered but also necessary rework within task A. Thus the Rework discovery rate of
task A is triggered by task B.

These connections were modeled as follows:
The interdependencies influence and responsible for are transformed into vectored connections
between the stocks Work done_X to Progress rate_Y for the feedforward case and into vectored
connections from Rework discovery_Y to Rework discovery_X for the feedback case. X and Y
are thereby indices for the involved domains. Together with the additional variable Process
concurrence_XY this allows to model various interaction scenarios: While through the
connection Work done_X to Progress rate_Y the performance within phase B can be controlled
based on the status of X, Process concurrence_XY can trigger the optimal amount of
concurrence between X and Y. The connection from Rework discovery_Y to Rework
discovery_X on the other hand can be directly interpreted as iteration within a previous phase
triggered by a subsequent phase. For example: Within the implementation of a HW component
it is noticed, that the defined function for the component is not correct. Thus, this definition has
to be refined before the HW component can be further detailed.
The interdependencies define between Requirements and HW, SW, S were not implemented
within the qualitative System Dynamics model as these were already implemented indirectly
by the dependencies: R is responsible for F and F influences HW, SW, S.
As suggested by Ford & Sterman (1998b), the variables Work intensity, time to detect errors,
Pressure by management and Quality function were implemented within the model. Master
students were allocated by the variable Allocated persons for X.
The derived qualitative System Dynamics model is illustrated in Figure 3-4. As For
arrangement reasons the indexes of the rework cycles are abbreviated (R [red], F [yellow], HW
[blue], SW [green], S [pink], AS [grey]).

Figure 3-4

Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et al., 2015)
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Qualitative System Dynamics model of the PSSycle development process (Kasperek,

3.2 Case study 1: Engineering design process of the PSSycle
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Quantitative System Dynamics modeling
The values for the quantification of the model were defined based on the input from the
measured process data and from interviews where the measured data was not sufficient.
Comparing the simulated values with the measured values showed a good approximation of the
real process. Depending on the characteristics of the particular process step, different values
respectively equations were implemented for each rework cycle. Figure 3-5 shows the
exemplary simulation results of the requirements rework cycle. The Original work to do
decreases continuously until it reaches 0 while the other stocks increase. At the end of the
simulation all work packages have moved from Original work to do to Work done. The Work
done stock does increase continuously to the same amount as Original work to do decreases.
This is due to occurring rework: Work packages still reach the Work done state even though all
Original work to do is already 0 due to work packages that had to be reworked. The
Undiscovered rework reaches its maximum at the point in time when all work has been
conducted once.
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Exemplary simulation results of the requirements rework cycle (Kasperek, Lichtenberg,
Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et al., 2015)

Overall 463 work packages were identified for the six domains / phases. The amount of
Original work to do for each rework cycle was originally based on the amount of elements of
particular domain within the MDM. This was changed as initial considerations showed that the
amount of elements did not correlate with the amount of work to be conducted within each task.
Instead of that capability planning, time lines and other available documentation was used to
estimate the work to be done within each domain / phase. The work to be done is reflected by
the amount of elements of each domain. Table 3-2 shows the estimated original amount of work
packages as well as the amount of elements of the particular domains within the MDM.
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Table 3-2 Estimated amount of work packages and elements within the MDM of each domain (Kasperek,
Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et al., 2015)
Domain = rework

Amount of elements

Amount work packages

Requirements (R)

43

43

Functions (F)

20

40

Hardware (HW)

17

180

Software (SW)

5

140

Service (S)

3

40

Assembly (A)

10

20

cycle

Σ 463

The 463 work packages were executed by ten master students. The master students and the
work packages were directly allocated to the corresponding domains. The requirements (R) and
functions (F) work packages were subsequently conducted by all ten master students. The
corresponding Process concurrence rate was set to 0. The development of hardware
components (HW) was conducted by five master students and started before the F work
packages were completely finished. The Process concurrence rate was therefore set to 0.1.
Compared to HW, the development of software started earlier: As soon as it was obvious that
some functions would probably be implemented by software (SW). The Process concurrence
rate between F and SW work packages was therefore set to 0.5. The services (S) were
implemented by one master student which started at the same time than the SW team. The
Process concurrence rate was therefore also set to 95%. The assembly was started as soon as
the bulk of HW and SW components were developed. The Process concurrence rate was
therefore set to 0.1.
One of the main modeling assumptions was that one master student is able to conduct one work
package at one day on a long time perspective without causing above-average rework.
Assuming optimal efficiency and no rework the 463 work packages could be theoretically
processed within 47 days of work (10 master students, 1 work package per master student per
day). The real process including public holidays and the exam period of the master students
took 105 days. These periods were also incorporated within the simulation model as the Time
to completion influenced the modelled Work intensity. The Work intensity is also influenced by
the Pressure by management. If the Pressure by management increases the Work intensity also
increases. On the other hand the Error generation rate and therefore the amount of created
rework is dependent on the Work intensity. The Work intensity was set to 1 at the beginning. A
value of Work intensity lower or equal to 1 led to 20% rework while more rework (30%) was
created in periods of higher Work intensity (>1). Figure 3-6 illustrates the effects of work
intensity and pressure by management on the error generation during the HW phase. The work
on the HW work packages started on day 59, therefore no errors were generated before.
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Exemplary effect of work intensity and pressure by management on error generation HW
(Kasperek, Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et al., 2015)

Simulation of the engineering design process
Figure 3-7 shows the values of all Original work to do stocks over the simulation time. The
Original work to do of the functions work packages decreases first, then stops and decreases
further. This is due to the influence of Process concurrence to the previous process. During the
conduction of the functions work packages necessary rework on the requirements work
packages is discovered which triggers this rework cycles again and stops the functions rework
cycle due to the Process concurrence condition. The same effect can also be seen for assembly
work packages. The constant period of the SW and S graph between approx. day 38 and day 50
can be retraced to the Time to completion variable reflecting the public holiday and exam period.
The HW rework cycle starts quite late which can be explained by the low degree of Process
concurrence with the functions rework cycle. This on the other hand triggers the degree of
completion of the A task due to the high degree of dependence between these processes.
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Simulated Original work to do stocks over time (Kasperek, Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher,
Hollauer, et al., 2015)

Additionally to the previously described aspects, Figure 3-8 illustrates the influence of rework
of work packages on the overall Work done of the phases. The first increasing phase of each
graph of Figure 3-8 can be assigned to the primary processing of the work packages. The
increase after the inflection of the graphs can be explained by rework. As rework is not
discovered immediately the Rework discovery rate and Rework rate increasing the Work done
stock are lower than the original Progress rate.
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Simulated Work done stocks over time (Kasperek, Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et
al., 2015)
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Discovered work packages per day

Figure 3-9 shows the influences of the particular Rework discovery rates on each other. Rework
discovery in subsequent process tasks also increases the Rework discovery in previous tasks as
the reasons for errors might have occurred within earlier tasks. The graphs of the particular
Rework discovery rates show this coupling, for example the increasing Rework discovery F
after 27 days erratically retriggers Rework discovery R again. Another example is the Rework
discovery S which erratically reactiviates Rework discovery SW.
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Simulated Rework discovery rates (Kasperek, Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et al.,
2015)

The System Dynamics model simulates the duration of the overall engineering design process.
Neglecting minor rework on the service work packages, the simulated engineering design
process of the PSSycle took approx. 106 days.

3.2.6 Stage 5: Disseminate
The System Dynamics simulation allows investigating the run-down of the engineering design
process and thereby serves as a method for the:


generation of basic understanding of the engineering design process dynamics



decision support through simulation experiments



process optimization.

The following insights considering the project duration were drawn based on the simulation
model:
While the PSSycle process was originally planned to be finished after 100 days, the overall
simulated process duration of 106 days is very close to the real duration of 105 days. The
duration of the particular phases could be also simulated very close to reality. In both cases, the
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simulation and reality, the process delay could be retraced to the public holiday period within
the period of the engineering design process.
Figure 3-7 shows that especially the Hardware phase increased the overall project duration. Due
to the low degree of possible Process concurrence with the previous Functions phase, the work
on Hardware started quite late. This also caused additional rework at the last Assembly phase.
Based on the simulation two optimization potentials were identified: Reducing the error rate,
thus the amount of rework within the Function phase, or accelerating the Hardware phase.
The error rate of the Functions work packages could have been decreased by an intentional
actuating of the phase by the management. Another possibility would have been sensitizing the
master students of the high error rate of their work packages.
The Hardware task could have been accelerated by reallocating the assigned master students.
If one master student, is reassigned from the Software phase to the Hardware phase, the work
done of the Assembly phase increases more quickly. However, the complete Assembly work
would be done later (due to rework effects). Figure 3-10 illustrates this effect graphically.
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Original simulation compared to variant with one student reallocated from SW to HW work
packages (Kasperek, Lichtenberg, Maisenbacher, Hollauer, et al., 2015)

The simulation also allows estimating the influence of quality management on the overall
process. If the amount of erroneous work packages that are allowed is increased from 0% to
5% the simulated process time decreases by 25%. The same effect can be also observed in the
other direction: 5% more rework causes an increase of development time by 25%.
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3.2.7 Implications of the case study
In this case study the domains of the MDM represented the different phases of the engineering
design process. These domains were transformed to rework cycles, while the information
incorporated by the particular elements and their relations was aggregated. Initially it was
considered to transform the particular elements of the domains into rework cycles as these
represented the actual work packages. As this would have led to more than 400 rework cycles
and also a reasonable clustering of elements was not possible due to the different amount of
work reflected by the elements, the transformation was conducted on the domain level.
General steps of the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework
concept
Based on the insights from this first case study the general steps for the desired framework
concept were identified. Figure 3-11 illustrates the four general steps of the framework:
1. System structure: Within this step the system structure has to be defined and modeled
by a MDM.
2. Transformation: Within this step the system structure representation as MDM is
transformed into a System Dynamics model which enables the analysis of the dynamic
behavior of the engineering design process.
3. Dynamic behavior: Within this step the behavior of the system based on its structure is
analyzed by simulation of the System Dynamics model.
4. System Structure: Within this step the insights from the analysis of the dynamic
behavior are transferred back to implications on the system structure.
System structure
Transformation
Dynamic behavior
System structure
Figure 3-11

Core elements of the framework concept

Model transformation concept from MDM models to System Dynamics models
Another implication form the case study was that building a System Dynamics model out of an
MDM is a process that can be divided into the development of a qualitative and a quantitative
System Dynamics model. The skeleton of the qualitative System Dynamics model can be
transformed from the MDM model.
Domains of the MDM can be transformed into one System Dynamics rework cycle per domain.
It has to be mentioned that domains may not be necessarily transformed into rework cycles: An
early version of the MDM also included the domain Status, which described the degree of
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maturity for each function and component. However, there was no need to transform it into the
System Dynamics model.
Interdependencies between the domains can be transformed into relationships between rework
cycles.
Use of multiple rework cycles within one model
Furthermore, rework cycles were identified as suitable to model the typical iterations of
engineering design processes. However within literature usually one single rework cycle is used
to model the complete process. If the inherent sequence of phases, or the allocation of resources
to phases is changed, these changes cannot be easily incorporated in the System Dynamics
model. Therefore, the assessment of different process sequences of engineering design
processes remains a challenge.
To solve this challenge multiple rework cycles were used in the presented System Dynamics
model.
Structured representation of dependencies with the System Dynamics model
to reduce complicatedness
The large amount of relations that had to be modeled manually in the System Dynamics model
with its rework cycles led to a quite complicated model. With the growing model it got more
and more difficult to keep track of the incorporated relations within the model. However, the
analyzed process was small and had a low complicatedness compared to large industrial
engineering design processes. Therefore, a more systematic way to cope with the amount of
relations within the model should be identified.

3.3 Case study 2: Line process optimization at MAN Bus & Coach
Based on the insights and implications from the first case study with an academic example, case
study 2 was applied within an industrial context. It was conducted in form of a student project
(Produktentwicklung, 2014a) and the presented results base on the publication of Kasperek,
Bermond et al. (2015).

3.3.1 Description of the case
Process optimization is an ongoing challenge and the need for change increases constantly as
business environments are becoming more and more competitive (Hale, 1997). This case study
was conducted in collaboration with MAN Bus & Coach (Pty) Ltd. South Africa (MBC). The
industry partner identified the need for a process change: For the considered factory, an
increasing amount of produced variants caused an increasing number of arriving parts. The socalled “warehouse team” was unable to cope with the increased variety of parts. The location
of the site was in a newly industrialized country (South Africa) and the team consisted mainly
of non-specialized workers, so the risk of process errors during changes on the current
allocation of persons to line process steps was high. To reduce this risk, the need for a process
simulation as a safe testing environment was identified. To create a holistic process simulation,
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a structural model in form of a MDM provides the basis to develop a System Dynamics model.
The System Dynamics model, in turn, provides a simulation environment for the purpose of
analysis and optimization.
In contrast to the first case study, here a business process in the special form of a line process
is observed. In contrast to engineering design processes, business processes are repeatable
without the necessity to generate knowledge about the process execution (Kreimeyer, 2009, p.
64). This repeatability of the process offers the possibility to assess process changes as the
outcomes of the process can be measured before and after the change. In this case study the
outcomes of the line process were measured before and after a structural change which is
usually difficult for engineering design processes due to the low repeatability. The structural
change was chosen based on the structure-based System Dynamics analysis of the process.
Thus, the result of the deduced structural change was be measured.

3.3.2 Stage 1: Research question
From the perspective of the industry partner the question of the case study can be stated as:
“How can workers of the line process be optimally allocated to the process steps?”
This allowed addressing the general question of interest from the research perspective: “Can
the concept of structure-based System Dynamics Analysis, which is developed for engineering
design processes, also be applied to line processes?”
If so: “Can additional implications for the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis
framework be identified?”

3.3.3 Stage 2: Instrument development
The general steps of the process could be extracted from existing flow charts. Additionally,
protocoled interviews with the affected workers and managers were chosen to develop a general
overview of the process and to derive the allocation of workers to the process steps. Various
workshops with the warehouse manager iteratively refined the data and verified the primary
concerns of the construct validity and internal validity. Due to the increasing knowledge of the
researchers during the period of the case study, the MDM models were refined over time several
times. If possible, directly acquired information within the MDM was reviewed by calculation
the same subsets also indirectly and comparing and scrutinizing the results.

3.3.4 Stage 3: Data gathering
The focus of the data gathering was the line process. Figure 3-12 shows a simplified
representation of the examined line process. Information about the process was derived from
the company’s process charts and from interviews with the management team. Each part
arriving triggers the process.
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The presented line process at the industry partner took place in challenging environmental
conditions. Additionally to weather influences on the local infrastructure, language difficulties
were another factor that caused complexity. A variety of official languages and dialects existed
in the country where the factory was located. The education level varied between the
employees. Some were not able to write properly and while they were able to speak English,
most preferred to communicate in their native languages. This often resulted in
misunderstandings.
The gathered information was used to build a MDM of the process. Process steps, persons,
resources, and effort were chosen as domains. Figure 3-13 shows the MDM metamodel for the
line process.
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Metamodel of the line process MDM (Kasperek, Bermond, Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al.,
2015)

For domains where the particular elements could not be identified by the process charts,
additional input was given by the responsible warehouse manager. He also provided the current
allocation of personnel at the warehouse. The effort-domain ranked work-intense process steps.
The considered interdependencies were: Process step is followed by process step, process step
has effort, amount of persons is allocated to process step, resources is required for process step
and effort is founded in using resource. The interdependencies between persons and resources
were deducted indirectly by calculation. The domain effort can be seen as a scale, containing
“high”, “medium” and “low” measures, indicating the effort required to complete a process
step. Figure 3-14 shows the MDM of the line process.
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Figure 3-14

MDM of the line process (Kasperek, Bermond, Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al., 2015)

3.3.5 Stage 4: Analyze Data
Model requirements
For this case study, the transformation method of case study 1 was used as a basis. Additionally,
requirements for the desired capabilities of the System Dynamics model were defined to assess
if the System Dynamics model sufficiently enough represents reality for the intended purpose
of the case study. The requirements are loosely based on the verification criteria for System
Dynamics models suggested by Sterman (2000). Table 3-3 lists the requirements for the System
Dynamics model.
Table 3-3 Requirements for the System Dynamics model adapted from Kasperek, Bermond, et al. (2015)
No.

Requirements for the System Dynamics model

1

The process steps shall be conducted in the correct order.

2

The allocation of persons to process steps shall have a measurable influence.

3

The change of the amount of persons at a single process step shall have a measurable impact on
completed work packages.

4

The increase of the amount of persons shall induce an increase of overall process performance.

5

The decrease of the amount of persons shall induce a decrease of overall process performance.

6

Changing the process sequence shall impact the overall process performance.

7

External impact factors shall influence the overall process performance
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Qualitative System Dynamics model
Based on the gather data, the qualitative System Dynamics model could be built. The process
steps receiving, binning, picking and issuing were transformed into one rework cycle each. A
resource pool represents the persons domain. The values of the resources and effort domains
were used to quantify the model and therefore are not directly represented by the qualitative
model. Manual workforce is usually not free of human error and thus, unplanned iterations can
always occur to a certain extent: One finding of this case study is that every element of the
MDM (e.g. a process step) that contains manual workforce should be considered to be modeled
with a rework cycle, while elements that do not contain manual workforce may be modeled in
different ways more easily or should be neglected.
For each of the four process steps a four stock rework cycle concept based on Lyneis & Ford
(2007) was chosen for the System Dynamics model, see Figure 3-15.
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Rework cycle concept (Kasperek, Bermond, Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al., 2015)

The rework cycle slightly differs from the one used in the first case study as the Original Work
to Do is modeled as variable and not as stock and the separation of Work in progress into Work
done and Undiscovered rework is modeled differently. Furthermore, the System Dynamics
model differs significantly from the first case study in how the rework cycles are connected: In
the first case study the process concurrence of the rework cycles was based on the percentage
of work done within the predecessor rework cycles (equivalent to process phases), and each
rework cycle (process phase) had its own amount of original work to do. In the second case
study, the original work to do from rework cycle 1 “flows” through the rework cycle to rework
cycle 2. This modeling concept was chosen due to the characteristics of a line process: The
parts that are received are all binned afterwards. Equivalently all parts that are picked will be
issued afterwards and thus, flow from rework cycle 3 to rework cycle 4. As the parts are stored
in a shelf between binning and picking and not all parts binned during the simulation period
may also be picked, rework cycle 2 and 3 are not directly connected via a flow.
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Figure 3-16 shows the qualitative System Dynamics model.
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Complete System Dynamics model of the case study (Kasperek, Bermond, Maisenbacher,
Zaggl, et al., 2015)

The four used rework cycles were named according their originating element of the process
step domain of the MDM, R for receiving, B for binning, P for picking, I for issuing. The first
rework cycle represents the process step of receiving. The parts to be processed are generated
by the Original work to do R variable and flow through the rework cycle in the work done R
stock flow with a delay into the Work in progress B stock, which is the beginning of the second
rework cycle representing the process step of binning. After processing the parts through this
rework cycle the binning process step is finished and the parts are stored in a shelf. As described
above the rework cycles of binning and picking are not connected by a direct flow. Instead, the
variable Stored parts was implemented, which works similarly to the Original work to do
variable.
The blue arrows in Figure 3-16 originating from the persons pool indicate the
interdependencies, which originates from the Persons allocated to Process Steps subset of the
MDM.
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Quantitative System Dynamics model
The model was quantified based on the data acquired during the modeling of the MDM. Further
input from measured process data and interviews was acquired where the measured data was
not sufficient. For the measured error rates of the process, it was not possible to find any
correlation function. Therefore the error rate was implemented by a random function. The
measured maximum and minimum error values over time were used as limits for the random
function. Comparing the simulated results with the measured process data showed a good
approximation of the real process.
Testing of System Dynamics model
The model was tested based on the initial requirements for the simulation indicated in Table
3-3. The initial allocation of persons to the particular process steps (6 pickers, 3 team leaders,
3 receivers, 5 line runners) was varied in different scenarios. The resulting simulation runs were
then discussed with and assessed by on-site process. For the purpose of this case study the focus
of the test was verifying that the System Dynamics model was able to express the expected
dynamics of the process qualitatively. The correctness of the simulated extent of movement of
the considered variables was not tested.
Figure 3-17 shows the simulation results which were used for the testing. The red graph
indicates the values of the simulated Work done I stock, thus, showing the output of parts issued
to the production line. The green graph indicates the output of parts issued if the total number
of workers is increased from originally 17 to 20. As expected the output of parts issued increases
faster than the initial situation’s graph. When the number of total workers is reduced to 14, the
graph should increase with a flatter angle than the initial situation’s graph, this simulation
showed the same behavior as indicated by the blue graph.
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Comparison of "Issuing work done" for 14, 17 and 20 workers (Kasperek, Bermond,
Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al., 2015)
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In the next step, the sensitivity of the model with respect to the amount of occurring errors was
examined. If the simulation approximates reality correctly, a reduction of the error rate should
increase the output of parts while an increase should decrease the amount of parts. Figure 3-18
shows the behavior of the simulation model which show the expected real behavior.
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Comparison of "Issuing work done" for higher and lower error rates (Kasperek, Bermond,
Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al., 2015)

While the red graph shows the initial situation, the green graph depicts the total output of issued
parts to line with 20 % higher error rates and the blue one with 10% lower error rates. According
to the process experts the movement of the results for the modifications closely approximate
the expected real effects. Following the successful verification tests, the actual simulation of
process alternatives could be started.
Simulation of process alternatives
Table 3-4 lists the seven simulated allocations of persons to the process steps. The selection of
the allocations was based on the boundary conditions given by the on-site conditions: receivers,
pickers, and team leaders must be more than 2 people and line runners more than 3 people.
Each option comprises 17 allocated workers.
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Table 3-4 Simulated options of allocation of persons to process steps (Kasperek, Bermond, Maisenbacher,
Zaggl, et al., 2015)
Pickers

Team leaders

Receivers

Line runners

Init. sit.

5

3

3

6

Opt2

4

3

5

5

Opt3

4

3

4

6

Opt4

5

3

4

5

Opt5

4

4

4

5

Opt6

4

3

6

4

Opt7

3

3

7

4

The simulation results illustrated in Figure 3-19 show that Opt2 offers the highest amount of
issued parts. The simulation results also show that the receiving rework cycle is the most critical
process step. Reducing the number of pickers by two is likely to favor the receiving team.
Simultaneously, the receivers become accountable for binning the parts. This means that the
whole line team is able to issue the same number of parts to the production line at a faster pace.
In the initial situation, there was always a delay between receiving the parts and binning the
parts, because the receiver had to inform the pickers that a particular part was ready for binning.
However, sometimes the pickers were busy with other duties. This delay was avoided in Opt2,
since there is no delay between receiving and binning.
Opt4 and Opt5 demonstrate that supporting the receiving team with just one additional worker
and simultaneously giving them the duty of binning would not add significant benefit. The
simulation implied that to improve the initial situation, it would be necessary to support either
the receiving team or the line runners. Opt4 and Opt5 differ in the number of the pickers, team
leaders, and receivers. The number of receivers was raised to 4. This didn’t seem to be enough
to significantly change the overall result of the simulation: The need for additional workers at
the receivers’ workstation or the line runners’ workstation. Opt6 and Opt7 were stressing the
importance of the line runners and pickers. As mentioned before, there are boundaries for the
optimization. If there would be less than 4 pickers, the early stage of the process would have
underperformed. At the same time, it was not possible to reduce the number of line runners to
less than 5, since this was also a critical process step.
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Simulation results of issued parts for the simulation allocation scenarios (Kasperek,
Bermond, Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al., 2015)

Within the analysis part of this case study an allocation of persons to the process steps could be
found that, according to the simulation, would increase the effectiveness of the process.

3.3.6 Stage 5: Disseminate
Based on the analysis results, the industry partner decided to implement the suggested process
change. This offered the possibility to assess the process before and after the change and thereby
measure the effect of the change implementation. For measuring the impact of the adjustment
the Warehouse Performance Index (WPI) was defined. As given in Table 3-5, the WPI was
calculated as sum of several ordinal values.
Table 3-5 WPI measurement (Kasperek, Bermond, Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al., 2015)
Affected area
Receiving and
Binning

Topic
Housekeeping receiving area

Parts / no parts on the floor

FiFo sticker on every part

Measurement

GRVed vs. received

For every part received but not GRVed -1 point

Housekeeping picking in
Picking

advanced area
Picking in advance three days
ahead and completely picked

1 – 10 points

1 – 10 points
+1 per complete unit

Issued system wise (only when
Issuing

bus is completely issued before

+2 per unit

the unit goes offline)
Shortages caused by warehouse

-1 per part
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The surveying of the WPI started two weeks before the change implementation.
Figure 3-20 shows the daily graph of the WPI: The days leading up to December 13th represent
the WPI before the process change (green period). The average of the WPI in this period is 8.6
with a root mean square deviation of 2.4. The blue period starting December 14th represents the
break at the turn of the years, where the plant was shut down. Due to the relatively high level
of confusion among the workers, the first week after the change is not analyzed in greater detail
to avoid measuring settlement effects. This period is handled as a learning phase and thus, it is
not considered. Also the production started a week before the logistic department and thus, the
line process, with the result of a fully packed receiving area at the beginning of the evaluation
phase. Deliveries from the suppliers were received before that. So starting from January 13 th,
the WPI represents the process performance after the process change (orange period). Up to
January 31st, the average WPI is 9.6 with a root mean square deviation of 4.0. The increase in
WPI indicates an improvement in the line process at the industry partner. The simulation's
predicted increase in the outcome of work packages (up 3.4%) is reflected in an upsurge of the
WPI. It was not possible to measure the daily delivered parts. Therefore, the WPI is considered
to compare the trend of the simulation with the performance of the persons in reality.
Feedback from face-to-face interviews with the workers was similarly positive. The receiving
site and the pickers in particular benefited from the process change. The receivers especially
pointed out their improved overview of the parts on their site. The shortage handling improved
too, while the receivers now have sufficient workforce for their process step. If there is
communication between the production line and the receivers, they can identify an incoming
critical shortage immediately and deliver it directly to the line. This increased the output of the
overall process. The delivery to the line was done in the past by line runners, due to a lack of
workforce of the receivers. The pickers stated that they are pleased to have enough time to pick
accurately. By reducing the headcount in this team, the team's internal communication and
distribution of tasks was improved.
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Figure 3-20

Average: 9.6
RMS: 4.0
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Measured WPI over time showing the effect of the implemented change (Kasperek,
Bermond, Maisenbacher, Zaggl, et al., 2015)

Referring back to the initial research question of this case study, the concept of structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis can be applied to line processes. However, especially the System
Dynamics model has to be adapted to the differing characteristics of line processes such as the
physical flow of parts through the process.

3.3.7 Implications of the case study
Detailing of the framework concept
Even though this case study investigated a line process and not an engineering design process,
the general steps of the framework concept derived from case study 1 can be further detailed.
Figure 3-21 illustrates the general steps of the framework concept from case study 1 on the left
side and the more detailed version of the framework based on the additional insights from case
study 2 on the right side.
The step transformation describes the transformation of the MDM into a System Dynamics
model. The System Dynamics model can be seen as system of equations. The transformation
as such can be divided in two sub steps:
The transformation of the MDM into a qualitative System Dynamics model and the
quantification of the qualitative System Dynamics model. Within the first sub step the
information from the MDM is used to build up the general setup of the System Dynamics model
with its stock and flow constructs, variables and relations. Seeing the System Dynamics model
as a system of equations, here, variables for each particular equation are defined. The
subsequent sub step of quantification populates the System Dynamics model with additional
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information which is necessary to enable a simulation of the engineering design process. Seeing
the System Dynamics model as a system of equations, here, the form and parameters of the
equations are defined. If not all domains of the MDM are transformed into the qualitative
System Dynamics model, the information of the not transformed domains and their elements
may be used as input for the quantification of the System Dynamics model.
After the quantification of the System Dynamics model it can be simulated. However, the model
should be tested before the simulation-based analysis of the engineering design process. This
includes reviewing if the model sufficiently enough represents the real engineering design
process for the purpose of the analysis. Consequently the behavior of the engineering design
process based on its structure represented within the MDM can be analyzed by System
Dynamics simulation. After the analysis the results need to be transferred back on the structure
of the engineering design process.

EDP structure
System structure

Transformation into qualitative SD model

Transformation

Quantification of SD model

Dynamic behavior

Testing

System structure

Analysis
EDP structure
Figure 3-21

Detailed framework concept

Refining the model transformation concept
Additionally to the detailing of the framework, the model transformation concept was refined.
In contrast to the first case study the transformation into rework cycles was conducted on
element level. This was necessary because of the different structure of the developed MDM.
While within the MDM of the first case study the domains represented the different phases of
the engineering design process, the MDM of this case study depicted a more differentiated view
on the structure of the line process. Thus, the transformation of the MDM was conducted on
element level. This offers the possibility to not only include process steps but also to add various
other components of the process into the consideration. Thereby, the transformation on element
level offers a higher degree of freedom for the configuration of the model. However, a guideline
is needed which domains respectively its elements can be transformed into which System
Dynamics constructs as well as which domain may be input for quantification or do not
necessarily be modeled for the purpose of structure-based System Dynamics Analysis. Based
on the previous case studies especially the following components offer potential for the desired
analysis:
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process steps



involved persons



required resources



quantification information for process steps.
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In accordance with the model transformation concept, process steps should usually be
transformed to rework cycles (if they contain manual work), while information about involved
persons and required resources can usually be transformed to forms of resource pools.
Additional information especially about process steps may be used as input for the model
quantification.
Guidance for model testing
Before the developed System Dynamics model can be used for analysis, it needs to be tested
that the simulation model but also the underlying MDM represent reality sufficiently enough.
Within the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis (chapter 4), guidance
should be available on how to verify the generated System Dynamics models.

3.4 Case study 3: Benchmarking process analysis at MAN Truck &
Bus AG
The case study was conducted in form of a student project (Produktentwicklung, 2014c) and
the herein presented results base on the publication of Kasperek, Berger, et al. (2015).

3.4.1 Description of the case
To ensure its own compatibility MAN Truck & Bus AG constantly triggers product and process
improvements by benchmarking itself with competitors. For this particular case study the
industry partner was interested in a process comparison of its own product benchmarking
processes with product benchmarking processes of other automotive OEMs. Tools and methods
of the other OEMs should be identified and analyzed. Based on a comparison with the own
tools and methods currently in use, potentials for further process improvements by integrating
specific tools and methods of the other OEMs should be identified.
Based on existing descriptions of the MAN benchmarking processes MDMs provided the basis
to develop System Dynamics models of the MAN product benchmarking processes. The
System Dynamics models, in turn, provided a simulation environment for the purpose of
analysis and optimization by enabling the possibility to incorporate the others' tools and
methods within the simulation.
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3.4.2 Stage 1: Research question
From the perspective of the industry partner the challenge of the case study can be stated as:
“How can potentials for process improvements of the own benchmarking processes be
identified by integrating specific benchmarking tools and methods of the other companies?”
This allowed addressing the general question of interest from the research perspective:
“Can structural models of benchmarking processes in form of Multiple-Domain Matrices, be
used as a basis to simulate the dynamic behavior of these processes by System Dynamics?"
If this question can be affirmed, the behavior of the benchmarking processes towards
integrating specific tools and methods of other companies can be assessed. This would allow
answering the challenge as stated by MAN Bus & Truck AG and may to identify additional
implications for the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework.

3.4.3 Stage 2: Instrument development
The case study had a time span of six months. The instrument development differs between
MAN’s own product benchmarking processes and the product benchmarking processes of the
other automotive OEMs. For the MAN product benchmarking processes, protocoled interviews
with the affected managers about process steps, tools and methods were the primary data basis.
For the product benchmarking processes of the other automotive OEMs less or no process
documentation was initially available for MAN. Based on initial contacts provided by MAN at
least one protocoled interview was conducted with benchmarking experts from each OEM by
the researchers. To be aware of the requested information and to prepare potential necessary
documents, the participants received the questions of the protocoled interviews at least one
week before the interview. Additionally, the participants were asked to show existing
documentation at the interview appointment as far as possible under the given confidentiality
agreements.
The questions for the protocoled interviews of the automotive OEM’s were grouped in three
areas:


general questions about the OEM’s product benchmarking division: Allocation within
the company, subdivisions and employees, work portfolio



information about the existing processes: Detailed view on the particular benchmarking
processes



general information about the work context: Further use of the results, specific
examinations for special purposes, knowledge management.

To give the participants a feeling for the desired form and degree of detail of their answers, an
exemplary answer of the MAN division was presented for each question.
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3.4.4 Stage 3: Data gathering
Product benchmarking processes and existing tools and methods within MAN
At MAN Truck & Bus AG three major product benchmarking processes exist which are
referred to as A, B, and C within the case study. A is focusing on free available information
about competitors. B is focusing on automotive characteristics of the products of the
competitors. C is focusing on detailed characteristics of particular parts of the automotive.
Figure 3-22 shows the flowcharts of the three product benchmarking processes.
Process A:
Process C:
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Process B:
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Figure 3-22

Flowcharts of the three product benchmarking process of MAN Truck & Bus AG
(Kasperek, Berger, Maisenbacher, Lindemann, et al., 2015)

The three processes are of different size and have different workloads. Especially process B is
also strongly influenced by other processes and divisions, so that various accompanied
processes have to be taken into account when modeling the process sequence. Each step of the
three processes was documented in detail by a written description of activities. Additionally
organizational units involved in the particular process steps of the three processes as well as
used tools and methods were documented within the interviews. Figure 3-23 shows the
allocation of the organizational units, tools and methods to the particular steps. Furthermore
tools and methods are used to achieve the benchmarking objectives in an efficient and effective
manner. Exemplary tools and methods are fact sheets to communicate results or test drive
opportunities offered to important stakeholders. While all other elements of the Organizational
Units domain refer to one particular person, element E refers to a varying amount of persons.
Thus, the numbers in the column of E point to the necessary number assigned to the particular
process step.
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Figure 3-23
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Allocation of organizational units, methods and tools to process steps (Kasperek, Berger,
Maisenbacher, Lindemann, et al., 2015)

Tools of the other OEMs and decision for focused tools
Based on the protocoled interviews with the process experts of the other OEMs, various tools
and methods were identified for their particular benchmarking processes. Even though tools
were often labelled differently within the OEMs, most tools and methods were used in related
constellations. For a better overview the identified tools were abstracted to categories of tools
depending on the purpose of the tool. Figure 3-24 shows the exemplary allocation of tools and
methods to the categories for each company. The categories were defined in discussion and
agreement with the industry partner. The tools of each company were then allocated to these
categories to allow for a comparison between the companies. As some categories of tools were
not in the area of responsibility of the industry partner these categories were indicated and not
further considered.
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Exemplary allocation of tools to categories for each OEM (Kasperek, Berger,
Maisenbacher, Lindemann, et al., 2015)

Based on the comparison, particular tools and methods of interest were selected by the industry
partner based on the three categories:




conformance with process optimization targets
possible time to implementation
transferability to MAN context.

MDM modeling
Based on the implications of the previous case studies and the metamodel for engineering
design processes of Kreimeyer (2009, p. 111), the domains of the MDM were chosen as
indicated in Figure 3-25. The initially suggested resource domain of Kreimeyer (2009, p. 111)
was detailed into tools and methods due to the specific conditions of the case study.
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As suggested by Kreimeyer (2009, p. 111), process steps (called tasks at Kreimeyer (2009)),
organizational units and time were chosen as domains. A detailed description of the domains
can be found in Kreimeyer (2009). Based on this metamodel the detailed MDMs for the
particular processes A, B and C were created. The process step sequences were modeled based
on the previously developed process models, while the organizational units, tools, and methods
were assigned based on the results of the protocoled interviews. The right side of Figure 3-25
shows the detailed MDM for process A. The metamodels of the processes B and C as well as
the corresponding MDMs are not illustrated due to confidentiality reasons.

3.4.5 Stage 4: Analyze Data
Especially for process B and C the granularity of process steps was high. After consulting the
industry partner particular sequences of process steps were concentrated to one aggregated step
with respect to the desired focus of the study. For eased System Dynamics modeling not all
dependencies indicated within the metamodel of the MDM were incorporated in the System
Dynamics models: According to Maurer (2007), particular subsets of MDMs can be deducted
indirectly by matrix multiplication. The subsets Org. unit uses Tool, Org. unit uses Method as
well as Tool is necessary for Method were not directly modeled in System Dynamics as the
corresponding information was already incorporated indirectly by modeling the following other
subsets Process step is conducted by Org. unit, Process steps need Tools and Process steps
need Methods. The underlying assumption for modeling Org. unit uses Tool (and
correspondingly for the other two subsets) indirectly is: If a Process step is conducted by an
Org. unit and also a particular Tool is needed for this Process step, then it does not have to be
modeled which Org. unit needs which Tool as Org. units and Tool for the particular Process
step are already defined.
If the subsets are indirectly deduced, more relations are calculated than actually really exist
according to the documentation. This is due to the fact that the calculation shows all potential
relations and this number differs from the measured number of real relations. Consequently the
meanings of these calculated subsets are slightly different: Org. unit might uses Tool, org. unit
might uses Method as well as Tool might be necessary for Method. The mapping of the number
of calculated relations to the measured number of relations offered values from 50% to 80%
with a mean of 64% and a standard deviation of 11%. The benefit of the calculated
dependencies is that they do not have to be directly modeled within the System Dynamics. For
this case study the effect of eased modeling was weighted higher than the loss of accuracy of
the model.
Qualitative System Dynamics modeling
For this case study, the transformation method of case study 2 was used as a basis. Each process
step respectively aggregated process step was transformed into the System Dynamics
composite construct of a rework cycle. In particular the rework cycle construct of Reichelt &
Lyneis (1999) was used. Additionally the variable Start task was defined to enable coordination
between the rework cycles by modeling the following condition: A subsequent rework cycle
can only start if a particular amount of work packages has already been processed error-free,
thus reached the work done stock. To increase the comprehensibility of the System Dynamics
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model, a composition panel for the allocation of organizational unit, tools and methods to the
particular process steps was build. Within this panel the organizational unit, tools and methods
are bundled to Allocated Org. units, Used Tools and Used Methods for each particular process
step.
Figure 3-26 shows the qualitative System Dynamics model for process A. The other processes
of the industry partner were modelled in a similar way.
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Quantitative System Dynamics modeling
As a first step of quantification the initial values of each stock were defined as 0, except of the
Original Work to do variables which represent the original amount of work packages for each
process step. This amount was normalized and set to 100.
As far as equations were implemented within the models for the quantification, the same types
of equations were used for each of the three MAN processes (though, with customized values
for each process). The different values of the duration, the progress rate and the general amount
of occurring rework for each processes step of all three processes were estimated based on
interviews and workshops. Within Table 3-6 the different equations implemented within the
System Dynamics model are given.
Table 3-6 Equations implemented within the System Dynamics model (Kasperek, Berger, Maisenbacher,
Lindemann, et al., 2015)
Variable

Equation

Unit

Original Work to do

= - Progress rate

WP

= IF THEN ELSE (“Start Task” = 1 :AND: “Original
Progress rate

Work to do” – (100/T)*0.0078125 >= 0 :AND:
“Allocated Org. Units” > 0 :AND: “Used Tools” > 0

WP/t

:AND: “Used Methods” > 0, 100/T, 0)
= + Progress rate + Rework rate – Flawless design
Work in Progress

– Error generation

WP

Flawless design

= x * Work in Progress

WP/t

Error generation

= (1 – x )* Work in Progress

WP/t

Work done

= + Flawless design

WP

Undiscovered Rework

= + Error generation – Rework discovery

WP

Rework discovery

= 0.8 * Undiscovered Rework

WP/t

Rework to do

= + Rework discovery – Rework rate

WP

Rework rate

= Rework to do

WP/t

Start Task

= IF THEN ELSE (“Work done” > 90, 1, 0)

/

The values of the progress rate were calculated by dividing the normalized Original Work to
do by the estimated duration of the particular process step.
Simulation of the engineering design process
Figure 3-27 shows exemplary simulation results for the first process step of product
benchmarking process A. As the same equations; even though with different implemented
values, were used for each process step the principal characteristics of the graphs of this process
step give an overview of the general simulation results. Within Figure 3-27,
a) shows the trends of Original Work to do, Progress rate and Work in Progress. The Original
Work to do decreases with a certain Progress Rate and finally reaches 0. In the meantime Work
in Progress increases and reaches its maximum when all original work has been done.
Afterwards there is still work in progress due to rework, but decreases slowly.
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b) shows the trends of Work in Progress, Flawless Design and Work done. It can be seen that
the trend of Flawless Design is scaled based on the trend of Work in Progress and can be also
seen based on the corresponding equation indicated in Table 3-6. The difference indicates the
amount of work packages which still have to be reworked (Error generation). The maximum
of Flawless Design indicates the inflection of Work done.
c) shows the trends of Work in Progress, Error generation and Undiscovered Rework. It can be
seen that the trend of Error generation is also scaled based on the trend of Work in Progress.
The Error generation also influences the Undiscovered Rework. Thus, it starts to decrease
shortly after the Error generation reaches its maximum.
d) shows the trends of Rework discovery, Rework to do and Undiscovered Rework. The Rework
discovery indicates 80% of the Undiscovered Rework due to the assumption that 80% of rework
are discovered immediately. The Rework to do indicates the amount discovered rework minus
the amount of already reworked work packages.
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Exemplary simulation results of the first process step of benchmarking process A
(Kasperek, Berger, Maisenbacher, Lindemann, et al., 2015)

To verify the simulation results of the three processes the results of each simulation were
discussed and agreed on with the responsible MAN manager. Within a workshop it was shown
which input from whom was incorporated in the model. After it was approved by the
management that the models sufficiently enough represent the real processes, the model can be
further used to identify optimization potentials by incorporating tools and methods from the
benchmarking partner within the own process simulations.
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Process simulation with additional tools and methods
Based on the developed simulation of the existing product benchmarking processes B, C and
the identified tools and methods of the other OEMs, the effects of the use of these tools and
methods within the MAN processes were simulated to identify optimization potentials. The
product benchmarking process A was not considered for the simulative analysis as no additional
tools and methods could be identified within the product benchmarking processes of the other
OEMs.
The influence of the additional tools and methods on the processes B and C was estimated
within workshops with the corresponding managers. Within these workshops it was decided
which parameters would be influenced by the particular tools and methods, as well as how this
influence would look like. This information was taken as a basis to simulate the influence of
each additional tool and method. In most cases additional tools and methods were supposed to
decrease the error rate within existing process steps.
The optimization of the benchmarking processes had two goals: increasing the quality of the
process outcomes as well as decreasing the process time. These two goals were to a certain
extent contrary as additional tools and methods for increasing the quality of outcomes often
also increase the process duration. Based on these goals three possible outcomes for the
incorporation of additional tools and methods with respect to the process duration were
identified:


tools and methods decreasing the duration of a particular process step by decreasing the
error rate



tools and methods increasing the duration of a particular process step by increasing the
amount of work to do



tools and methods increasing the overall process duration by adding an additional
process step.

Table 3-7 shows the simulated process step durations of process B. Process steps where
additional tools and methods were implemented are indicated in yellow. The left part of Table
3-7 shows the initial simulation values, the right part shows the simulated values after the
addition of selected tools and methods. The very right column shows the delta before and after
the addition of tools and methods. The values for cells indicated with “…” were simulated, but
are not presented in this thesis due to confidentiality reasons.
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Table 3-7 Simulated values of process step durations of process B before and after the simulated addition of
tools and methods (Kasperek, Berger, Maisenbacher, Lindemann, et al., 2015)
Whole Vehicle Process
Simulation values after addition of the

Initial simulation values
Task

AB
BB

Point in time

Point in time

of "Start

of "Work

Task"

done" >=90

[Weeks]

[Weeks]

0

3,46094

3,46094

15,1016

11,64066

13,2109

9,74996

3,46094

CB

selected tools and methods
Time per
Task
[Weeks]

Point in

Point in time

time of

"Work done"

"Start Task"

>=90

[Weeks]

[Weeks]

0

3,46094

3,46094

15,1016

11,64066

11,0234

7,56246

3,46094

Delta

Time per

Expenditure

Task

of time

[Weeks]

[Weeks]

-2,1875

DB

15,1016

38,8281

23,7265

15,1016

38,8281

23,7265

EB

38,8281

45,8984

7,0703

38,8281

45,8984

7,0703

FB

45,8984

48,7422

2,8438

45,8984

48,7422

2,8438

G*B

48,7422

55,9063

7,1641

48,7422

56,5313

7,7891

0,625

J1

/

/

0

56,5313

59,0938

2,5625

2,5625

KB

55,9063

65,7344

9,8281

59,0938

64,7109

5,6171

-4,211

LB

…

…

…

…

…

…

MB

…

…

…

…

..

4,5

-0,3984

M1

…

…

…

…

…

2,5625

2,5625

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

B

B

NB
OB

…

Time for the whole process

…

…

…

3.4.6 Stage 5: Disseminate
The incorporation of additional tools and methods offers several optimization potentials for
MAN’s benchmarking processes with respect to duration and quality. The potentials with
respect to process duration were assessed based on the simulation results. Therefore, as shown
in Table 3-7, the simulated process durations with and without the additional tools and methods
were compared. The industry partner based its decision which tools and methods to incorporate
on their influence on process duration as well as on quality aspects. A scheme was developed
to show both aspects within one view. Table 3-8 shows the corresponding tools and methods
sheet.
This sheet consists of the process steps, the potential additional tools and methods, the
simulated difference in time between process step duration with and without the additional tool
or method and the assumed effect on the quality. To allow a quick overview the simulated
duration delta was also indicated with a color scale from red (significantly increased duration)
to green (strong time saving).
The effect on quality was assessed based on the results of interview series with the involved
managers and rated from (--) for an expected significant quality decrease to (++) for an expected
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significant quality increase. The particular lines of argumentation of the management for an
expected quality increase or decrease were also documented. Based on the tools and methods
sheet and the lines of argumentation, suggestions for which tools and methods to incorporate
within the MAN processes on a short-term, medium-term and long-term perspective were given
by the researchers.
Table 3-8 Tools and methods sheet for management decision with exemplary tools and methods (Kasperek,
Berger, Maisenbacher, Lindemann, et al., 2015)
Whole Vehicle process
Process
step

Tool / new step

Time delta
[Weeks]

Quality
increase

CB
MB
G*B
KB
J1B
M1B

Tool_ISC
Tool_C
Tool_C
Tool_VPNP
new task
new task

-2,1875
-0,3984
0,625
-3,5156
2,5625
2,5625

+
o
o
++
++
++

KB

Tool_RIA

-0,6954
-1,0469

+
+

Whole Time [Weeks]:

The tools and methods sheet was accompanied by an additional document indicating the
argumentations why particular tools and methods have an effect on the overall quality of the
processes.
Referring back to the initial research question of this case study, the concept of structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis can be applied to benchmarking processes. During this case study
the concept of structure-based System Dynamics Analysis could be significantly enhanced.

3.4.7 Implications of the Case Study
The implications of this case study are driven by the insight that especially the high degree of
modeling freedom, which is also the strength of MDM and System Dynamics modeling, brings
challenges in finding the best way of modeling and ensuring the reproducibility of the model.
MDM metamodel for the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis
Comparing the qualitative System Dynamics models of the first three case studies shows that
their structure offers a high degree of similarity. Common domains in the context of structurebased System Dynamics Analysis seem to exist. Furthermore, the dependencies between the
elements of these domains can be modelled in a similar manner. Previous work in this field
exists in the form of the metamodel for engineering design processes by Kreimeyer (2009, p.
111). However, this metamodel does not completely fit to the purpose of a structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis and therefore, needs to be adapted.
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Guidance for when to use which rework cycle
Within the previous case studies different rework cycles were applied. Existing System
Dynamics literature offers a variety of different rework cycles concepts. Furthermore, these
original concepts have been customized to specific conditions various times by innumerous
authors. As literature lacks an overview of all rework cycle concepts and their adaptations, often
the original concepts are chosen and customized again without incorporating existing expertise
from literature. Therefore, a guideline in form of a rework cycle adaption scheme is necessary.
Reproducibility of quantification process (Quantification sheets)
The case study revealed that the capturing and documentation of information has to be
supported. The MDM and the System Dynamics model are currently the only locations where
the generated data can be stored. While the data stored in the MDM is usually easily accessible,
especially the data and assumptions used for the quantification are well hidden within the
equations behind the System Dynamics model. However, within the previous case studies this
information was identified as very important and should be reproducibly documented. Even
though most of modellers have an aversion against documentation (see Kasperek et al. (2015)
for a review), documentation is important: Without documentation it is difficult to decide for
others than the modelers themselves if the structural model at hand is sufficient in quality, scope
and underlying information for the desired purpose (Kasperek, Maisenbacher, Kohn, et al.,
2015).

3.5 Case study 4: CALA construction process
3.5.1 Description of the case
The Center for Advanced Laser Applications (CALA) - a joint research project between the
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich and the Technical University of Munich - is a new
70-million-Euro laser center expanding on the already existing, broad range of cutting-edge
research into laser science and technology for applications in the fields of life sciences and
medicine in the Munich research area. (Naeser, 2015)
The case study is concerned with the supply and integration of the laser modules at the
construction site and the subsequent commissioning of the CALA. Due to the composition of
the CALA and its system elements which are specifically designed for the novel techniques
pursued in CALA and the fact that there is only few knowledge available on how to construct
facilities for such basic research, project management desired a simulation environment for risk
analysis.
The available time span for the supply and integration of the laser modules and the
commissioning was limited to 1.5 years. The specific challenge expected by project
management was the logistics of the process. Due to the present uncertainty at the construction
site, just-in-time delivery was not an option. On the other hand storage space was limited, too.
To avoid storage overflow and also mutual blocking of the bulky modules within the storage,
the delivery of the modules needed to be coordinated. Additionally the availability and capacity
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of the human resources had to be taken into account as well as numerous dependencies of the
process steps.
The supply and integration of the laser modules at the construction site and the subsequent
commissioning are a complex process where various previously undetected defects can take
effect. Even relatively small defects could lead to over proportionally large delays if severe
consequential damages occur or deadlines are exceeded. Overall the process and its
environment are subject to various uncertainties and imponderables. Therefore, the goal of the
case study was to develop a risk robust concept for the sequence of this process by assessing
the impact of different scenarios on the process.

3.5.2 Stage 1: Research question
From the perspective of the responsible project managers the question of interest could be stated
as:
“How should the process from supply and integration of the laser modules to the commissioning
of the CALA facility be optimally structured with respect to logistics and resource allocation
risks?”
This allows addressing the general questions of interest from the research perspective:
“Can the concept of structure-based System Dynamics Analysis be applied in the context of
risk analysis? If so, can additional elements for the framework of structure-based System
Dynamics Analysis be identified?”

3.5.3 Stage 2: Instrument development
The project team of the CALA comprised the professors who would later use the facility,
respectively their representatives, the project management and external consulting firms. As
this group met on a regular weekly basis, these meetings were chosen as major source for
information acquisition and were attended by a researcher over six months. Due to the setup of
the case study, access to most of the project management data was given. Also a work
breakdown structure with sub projects and work packages was available. Several work
packages of the work break down structure which comprised a similar structure especially the
construction of the caves were concentrated to one domain within the MDM metamodel. As
the case study was conducted in close cooperation with the CALA project management the
particular intermediate results of the approach to be conducted such as the MDM and the
System Dynamics model were regularly presented and discussed with the project management
to verify their correctness with respect to the overall purpose.

3.5.4 Stage 3: Data gathering
Based on the experience of the previous case studies, the data gathering stage of this study was
subdivided into a system definition phase where the domains and dependencies of the MDM,
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thus the MDM metamodel, are defined and an information acquisition phase where the MDM
metamodel is populated with detailed data and additional data for the simulation is acquired.
System definition
For the definition of the domains and dependencies during system definition the work break
down structure of the process and the general spatial layout of the CALA construction site was
used as a basis. Figure 3-28 shows a simplified plan view of the spatial layout of the CALA
construction site. The CALA system can be divided into four major sub systems: Atlas, LBD,
the Caves and the Stockyard. The construction phases for each of these subsystems were chosen
as domains. Within the Atlas subsystem (indicated in red) the laser beam as primary source for
the research experiments is generated and amplified. The LBD (indicated in blue) is a vacuum
system through which the laser beam is guided into the experimental caves. The LBD is steeped
into the ground floor of the CALA which implies that the floor has to be opened for work on
the LBD and no other goods can be transported over the opened areas during the construction
period. The Caves (indicated in green) represent the experimental caves of the CALA where
experiments with the laser beam can be conducted. The fourth sub system of the CALA is the
Stockyard (indicated in yellow). After the commissioning the Stockyard will be used for the
installation of experimental setups. During the construction process the Stockyard will be used
as storage for the arriving parts.

LBD

LBD

LBD

Atlas

Cave

Cave

Cave
Stockyard

Cave

Cave
Cave
total dimension of the CALA site
Figure 3-28

Simplified plan view of the CALA site

Figure 3-29 shows the developed metamodel of the MDM for the case study with three domains
for the construction of the subsystems Atlas, LBD and Stockyard and two domains for the
necessary organizational units and resources. At this stage the metamodel only referred to the
mandatory dependencies of the design process and not the actual sequence to be conducted.
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Figure 3-29

Metamodel of the MDM for the case study

Qualitative information acquisition
The structure defined by the metamodel was further detailed to derive the MDM model with all
mandatory relations which could be used as input for a System Dynamics model of the process.
The allocation of organizational units and resources to the particular process steps for the
subsystems could be extracted from the available work break down structure. The relations with
regard to the mandatory sequential relations between the constructions of the subsystem were
derived based on the weekly meeting of the project team and by interviews with project
managers. All other subsets were empty. Based on the information acquisition the boundary
conditions indicated in Table 3-9 were identified.
Table 3-9 Boundary (BC) conditions of the CALA process
ID

Condition

BC 1

The construction of the LBD subsystem can be divided into a western and an eastern part.

BC 2

There are six caves to be constructed. One of them is located in another building.
The subsystems Atlas and LBD need different resources. The caves 1 to 5 can be constructed using

BC 3

the same resources. For cave 6 specific resources are necessary. Additionally c-parts are necessary
for the construction of all subsystems.

BC 4
BC 5
BC 6
BC 7
BC 8

Regarding the interfaces between LBD and Atlas respectively the Caves 1 to 5, the LBD-West has to
be built before the Atlas and the LBD-East before the Caves can be set up.
LBD-West and East have to be built up by the same team meaning that they cannot be built up in
parallel.
While team 1 is setting up the Atlas it cannot work on any other subsystem.
The construction of caves 1 to 5 can be regarded as identical. Cave 6 already exists and does not
have an interface to the other subsystems. It can be regarded as independent.
With respect to further boundary conditions all caves except 3 and 4 have to be set up by different
teams. Caves 3 and 4 will be set up by the same team.
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Figure 3-30 illustrates a zoom into relevant subsets of the Multiple-Domain Matrix for CALA
comprising all mandatory relations.
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Zoom into relevant subsets of the Multiple-Domain Matrix for CALA comprising all
mandatory relations

Quantitative information acquisition
As second step of information acquisition for the System Dynamics model, additionally to the
structural input in form of the MDM, the necessary information for the quantification of the
System Dynamics model was derived.
This includes the fixed start date for the supply and integration of the laser modules at the
construction site and the subsequent commissioning of the CALA on the 06/01/2016 and the
warranted date of full functionality on the 12/31/2017. There will be a two week break at the
turn of the year 16/17. Taking all conditions into account the maximum overall duration of the
process is 75 weeks.
The durations for the particular construction steps of the sub systems were estimated based on
the existing work break down structure and expert interviews with the responsible researchers
and additionally supported by the project management where necessary.






LBD-West: 2 weeks
LBD-East: 8 weeks
Atlas: 12 weeks
Cave 1-5: 50 weeks
Cave 6: 25 weeks.
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During the construction of CALA a stockyard for the incoming yet not necessitated parts is
required. Therefore the hall which will be later used for the installation of experimental setups
will be used as stockyard. The stockyard has a size of 180 m².
Each arriving part is assigned a date of arrival, the necessary space in m² and the rate of
consumption. The arrival and consumption can either be continuous or discrete.
The parts for the LBD will arrive in five deliveries. For each delivery 10 m² stockyard space
will be required. The dates of arrival are known.
The Atlas subsystems is made up of an existing laser and an extension. The existing laser does
not need stockyard capacity as it is already installed in an adjoining building, where it will be
dismounted and directly remounted in the CALA. The extensions will arrive in three deliveries
and will be continuously consumed over the duration of the construction step. For each delivery
10 m² stockyard space will be required.
The parts for the caves 1-5 will be continuously delivered and consumed. Cave 6 already exists
in an adjoining building. A specialist firm will be required for its dismounting and remounting
in CALA. This will require 25 weeks and 50 m² of stockyard space.
The organizational units will be modeled as binary artifacts, to allow for an overview on which
and how many operations they are involved.
Table 3-10 gives an overview of the gather data of the quantitative information acquisition.
Table 3-10

Quantified information for the construction of the subsystems

Construction of

Duration

subsystem

(weeks)

Atlas

12

3x

25

LBD-West

2

5x

10

discrete

LBD-East

8

5x

2

discrete

Cave 1

50

continuously

2

continuously

Cave 2

50

continuously

2

continuously

Cave 3

50

continuously

2

continuously

Cave 4

50

continuously

2

continuously

Cave 5

50

continuously

2

continuously

Cave 6

25

1x

50

discrete

Delivery

Req. space in
stockyard (m²)

Consumption
15 m² continuously
+ 10 m² discrete
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3.5.5 Stage 4: Analyze Data
Qualitative System Dynamics model
Based on the data gathering stage, it was decided to split the System Dynamics model in four
model constructs: For the construction phases of the subsystems; for the stockyard; for the
organizational units and a panel where all relevant process parameters can be seen. Figure 3-31
shows the skeleton of the System Dynamics model with these four parts. For comprehensibility
reasons the arrangement of the model constructs for the construction phases of the subsystems
and the stockyard was loosely based on the real physical locations at CALA. The reduce the
complicatedness of the model the constructs for the organizational units were placed in a
separate part of the model and linked to the other model constructs by using pointers.

Model constructs for construction
phases of subsystems (loosely
based on real physical locations at
CALA)

Model constructs
for stockyard
(loosely based on
real physical
location at CALA)

Figure 3-31

Panel with
simulated
process
parameters

Model
constructs for
organizational
units

Skeleton of the System Dynamics model of the CALA construction process

The detailed System Dynamics model is shown in Figure 3-32, Figure 3-34 and Figure 3-35,
each of them illustrating another part of the overall model.
Figure 3-32 shows the modeling constructs for the construction phases of the subsystems. Each
construction phase of a subsystem is represented by the same modeling construct to decrease
the complicatedness of the model (C 1 to C 6 represent the Caves 1 to 6). The particular
differences of the construction phases were implemented during the quantification of the model.
Within Figure 3-32 the colors of the arrows represent different types of dependencies. Blue
represents the dependencies between variables within the System Dynamics model. Green
represents Finish-Start dependencies according to the MDM in Figure 3-30. Red represents the
boundary condition BC 4 and black BC 6 of Table 3-9.

Figure 3-32
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System Dynamics model: Model constructs for construction phases of the subsystems
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Figure 3-33 shows the modeling construct for the construction phase of the Cave 1 subsystem
on the upper middle of Figure 3-32. While for the case studies 1, 2 and 3 rework cycle concepts
were used as System Dynamics modeling constructs, simpler stock-flow concepts were used in
this case study due to the abstraction level and purpose of the model. Figure 3-33 illustrates the
stock-flow concept with the two stocks work to be done, work done as well as the flow ongoing
work between them.
The stocks and the flow interact with various variables: start Cave-1 initializes work to be done.
On the other hand it is triggered by end: LBD-East and its initial value is set by effort: Cave-1.
Additionally its information is used by the counter: Cave-1 which signals the end of the
construction phase for Cave 1 by comparing start: Cave-1 with work done: C1. counter: Cave1 stops the ongoing work flow and end: Cave-1 is the inverted of counter: Cave-1 verified with
the work done stock. The work factor: Cave 1 represents the amount of already spent effort for
Cave 1 as long as the construction phase of Cave 1 is active. ongoing work transfers work from
work to be done to work done if Team 1 is at least as large as the necessary team size: Cave-1,
it is not the break between the years 2016/17, there are still c-parts in the stockyard share of cparts in stockyard for consumption size of c-parts.
effort: Cave-1

Start: Cave-1

work to be
done: Cave-1

counter: Cave-1

ongoing:
Cave-1

end: Cave-1

work done:
Cave-1

work factor:
Cave-1

<Team 1>

necessary team
size: Cave-1
<break between
<share of c-parts in
years>
stockyard>
<size of c-parts>

Figure 3-33

Zoom into the modeling construct for the construction phase of the Cave 1 subsystem on the
upper middle of Figure 3-32

Figure 3-34 shows the model constructs for the stockyard. The lower left parts represent the
delivery dates of the particular deliveries for the construction of the subsystems. These are then
bundled to one variable for each subsystem and the c-parts. The variables are used as input for
the stock-flow concepts modeling the usage of the stockyard by the subsystems (at the right)
and the c-parts (upper left). Each modeling construct for the usage of the stockyard by the
subsystems and c-parts is structured similarly. The two outer stocks can be seen as a source and
a sink while the stock in the middle represents the usage of stockyard [by subsystem/c-parts].
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It increases when the particular parts are delivery and decreases during the particular
construction phases as a function of part-size [of subsystem parts] and effort [subsystem].
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Figure 3-34

stockyard
end Cave 6

<part size Cave 6>

System Dynamics model: Model constructs for the stockyard

Following the modeling construct for the construction phases and the stockyard, Figure 3-35
shows the model constructs for the organizational units (right part) and the panel with the
simulated process parameters (left part). At the right part the stock allows to analyze when
which team is occupied with work. At the left side four overall process simulation parameters
are calculated:





when the construction process is finished (process completed)
the usage of the stockyard over time (usage of stockyard)
how much planned effort is completed (total effort)
how much work has already been done (total work done).
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System Dynamics model: Panel with simulated process parameters and modeling
constructs to represent the organizational units

Quantitative System Dynamics model
The qualitative model was quantified based on the information from the quantitative
information acquisition which included the estimated duration and efforts of construction
phases and team sizes.
Testing of System Dynamics model
The System Dynamics model was developed in close cooperation with the project management
to ensure a sufficient representation of reality by the model. Therefore the System Dynamics
model was continuously discussed with them during its development. The simulation results of
the quantified System Dynamics model were scrutinized for their realism based on the model
tests suggested by Sterman (2000, p. 859). Special focus was directed to: boundary adequacy,
structure assessment, parameter assessment, extreme conditions, integration error, behavior
reproduction and anomaly as well as sensitivity analysis.
Simulation of different process designs
Based on the tested System Dynamics model, different potential process designs were
simulated. The purpose of the simulation was to better understand the process and its relations
and thereby identify previously unknown risks as well as assessing the behavior of different
process designs towards the already known risk of overrunning the schedule of the construction
process.
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With respect to the previously identified boundary conditions, ten process design alternatives
were identified and simulated. Based on the gathered information two major factors for the
design of the process sequence could be identified:



the start of the construction with LBD-West or LBD-East
the position of the construction phase of Cave 6.

Cave 6 had no precedence relations to the other construction phases and could float freely
within the time span of the overall construction. For the analysis five different starting positions
of the construction phase of Cave 6, covering the full possible range, were simulated.
Figure 3-36 gives an overview of the sequences of the simulated design alternatives. The left
side illustrates the sequences with LBD-West as starting phase and the floating Cave 6. The
right side illustrates the sequences with LBD-East as starting phase and the floating Cave 6.
The conducted simulations were named West.0x respectively East.0x, indicating the starting
phase and the position of Cave 6 by x between 1 and 5. The ending .01 indicates the start of the
construction of Cave 6 at 0 weeks, .02 at 12.5 weeks, .03 at 27 weeks, .04 at 37.5 weeks and
.05 at 50 weeks.

LBD-East
LBD-West

LBD-West

LBD-East

Cave 1

Cave 1

Atlas

Cave 2

Cave 2

Cave 3

Cave 3

Cave 4

Cave 4

Cave 5

Cave 5

Cave 6

5 positions

Design alternatives West.01 to West.05

Figure 3-36

Cave 6

Atlas

5 positions

Design alternatives East.01 to East.05

Overview of sequences of simulated design alternatives

While at the beginning of the case study the purpose of the simulation was only to optimize the
process sequence with respect to its duration, the capacity utilization of the stockyard more and
more came to the fore. Initially, it was not thought about the utilization of the stockyard by the
project management, but as it came up during discussions in the model development it was
included in the model. First results showed that the simulated capacity utilization was close to
the maximum space of 180m² which led to a deeper investigation of this factor.
Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38 show the simulated usage of the stockyard for the ten simulated
design alternatives over time. The red line indicates the maximum capacity of the stockyard of
180m². Due to the highly uncertain environment a control limit at 150m2 was introduced, which
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should not be exceed by the simulation. Figure 3-37 shows the simulation results for the
West.0x design alternatives and Figure 3-38 the results for the East.0x alternatives.
The results of the West.0x alternatives in Figure 3-37 show that the maximum capacity of the
stockyard is not reached by any of the alternatives. However, West.01 and 02. slightly cross the
control limit of 150m2. For all alternatives the project duration is 77 weeks (not directly
indicated in Figure 3-37). Two early peaks can be seen which are sourced by the deliveries of
the Atlas parts. It can be seen that the maximum usage of the stockyard is lower for the design
alternatives West.03 to .05. The block of higher usage of the stockyard which is moving
throughout the simulations of the design alternatives is caused by the start of the construction
of cave 6. The alternative West.05, even though not delaying the project finish, finishes very
close to the overall project finish.
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Figure 3-37

Simulated usage of the stockyard for West.01 to .05
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The results of the East.0x design alternatives in Figure 3-38 show that also these alternatives
do not reach the maximum capacity of the stockyard, but exceed the control limit. For all
alternatives the project duration is 86 weeks. While all five design alternatives that start with
LBD-West do not significantly have more than 150m² usage of the stockyard, all LBD-East
design alternatives do cross this usage value. The alternatives 03. to .05 show a flattened peak
compared to East.01 and .02. East.03 shows a double peak constellation due to the start of cave
6 directly after the break between the turn of the years in week 25 and 26. The block of higher
usage of the stockyard which can be especially seen in the simulation of the design alternatives
East.04 and .05 and is again caused by the start of the construction of cave 6. Similarly to
West.05, cave 6 of East.05 finishes very close the overall project finish, thus delays of cave 6
lead to an overall project delay.
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Figure 3-38

Simulated usage of the stockyard for East.01 to .05
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Comparing the simulation results of all ten design alternatives West.03 and West.04 were be
identified as most promising. West.01 and West.02 showed inferior results as it was desired to
have a constant usage of the stockyard without major peeks. West.05 and East.05 were not
further considered as the finish of cave 6 was so close to the overall project finish that any
unplanned delays of the construction could lead to an overall project delay, thus comprised
more inherent risk of project delay than the other alternatives. East.01 to East.04 reached the
control limit of used capacity, thus are not further considered as better alternatives were found.
Scenario analysis of West.03 and West.04
Based on the previous simulation results West.03 and West.04 were chosen for a deepened
scenario analysis. To analyze the robustness of these two design alternatives, the delivery date
of the parts of the Atlas subsystem was delayed by 15 weeks and also a delayed and preponed
start of construction of cave 6 by 15 weeks each was simulated. The delayed delivery date of
the Atlas parts was also combined with the potential deviations of the start of construction of
cave 6, leading to 5 scenarios for each design alternative.
To differentiate the simulation runs, the delay of the Atlas delivery is indicated by the
supplement of a _A+15, the delayed start of the cave 6 construction by a _C6+15 and its
preponed start by C6-15.
Figure 3-39 shows the simulated scenarios for West.03. The original simulation run is shown
in the middle of the left column. The upper row shows the results for a preponed start of
construction of cave 6 while the lower row shows the results for a delayed start. The right
column indicates the results with a delayed delivery of the Atlas parts.
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West.03_C6+15: Usage of stockyard
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Simulated usage scenarios of the stockyard for West.03

Based on the simulation the different usage scenarios of West.03 were analyzed. Table 3-11
shows the analysis results.
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Analysis of the simulated usage scenarios for West.03
West.03_A+15_C6-15

West.03_C6-15
Duration: 90 weeks
Duration: 77 weeks
Compared to the original West.03 simulation a delay can be
Compared to the original West.03 simulation no delay can
observed. The stockyard is used relatively steady at the
be observed. The usage of the stockyard shows an early
beginning and its usage decreases steadily around week 36
peak touching the control limit.
matching the course of West.03_A+15 around week 50
West.03
West.03_A+15
Duration: 77 weeks
Duration: 90 weeks
Original simulation run already shown in Figure 3-37. An
Compared to the original West.03 simulation a delay can be
early peak of stockyard usage can be seen as well as a
observed. The stockyard is used relatively steady at the
second block of increased usage starting at week 27.5
beginning and its usage decreases sharply around week 47
caused by the start of construction of cave 6.
West.03_C6+15

West.03_A+15_C6+15

Duration: 77 weeks

Duration: 90 weeks

Compared to the original West.03 simulation no delay can

Compared to the original West.03 simulation a delay can be

be observed. The usage of the stockyard shows the identical

observed. The stockyard is used relatively steady at the

early peak. The 15 weeks delay of increased usage of the

lowest level compared to the other simulation runs at the

stockyard can be clearly seen, but does not influence the

beginning and its usage matches the course of

overall duration yet.

West.03_A+15 around week 64.

Figure 3-40 shows the simulated scenarios for West.04.
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West.04_C6+15: Usage of stockyard
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Simulated usage scenarios of the stockyard for West.04

Based on the simulation the different usage scenarios of West.03 were analyzed. Table 3-12
shows the analysis results.
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Analysis of the simulated usage scenarios for West.03
West.04_A+15_C6-15
Duration: 90 weeks

West.04_C6-15
Compared to the original West.04 simulation a delay can be
Duration: 77 weeks
observed. The usage of the stockyard at the beginning
Compared to the original West.04 simulation no delay can
shows a lower peak than the original simulation, but
be observed. The usage of the stockyard shows an early
therefore a longer period of high usage. This period
peak as West.04 but decreases more steadily reaching a
decreases sharply at week 45 and then relatively steady
low level of constant usage around week 45.
until week 90. It matches the course of West.04_A+15
around week 57.
West.04

West.04_A+15

Duration: 77 weeks

Duration: 90 weeks

Original simulation run already shown in Figure 3-37. An

Compared to the original West.04 simulation a delay can be

early peak of stockyard usage can be seen as well as a

observed. The stockyard is used relatively steady at a high

second block of increased usage starting at week 37.5

level at the beginning but not reaching the usage values of

caused by the start of construction of cave 6.

West.04. The usage decreases sharply around week 57.

West.04_C6+15

West.04_A+15_C6+15

Duration: 77 weeks

Duration: 90 weeks

Compared to the original West.04 simulation no delay can

Compared to the original West.04 simulation a delay can be

be observed. The usage of the stockyard shows the identical

observed. The stockyard is used relatively steady at the

early peak. The 15 weeks delay of increased usage of the

lowest level compared to the other simulation runs over a

stockyard can be clearly seen, but does not influence the

long period until week 77. It matches the course of

overall duration yet.

West.04_A+15 around week 77.

The results of Table 3-11 and Table 3-12 show that the process durations of the original
simulations West.03 and West.04 change to the same degree for the analyzed scenarios. With
exception of West.03_C6-15 the usage of the stockyard is relatively stretched for all scenarios.
However scenarios were identified in which the maximum of stockyard usage is reached
relatively late for West.03 as well as West.04 (i.e. West.03_A+15_C6+15, West.04_A+15). A
late maximum of necessary stockyard capacity was not desirable: As the stockyard is empty at
the beginning, this space may be misused by others for storing or operation. If the stockyard
seems to be disproportionately large and unused for a long period this likelihood increases, may
leading to a stockyard overflow when the capacity is actually desired. The necessary stockyard
capacity over time decreases faster for West.03 than for West.04.
For West.03 the start of construction of cave 6 should not be preponed (West.03_C6-15) as the
stockyard capacities for the parts of the Atlas subsystem and cave 6 were necessary at the same
time, leading to a strong peak. However, this peak is at the beginning of the construction period
where misuse of stockyard capacity is not likely.
Additionally for the original West.03 scenario the start of construction of cave 6 is at week 27
which is directly after the break at the change of the years, which is expected to have a positive
psychological effect as all previous work must be completed at the old year, while the new
phase of construction of cave 6 can directly start after the break. Even though for significant
delays or preponing of phases the usage of this effect would not be feasible, this option did not
exist at all for West.04.
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After considering all aspects, it was concluded that West.03 and West.04 show a behavior for
the analyzed scenarios which is similar to a large degree and both led to positive predictions of
the overall process. After discussion with the responsible project managers they decided to use
West.03 as planned process sequence due to the earlier peaks in necessary stockyard capacity
and the chance of using the break at the change of the years as additional motivation effect at
the construction site.

3.5.6 Stage 5: Disseminate
In a follow up conversation after the case study its approach and results were discussed with
the two responsible project managers from a post perspective and feedback was given. The
researchers a priori defined the question given in Table 3-13 which were answered by the
project managers for structured feedback.
Table 3-13

Questions of the evaluation with regard to the results of the case study

No

Question

Q1

Do you think that the MDM was useful to reveal the dependencies of the process and improve their
understanding?

Q2

Do you think that your understanding of the dependencies and risks of the process has improved
because of the System Dynamics Simulation?

Q3

Has your understanding regarding the influencing factors and critical elements changed?

Q4

Did you expect further knowledge which has not been provided by the System Dynamics
Simulation?

Q5

Do you think that the results of the System Dynamics Simulation could be useful to optimize the
process?

Q6

Do you think that the combined use of matrix-based and System Dynamics approaches is
appropriate for optimizing the CALA construction process?

While one project manager thought the MDM was useful to reveal and understand the
dependencies of the construction process, the other manager would have preferred a graph
visualization more (Q1). This aligns with theory that visualization preferences individually
differ (Lindemann et al., 2009).
Both project managers agreed that the simulation created added value in understanding the
process and its risks (Q2). A duration estimate could be determined, thus insights on a known
risk could be gained. Additionally, the capacity of the stockyard was identified as previously
unknown risk. By investigating different sequences, process configurations could be identified
which show a decreased risk of stockyard overflow (West.03 and West.04). The simulated
scenarios with deviations of West.03 and West.04 additionally showed their robustness and led
to the choice of West.03 as process sequence. The project managers explicitly mentioned that
the simulation encouraged to think about such challenges at all.
During the continuous operation of the approach new questions consistently emerged. While
the general effects of influencing factors were previously known, the simulation allowed for a
deepened analysis of single risks (Q3). For example the laser system could be identified as very
critical element and it is now thought that with the taken actions the risk of stockyard overflow
is justifiable.
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One of the project managers would have desired a more detailed risk analysis on a lower level
of abstraction (Q4). Unfortunately the wish could not be satisfied as it was expressed quite late
and would have corresponded with significant additional effort.
The same project manager did not like the word “optimize” in Q5. He argued that a process
could only be optimized if it is well known. As the process analyzed by the case study is a
construction process it comprises a lot of uncertainties and can therefore not be optimized.
However, he strongly agreed that the System Dynamics model was useful for planning the
process. The other project manager agreed on the original question (Q5). Based on the results
of the case study a request for proposal was sent to the manufacturer of the LBD to build up the
system from the west side which was initially planned to be built from the east side.
Additionally a more concrete logistics concept was defined based on the assumptions of the
simulations. Both managers would have liked a “at the push of a button” multi-run simulation
environment which automatically optimizes the process according to a command variable. Both
could imagine a predefined simulation which could be used for different construction sites. It
should be a rather abstract simulation which can be quickly customized for each site with the
available data. However they noted that the acceptance of the simulation results could be
difficult due to the underlying black box principle on the given abstraction level. Both project
managers agreed on the appropriateness of the combined use of matrix-based and System
Dynamics approaches for the problem of the case study for process planning and risk analysis
(Q6).

3.5.7 Implications of the Case Study
Provision of heuristics for quantification
Considering all case studies, the step from the qualitative System Dynamics model towards a
quantified model which can be simulated seems to be of great importance. Depending on the
chosen qualitative modeling constructs (i.e. the type of rework cycle or stock-flow construct
used) and the boundary conditions of the model, the necessary quantitative information differs.
This step of incorporating quantitative information in the model needs to be supported in at
least two ways:



Which quantitative information is necessary for the model?
How can this quantitative information be derived?

Both question could be supported by heuristics for quantification. Some of these heuristics may
be intuitively obvious, but they must be made explicit if they are to be later used in an automated
process (Paulson & Wand, 1992). Browning & Yassine (2010) state that heuristics are
especially important for:





very large problems
constructing initial solutions
increasing the speed and simplicity of modeling
decreasing the entry barrier in modeling.
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The heuristics shall give guidelines from a modeler’s point of view. In the literature, various
heuristics as well as criteria for credible heuristics can already be found (Biemans et al., 2001).
These and new heuristics should be documented in an accessible way to support the modeling
process.
Differentiation of System Dynamics modeling constructs by abstraction level
Furthermore a need for differentiation was identified. While for the case studies 1, 2 and 3
rework cycle concepts were used as System Dynamics modeling constructs, simpler stock-flow
concepts were used in this case study. Additionally to the implication of case study 3 that
guidance is necessary when to use which rework cycle concept, guidance is necessary when to
use rework cycles at all and when other modeling constructs may fit better.
Exposure to parameter uncertainty
A significant variation in output can be caused by parameter uncertainty (Rahmandad &
Sterman, 2008). This was especially spotlighted by the scenario analysis in this case study.
However, uncertainty is a significant driver in the context of engineering design process.
Process parameters need to be estimated, and estimation errors and uncertainties are
unavoidable. Because of the existence of this uncertainty, inputs of the simulation may not be
well-defined, and so their output values and the evaluating criteria for different process options
are vague and difficult to compare with each other. It is necessary to reduce the effect of this
uncertainty. (Liu & Liu, 2010)

3.6 Summary of the case studies
Within the four conducted case studies 13 implications for the framework for structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes were identified. These
implications, listed in Table 3-14, were together with a literature analysis taken as a basis to
develop the framework which is explained in the following section.

3.6 Summary of the case studies
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Table 3-14
Case
study

Identified implications within the case studies

Implication
General steps of the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework concept
Model transformation concept from MDM models to System Dynamics models

1

Use of multiple rework cycles within one model
Structured representation of dependencies with the System Dynamics model to reduce complicatedness
Detailing of the framework concept
Refining the model transformation concept

2

Guidance for model testing
MDM metamodel for the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis
Guidance for when to use which rework cycle

3

Reproducibility of quantification process (Quantification sheets)
Provision of heuristics for quantification
Differentiation of System Dynamics modeling constructs by abstraction level

4

Exposure to parameter uncertainty

Figure 3-41 gives an overview of the conducted case studies and the literature analysis. The
Figure especially highlights the combined approach of this thesis to derive the framework for
structure-based System Dynamics Analysis. The implications from each case study, given in
Table 3-14, were directly introduced into the framework as well as implications were detailed
and refined within further case studies. All case studies were accompanied by a literature
analysis whose results were also introduced into the case studies as well as the framework and
are mainly documented in section 2.5.
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4. Framework for structure-based System Dynamics
Analysis of Engineering Design Processes
This chapter presents a systematic methodological framework for the structure-based System
Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes as Prescriptive Study. It has been
developed based on the theoretical background, state of the art and conducting case studies
from both academic and industrial application. The first section gives a summary of the
framework. Subsequently, the procedure of the framework is explained in detail.
The structure-based System Dynamics Analysis presents a systematic, generic methodology
that can be applied to engineering design processes. It enables the creation of a conceptual
model space for the joint consideration of the dimensions of structural and dynamic complexity
for supporting the early phase of engineering design processes. This model space can be used
for experimentation to support the early phase of engineering design processes.

4.1 Summary of the framework
The framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design
Processes has been developed based on the insights from the identified literature and the
conducted case studies. During each of the case studies, additional elements for the framework
were identified. Additionally to the framework, tools and methods for the particular steps of the
framework are suggested. Referring to the static and dynamic views on engineering design
processes as illustrated in Figure 1-1, the procedure of the framework is given in Figure 4-1.
The accompanying tools and methods are shown in Figure 4-2.
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4.1 Summary of the framework
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The framework combines the views on engineering design processes from the structural and
dynamic complexity perspective and offers special support for the transformation between
these views.
The starting point for the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis is the MDM modeling.
Therefore, the first two steps of system definition and information acquisition of the structural
complexity management methodology from Lindemann et al. (2009) can be applied. While the
original procedure suggests the free definition of domains based on the particular problem
description, the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis provides a system definition
guideline in form of a predefined MDM metamodel. The metamodel comprises the most
common domains and interdependencies in the context of engineering design processes and
allows an eased transformation of the MDM into a qualitative System Dynamics model within
the subsequent step of the framework. The data gathering for constructing the detailed MDM
is supported. A detailed description of the MDM modeling is given in section 4.2.
Based on the proposed transformation and quantification concept the MDM is transformed
into a System Dynamics model. The transformation concept includes a detailed description of
the transformation from the MDM, representing the structural complexity, to a customized
System Dynamics model representing the dynamic complexity. Differentiating between the
phases of qualitative and quantitative modeling, the transformation concept comprises six tools
and methods especially developed to support the transformation. System Dynamics
composition panels allow for an eased transformation and management of the structural
relations within the System Dynamics model. The System Dynamics classification of
engineering design processes for choosing System Dynamics modeling constructs supports
users of the framework in finding the correct abstraction level for System Dynamics modeling.
Based on the chosen abstraction level, the framework proposes the use of the modeling
construct of rework cycles to represent the iterative nature of engineering design processes. As
various forms of rework cycles have been developed for different purposes within the past 35
years, a literature-based guideline for the adaptation of rework cycles aims to support in
choosing and adapting the most suitable rework cycles for the particular challenge at hand. The
result of the transformation is a qualitative System Dynamics model derived from the
originating MDM. The transformation is further detailed in section 4.3.1 and followed by the
quantification.
During the quantification the qualitative System Dynamics model is populated by equations
and values for each component of the model. Information from the MDM not yet incorporated
in the model as well as additional information acquired through interviews and available
process documentation is used as input. To support this step a set of heuristics to quantify the
System Dynamics models of engineering design processes is given. The heuristics thereby base
on previous studies from literature as well as insights of this thesis and commonly accepted
rules of thumb. As uncertainty is a significant driver in the context of engineering design
processes, approaches to deal with parameter uncertainty for example by multi-run simulations
with distributed variables are introduced. While the step of quantification of System Dynamics
models is known to be crucial but often insufficiently documented, specific quantification
sheets are proposed to document the assumptions incorporated in the model and their original
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source of information. In section 4.3.2, the heuristics are presented as well as methods to deal
with uncertainty and the concept of quantification sheets are provided.
These tools and methods increase the reproducibility of the System Dynamics modeling process
and are also the basis for the next step of testing of the System Dynamics model. To prove its
usefulness for the following analysis, it has to be tested if the created System Dynamics model
sufficiently enough represents the real engineering design process for the purpose of the
analysis. As an extensive description of verification criteria for System Dynamics models is
provided by Sterman (2000), this thesis refers to his work for the testing of the structure-based
System Dynamics model in section 4.4.
The tested model can be used for the simulative analysis of the behavior of the considered
engineering design process. Three different types of analysis which can be conducted with the
framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis are described in section 4.5. The
combined consideration of structural and dynamic complexity decreases the perceived
complicatedness of the considered engineering design process and thus, increases the
understanding of the overall complexity. This increased understanding supports risk
management by uncovering knowable unknown unknowns. Additionally, the created
simulation environment allows taking a “what if?” perspective and simulating the effects of
potential future conditions. Based on the simulation insights, scenarios can be defined and
tested. This includes the impact analysis of events triggered by external or internal factors as
well as robustness analysis of engineering design processes considering uncertain conditions.
Furthermore, the created simulation environment can be used to assess the performance of
different structural process designs of the engineering design process. This benchmarking of
different process designs is especially interesting for the early planning phase of engineering
design processes as benchmarking allows insights into which structural process design
performs best under the assumed conditions.
The design application makes use of the results of the system analysis in order to provide
insights for the considered complexity challenge. This includes the creation of a complexity
analysis report to document solutions for a better handling of the initial challenge in section
4.6.
Figure 4-2 gives an overview of the tools and methods of the framework for structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis.

4.2 Step 1: MDM modeling
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Tools and methods of the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis

In the following the five steps of the framework are described including the particular tools and
methods.

4.2 Step 1: MDM modeling
The first step of the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis is the MDM modeling. MDMs
allow to represent multiple network structures, both within a single domain and across domains,
and to capture different relationship types that coexist concurrently. As the MDM is an
extension of the DSM and DMM without losing any features of these original structural models,
Kreimeyer (2009, p. 106) claims that MDMs are the ideal tool for modeling the structure of
design processes. For the framework the MDM is chosen as modeling technique for structural
complexity for a number of reasons stated by Kreimeyer (2009):








The network structure of the process can be modeled in all its facets due to the free
choice and adaptability of domains and dependencies.
Most other existing process models can be translated into MDMs easing the
applicability of the framework.
Qualitative and quantitative models can be combined to some extent, for example
weights for nodes or edges can be used or attributes via additional matrices can be
introduced.
Structural characteristics become accessible. This eases understanding the interrelation
of structural and dynamic complexity as well as the integration of the structural
characteristics into models of dynamic complexity.
The framework can base on existing work in the field. Kreimeyer (2009) developed the
“Meta-MDM with domains and relationship types suited for most modeling and
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analysis purposes” which serves as basis for the later presented MDM metamodel of the
framework.
For the development of the MDM model, the first three steps of the structural complexity
management methodology (Lindemann et al., 2009) can be applied: system definition,
information acquisition and deduction of indirect dependencies. However, the developed
framework especially emphasizes the first two steps and provides a customized procedure of
these steps with respect to its characteristics as these steps are mandatory within the framework.
The deduction of indirect dependencies is optional and can be applied as originally described
by Lindemann et al. (2009).
MDM metamodel for system definition
A previous version of the MDM metamodel for system definition was already published by the
author in Kasperek, Maisenbacher & Maurer (2015).
While the original structural complexity management procedure suggests the free definition of
domains based on the particular problem description, for the purpose of the structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis a system definition guideline is given.
Within the original structural complexity management procedure the domains are chosen either
according to the intended results of the later analysis or according to the existing information
sources. With respect to the implications from the case studies a system definition guideline in
the form of a MDM metamodel with domains and interdependencies is provided. The
metamodel gives orientation when modeling the structural complexity of the engineering
design process. It systematizes and collects relevant domains and interdependency types and
puts these into a common framework.
The MDM metamodel is based on the “Meta-Multiple-Domain Matrix with domains and
relationship types suited for most modeling and analysis purposes” introduced by Kreimeyer
(2009). While the domains event, organizational unit, resource and time are directly adopted
from Kreimeyer (2009), the original task domain was renamed into process step. With respect
to the purpose of the framework, the original domain artifact is not considered within this
framework. Table 4-1 lists the suggested domains for the MDM modeling step of the structurebased System Dynamics Analysis and a description of each domain, based on the definitions of
Kreimeyer (2009).

4.2 Step 1: MDM modeling
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Table 4-1 List and description of domains of the MDM metamodel based on Kreimeyer (2009)
Domain

Description
The process step domain collects all entities that describe the execution of work done in

Process step

the process. Further terms are: tasks, action, activity, unit of behavior and work package.
This domain addresses non-persistent occurrences in time that present a certain action,

Event

status or progress. Further terms are: cycle, impact, influence.

Organizational

The organizational unit domain contains all human resources in their respective ordering.

Unit

Further terms are: staff, responsibility, team, pool, lane, actors, roles, and committee.
The resource domain is intended for all non-human resources necessary to enable the

Resource

process execution, such as IT-systems, equipment or knowledge. Further terms are:
attribute, mechanism, method, pool, and lane.
The time domain addresses persistent time issues such as the start time of a process step

Time

or milestones in the process. Further terms are: attribute, duration, starting time, end time,
average time, milestone, and phase.

The various possible interdependency types of Kreimeyer (2009) are reduced for each possible
interdependency between the domains. With focus on the joint consideration of structural and
dynamic complexity of engineering design processes, only interdependencies that are important
for the time dependent process flow were adopted from the original model. As the metamodel
can be adapted to different modeling situations, not only one but multiple possible
interdependency types are suggested between particular domains. The domains and
interdependency types of the MDM metamodel are not compulsory. They should be seen as
collection of most common domains and interdependencies, which can and should be adapted
for the particular situation at hand. The MDM metamodel is illustrated in Figure 4-3. There, the
preferred interdependency type for the framework is indicated in bold letters for each existing
combination of domains.
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Figure 4-3

Multiple-Domain Matrix metamodel based on the preliminary work of Kreimeyer (2009)
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As shown within the case studies 3 and 4, using the MDM metamodel eases the later
transformation of the MDM into a System Dynamics model within the subsequent steps of the
framework. However, the domains and interdependencies of the metamodel are only
suggestions which can and should be adapted on the particular challenges and data at hand.
Information acquisition
Special support for the system definition phase of the MDM modeling step within the structurebased System Dynamics Analysis framework was developed in form of the MDM metamodel
with most common domains and interdependencies. For the phase of information acquisition
the framework suggests to use the procedures described by Lindemann et al. (2009). The
following paragraphs provide a short summary of the activities of this phase.
Following the system definition by the MDM, information about the dependencies between
system elements has to be collected. Information may be acquired from the existing data bases,
models, or by interviews. The selected method depends on the availability of information and
the specific use case. Interviews require time-consuming workshops with experts; however, if
the system in question is only comprised of implicitly known experience knowledge or data
that has not yet been documented, interviews provide the only possibility of capturing required
information. The main challenge of information acquisition by interviews is to guarantee a high
quality of resulting data. (Lindemann et al., 2009)
Lindemann et al. (2009) provide appropriate methods which help to consider all relevant
information and to avoid effects resulting from symptoms of fatigue. They define requirements
that need to be fulfilled to allow an information acquisition by extraction from available data
bases or software tools.

4.3 Step 2: Transformation and quantification
To enable a simulation of the engineering design process behavior with the herein presented
framework, the MDM metamodel needs to be transformed into a System Dynamics model. This
aligns well with the need for standard System Dynamics structures (Warren, 2014).
Differentiating between the phases of qualitative and quantitative modeling, the transformation
and quantification concept comprises six tools and methods especially developed to support
this step. Ideas and insights from the transformation framework of Le (2013) were taken as a
basis and further developed to derive the transformation concept between MDMs and System
Dynamics.
Table 4-2 shows the transformation of the MDM domains into System Dynamics models. While
the elements of the process step, organizational unit, and resource domains and their
relationships can be directly transformed into elements of a qualitative System Dynamics
model, the elements of the event and time domains and their relationships can be used for the
quantitative System Dynamics modeling. In doing so the elements and relationships cannot be
directly transferred into the System Dynamics model, but serve as a basis for the construction
of the necessary differential equations for quantitative System Dynamics modeling.

4.3 Step 2: Transformation and quantification
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Table 4-2 Transformation of the MDM domains into System Dynamics models based on Kasperek,
Maisenbacher & Maurer (2015)
Elements of MDM
domain
Process Step

Transformed into

Used as input for

qualitative System

quantification of System

Dynamics model

Dynamics model

X

Event

System Dynamics construct
used
stocks or rework cycle constructs

X

Organization Unit

X

resource pool

Resource

X

resource pool

Time

X

4.3.1 Step 2a: Qualitative System Dynamics modeling
The result of the previous step of MDM modeling is a MDM of the engineering design process.
It comprises the necessary process steps, the available organizational units and resources. The
model also comprises events that may occur and affect the engineering design process as well
as a time estimate for the particular process steps. As first sub step of the transformation and
quantification thus, the bridging the modeling approaches of structural and dynamic
complexity, the elements and relations of the MDM need to be translated into a qualitative
System Dynamics model. How the elements and relations are transferred depends on the chosen
abstraction level. The System dynamics modeling classification of engineering design
processes supports this step.
System Dynamics modeling classification of engineering design processes
The classification of rework cycles and the adaption scheme for customizing rework cycles
were developed in close cooperation with a master student and are also documented in
Produktentwicklung (2014b) respectively Schmidt et al. (2015).
The classification of rework cycles helps understanding the commonalities and distinctions of
the System Dynamics models. This is useful because models contain diverse elements and are
designed differently to simulate certain behaviors. Both classifications contain various
references which help the modeler to identify models with similar abstraction levels and
purposes which can serve as a guidance on how to model the engineering design process.
Amongst others, existing rework cycles in literature can be classified according to their:
 abstraction level or
 purpose of rework cycles.
Classification by abstraction level
The degree of abstraction determines the scope of the model (Le, 2013). The framework
proposes to use the rework cycle concept depending on the level of abstraction of the overall
process model. Based on a literature review which can be found in Produktentwicklung (2014b)
three levels of abstraction of System Dynamics models were identified: Project, phase and subphase level.
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Figure 4-4 shows the suggested pyramid which illustrates the use of rework cycle constructs
depending on the abstraction level.
The project level is the highest level of abstraction. Le (2013) states that only one rework cycle
is necessary to describe the process on the project level. The models of Cooper et al. (2002) and
Taylor & Ford (2006) can be allocated to this abstraction level.
The middle of the pyramid in Figure 4-4 shows that the complete project can also be divided
into several phases. For example these phases can be design and construction (Parvan et al.,
2013) or opportunity selection, preliminary concept definition, full concept definition and
product realization (Le, 2013). As these examples show, the phases can be very different in
content and amount of work because the optimal breakdown into phases is dependent on what
is observed as the complete engineering design process. If an engineering design process is
modeled on this phase level, it is represented by a number of rework cycles that usually equals
the number of phases. Le (2013) justifies this approach by stating that this ensures that each
phase is modeled at the same abstraction level.
The bottom level of the pyramid in Figure 4-4 is the sub-phase level. It is used when one phase
of a project is described with several steps or process steps. On the sub-phase level the particular
process steps can be modeled as simple stock+flow constructs. They do not have to be
transformed into rework cycles as the process steps automatically form rework cycles due to
the inherent iterative nature of engineering design processes. This is still incorporated in the
underlying sequence of process steps on this level. Taking a more abstract view on engineering
design processes, this iterative nature gets lost, thus rework cycle constructs have to be used.

Project level –
One-step process

Abstraction level

Rework Cylce

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Phase level Aggregated
process steps
Multiple Rework Cycles

Sub-phase level Detailed
process steps

Stock+Flow Constructs

Figure 4-4

Abstraction pyramid illustrating the three levels of abstraction for System Dynamics

modeling of engineering design processes – project, phase and sub-phase level – in descending order

When starting to create a System Dynamics model which represents an engineering design
process, it is important to decide which degree of abstraction the model should feature. Based
on this decision, the size of the model is defined: One rework cycle is necessary to model an
engineering design process on the project level and a number of rework cycles up to equaling
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the number of process steps within an engineering design process are required for modeling on
the phase or on the sub-phase level.
Classification by purpose of rework cycles
Most System Dynamics models in the context of engineering design processes use rework
cycles as core modeling construct. The second classification of System Dynamics modeling of
engineering design processes is the purpose of these rework cycles. System Dynamics models
of rework cycles were developed to conduct studies with various focusses and research
objectives. Without intending to be exhaustive, Table 4-3 gives an overview of possible
purposes of rework cycles that can be found in the System Dynamics literature. Developers
may include structures to capture impacts of project staffing, phase concurrency, testing
processes and more. There are rework cycles which pursue more than one of the listed purposes
in Table 4-3 and thus, contain several structures that may be incorporated for different purposes.
Table 4-3 Purposes of rework cycles allocated to the references (Schmidt et al., 2015)
Purpose of rework cycle

References
(Ford & Sterman, 1998a, 2003; Kasperek et al., 2014; Le et al., 2012; S.

Phase Concurrency

Lee & Sung Lim, 2007; Lin, 2006; Lin et al., 2008; Nasirzadeh et al.,
2013; Parvan et al., 2013; Powell et al., 1999; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999;
Ruutu et al., 2011)
(Haslett & Sankaran, 2009; Kasperek et al., 2014; Laverghetta & Brown,

Human Factors

1999; Lisse, 2013; Munoz Hernandez et al., 2013; Reichelt & Lyneis,
1999; Ruutu et al., 2011; Williford & Chang, 1999)
(Black & Repenning, 2001; Haslett & Sankaran, 2009; Joglekar & Ford,

Staffing

2005; Lisse, 2013; Munoz Hernandez et al., 2013; Reichelt & Lyneis,
1999; Repenning, 2000; Taylor & Ford, 2006; Williford & Chang, 1999)

Outsourcing

(Lisse, 2013)

Testing

(Lin et al., 2008; Rahmandad & Hu, 2010)

Tipping Point

(Rahmandad & Al., 2005; Taylor & Ford, 2006)

Cost and Schedule Foresight

(Cooper & Lee, 2009; Lyneis et al., 2001)

Process Improvement

(D’Avino et al., 2005; Repenning & Sterman, 2002)

Various studies exist on the topic of Phase Concurrency (Krishnan et al., 1997; Terwiesch &
Loch, 1999). Partial concurrent execution of phases reduces the desired time-to-market. The
drawback of an increasing overlap between phases, however, is that the product is more prone
to change, thus initiating rework in all downstream phases (Powell et al., 1999). Table 4-3 lists
authors who included the consideration of phase concurrency in their System Dynamics rework
cycle models.
The Human Factors mentioned in Table 4-3 take into account that the work rate of employees
might not be constant during the engineering design process. The two factors that are most
commonly reflected in rework cycles are skill levels of employees (Munoz Hernandez et al.,
2013; Ruutu et al., 2011) and effects on the productivity resulting from group effects (Kasperek
et al., 2014).
Staffing processes are included in System Dynamics models when the employee turnover of
projects is not negligible. Two different methods of capturing changes in the staff level can be
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encountered in literature: modeling of hiring and turnover over time (Haslett & Sankaran, 2009;
Lisse, 2013; Munoz Hernandez et al., 2013; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999; Williford & Chang, 1999)
and resource allocation over different parts of the project (Black & Repenning, 2001; Joglekar
& Ford, 2005; Repenning, 2000; Taylor & Ford, 2006).
As Table 4-3 shows, features of rework cycles that are less applied are consideration of
Outsourcing and Testing, as well as the simulation of Tipping Points, Costs, Schedules and
measures of Improvements.
Modelers need to be aware of which features are to be represented in the rework cycle System
Dynamics model. Depending on its purposes, the rework cycle needs to be adapted to enable
the simulation of these features. The next supporting tool of the framework, the adaption
scheme for customizing rework cycles, provides an overview of the different ways how to adapt
rework cycles.
Adaption scheme for customizing rework cycles
The adaption scheme for customizing rework cycles was developed through literature research
of 25 different System Dynamics rework cycle models. The rework cycles were analyzed in
regard to how they simulate certain characteristics of the engineering design process and how
they differ from the simplest version of a rework cycle.
The adaption scheme presents different structures that previous modelers used to technically
implement certain behaviors of rework cycles to pursue the defined research objectives. These
structures are referred to as adaptions. The adaptions are added to a basic rework cycle model
in order to generate a model that simulates the considered engineering design process more
accurately. The adaptions are summarized in the adaption scheme shown in Figure 4-5.
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through causal links
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CLA2) Variable rework generation
rate

Minimal rework cycle
with 3 stocks

SFC3) Consideration of influence
of process concurrency in multiphase projects

CLA3) Variable rework discovery
rate

Causal links
Coordination stock
influencing rework
Corruption flow
discovery
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Figure 4-5

Rework cycle adaption scheme (Schmidt et al., 2015)

The adaptation scheme is built on a basic rework cycle model. In Figure 4-5, this model is
located in the middle. It is characterized by its simple structure that contains the minimum
number of independent stocks to model processes with rework (Rahmandad & Hu, 2010). Also
Kasperek, Lindinger et al. (2014), Lisse (2013), Nasirzadeh et al. (2013) and Parvan et al.
(2013) build their models based on this three-stock rework cycle. Moreover, the model is
considered to be simple because of its constant rates. The three rates Work Accomplishment,
Rework Generation and Rework Discovery are not influenced by any other variables through
causal loops.
The simple model in the middle of Figure 4-5 can expanded to achieve certain characteristics
that are defined by the abstraction level, relationships or desired area of application. The
expansion of the model is technically implemented either by means of additional stocks and
flows changes (SFC) or causal loops adaptions (CLA).
Rework cycles can be expanded by adapting the SFC by means of adding stocks and flows
(Figure 4-5, left) in three ways:
 consideration of intermediate states (SFC 1)
 consideration of important additional co-processes (SFC 2)
 consideration of influence of process concurrency in multi-phase projects (SFC 3).
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Another means for adapting rework cycle System Dynamics models are causal loop adaptions
(Figure 4-5, right). Certain process behaviors can be represented by adding variables and
dependencies between the variables. In most cases, additional variables are used to influence
the rates of rework cycles. Using the initial model in the middle of Figure 4-5, there are three
rates that are affected by the values of other factors:
 variable work accomplishment rate (CLA 1)
 variable rework generation rate (CLA 2)
 variable rework discovery rate (CLA 3).
Along these six ways of adapting system dynamic models, there are also other ways to model
certain features which do not fit into one of the presented categories (e.g. in the models of
D’Avino et al. (2005) and Repenning (2000)). However, these adaptations only appear in
sporadic cases and thus, are not included in the scheme. The stock and flow changes and causal
loop adaptions which were assessed as appearing frequently within the examined cases are
explained in the following.
SFC1) Consideration of intermediate states
In many rework cycles, more states – described by stocks – are considered than the three basic
ones illustrated in Figure 4-5. Along with additional stocks, new flows are also included, which
can be useful in modeling different rates between the process steps. The distinction of rework
cycles by the number of stocks is also conducted in the work of Le (2013).
An often used intermediate stock is Work in Progress. Figure 4-6 shows a rework cycle which
includes this stock. As a consequence, the rework rate is different from the original completion
rate. In some processes this could create a benefit, since the assumption of a constant rate for
both original and rework would be an improper simplification. In this way the inclusion of
intermediate states enables developers to adapt their model so that it accurately reflects the
considered engineering design processes.

Figure 4-6

Basic model of a rework cycle which is expanded by one stock Work in Progress

Table 4-4 lists the references which include intermediate states similar to the one in Figure 4-6.
Naming is used differently by the authors in most of the cases. Therefore, Table 4-4 includes a
column that lists the names of the additional stocks.
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Table 4-4 Intermediate states considered in rework cycles by means of additional stocks allocated to the
references (Schmidt et al., 2015)
Intermediate States
Tasks Completed not Checked
Tasks Approved

References
(Ford & Sterman, 1998a)

Tasks Completed but not Checked

(Rahmandad & Hu, 2010)

Work in Progress

(Le, 2013)

Tasks to be Reworked

(Lin, 2006; Lin et al., 2008)

Tasks in Testing

(Repenning, 2000)

Work in Quality Assurance

(Joglekar & Ford, 2005)

Quality Assurance Backlog

(Taylor & Ford, 2006)

Known Rework

(Cooper & Lee, 2009; Cooper, 1980; Cooper et al., 2002; Reichelt
& Lyneis, 1999)

The modeler of a System Dynamics model is encouraged to rethink the structure of the observed
engineering design process and which states need to be captured in the rework cycle. Each
crucial state has to be modeled by one stock. The modelers, however, should keep in mind the
abstraction level and its relation to the model size.
SFC2) Consideration of important additional co-processes
Some researchers use co-flow structures to consider the dynamics of auxiliary side processes
like hiring, training or testing, see Table 4-5. As shown in Figure 4-7, the processes are modeled
with co-flows that influence the rework cycle. In Figure 4-7, these processes are staffing and
testing. The available staff at a certain point can be calculated as the accumulated difference of
the Hiring and Turnover rate. Tests are processed from the Test to Do stock over a Testing Rate
to the Test Done stock. The staff level, for example, may influence the Work Accomplishment
rate in a way that it increases if more employees are available to conduct the work. In the same
way, the number of tests that are done could impact the Rework Discovery rate.
Co-processes may be included in the System Dynamics model if the main process is affected
and the co-processes show a dynamic behavior during the execution of the main process.
Some developers also integrate co-flows in order to gain additional information during the
simulation. In these cases the co-flow does not necessarily affect the rework cycle, such as the
change co-flow of Parvan et al. (2013). Their co-flow is included to calculate the resulting costs,
but does not impact the rework cycle itself. The inclusion of co-flows can occur on each
abstraction level and it enables the developers to pursue specific research objectives.
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main flows

co-flows

© 2015 The authors
and IOS Press

Figure 4-7

System Dynamics models of a rework cycle and co-flows for staffing and testing (Schmidt et
al., 2015)

Table 4-5 lists various co-processes that are included in System Dynamics models and their
references.
Table 4-5 Co-processes considered in rework cycles as parallel co-flows allocated to the references (Schmidt et
al., 2015)
Co-processes

References

Testing

(Lin et al., 2008)

Testing, Change Approval

(Rahmandad & Hu, 2010)

Error Rectification

(Lin, 2006)

Phase Task Change

(Laverghetta & Brown, 1999)

Hiring

(Haslett & Sankaran, 2009; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)

Hiring & Training

(Munoz Hernandez et al., 2013; Williford & Chang,
1999)

Change Generation

(Parvan et al., 2013)

Change Generation & Discovery

(S. Lee & Sung Lim, 2007)

Hiring & Training, Completed Work, Expended Effort

(Lisse, 2013)

Error Generation, Hiring & Training

(Ruutu et al., 2011)

SFC3) Consideration of influence of process concurrency in multi-phase projects
Another important SFC adaption is the consideration of the effects of process concurrency. This
feature often appears in models of multi-phase projects. The impact of iteration due to releasing
flawed work to subsequent phases is considered in these models. This inter-phase relationship
can also be called coordination.
Ford & Sterman (1998a) as well as Laverghetta & Brown (1999) model coordination by
including a coordination stock in their rework cycle. In contrast to the additional stocks for
intermediate states introduced above, the coordination stock is not part of the process chain but
generates an additional iteration loop.
In the model of Ford & Sterman (1998a), the coordination of flawed tasks creates a second
loop. Their coordination stock can be fed through two flows. The first flow represents tasks that
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are flawed due to inheritance from upstream phases. The second flow is determined by the
downstream quality assurance during which discovers flawed tasks and sends them back for
coordination (Ford & Sterman, 1998a).
The additional coordination stock enables flawed tasks from other phases to be accumulated in
this stock until they can be coordinated. In the real process this could happen, for example, in
meetings with the responsible employees of the involved phases (Ford and Sterman, 1998).
The authors Kasperek, Lindinger et al. (2014), Lee & Lim (2007), Lin et al. (2008) and
Nasirzadeh et al. (2013) dispense with the coordination stock and solely use a corruption flow
to model the influence of process concurrency. Figure 4-8 shows the rework cycle of Kasperek,
Lindinger et al. (2014) which iterates flawed work from the Accomplished Work stock to the
Remaining Work stock via a corruption flow. The rate of the flow is calculated with the
variables Cor FW task and Cor BW task which quantify the rework from other process steps
that is either flowing to the particular subsequent (forward corruption, FW) or previous
(backward corruption, BW) process step.

© 2015 The authors
and IOS Press

Figure 4-8

Rework cycle with corruption flow (Schmidt et al., 2015)

An overview of existing SFC adaptations for modeling the influence of phase concurrency is
provided in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6 SFC implementation of coordination in multi-phase projects (Schmidt et al., 2015)
SFC Adaptations

References

Coordination stock & flow

(Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Laverghetta & Brown, 1999)

Corruption flow

(Kasperek et al., 2014; S. Lee & Sung Lim, 2007; Lin et al., 2008; Nasirzadeh
et al., 2013)

For the modeling of concurrent engineering design processes, modelers need to include similar
SFC structures to simulate the influence of concurrency.
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Next to the adaptation of rework cycles by adding stocks and flows, rework cycles can be also
adapted by causal loop adaptions. This means that certain behaviors are represented by adding
additional variables and dependencies between the variables. Using the initial model in the
middle of Figure 4-5, the three adaptations CLA 1 to 3 which are most important will be
described in the following.
CLA1) Variable work accomplishment rate
The work accomplishment during engineering design processes can be influenced by various
factors. In System Dynamics models, these influences are modeled by causal loops which affect
the work accomplishment rate. For this reason, the adaption scheme allocates the modeling of
variable work accomplishment to the causal loop adaptions. The influencing variables are listed
and categorized by the type of modeled influence and the specific factor influencing the
accomplishment rate in Table 4-7. Moreover, Table 4-7 includes the authors that capture certain
dependencies of the work accomplishment.
Table 4-7 Influences on work accomplishment and associated references (Schmidt et al., 2015)
Category
Company
Characteristic

Factor

References
(Cooper, 1980; Cooper et al., 2002; Ford & Sterman, 1998a;

Quality

Kasperek et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2008; Lisse, 2013; Reichelt &
Lyneis, 1999)

Pressure

(Cooper et al., 2002; Le, 2013; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)
(Black & Repenning, 2001; Cooper, 1980; Cooper et al., 2002;

Resources
Management
Levers

Joglekar & Ford, 2005; Kasperek et al., 2014; Le, 2013; Lin, 2006;
Rahmandad & Hu, 2010; Taylor & Ford, 2006)

Overtime
Organizational
Changes
Time to
Completion

(Cooper et al., 2002; Le, 2013; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)
(Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)
(Cooper et al., 2002; Lisse, 2013)

Skill Level

(Cooper et al., 2002; Lisse, 2013; Munoz Hernandez et al., 2013)

Human

Morale

(Cooper et al., 2002; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)

Factors

Synergy

(Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)

Group Size

(Kasperek et al., 2014; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)
(Cooper et al., 2002; Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Joglekar & Ford,

Available Work

2005; Kasperek et al., 2014; Le, 2013; Lin, 2006; Parvan et al.,
2013; Ruutu et al., 2011)

Process

Completed Work

Factors

in Previous Phase

(Lin et al., 2008)

Undiscovered
Rework in

(Parvan et al., 2013)

Previous Phase

The company characteristic quality is often a constant factor that defines the percentage of
flawless work and thus, the portion of work that moves from the Work to Do stock to the Work
Accomplished stock.
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Management levers are, for example, pressure, resources, overtime, time to completion and
organizational changes. The time to completion is a factor that arises from the project schedule
which is defined by the management. The allocated resources directly influence the work
accomplishment, whereas pressure, overtime and organizational changes define productivity
and therefore indirectly affect the accomplishment of work.
Similarly, the human factors influence the productivity. Different skill levels and morale are
characteristics of individuals that impact work completion. Furthermore, the performance of a
team varies with the time due to the development of synergies and with group size. These
factors should be considered in studies that focus on the social impacts on engineering design
processes.
Within the category process factors, start conditions and iteration effects are differentiated. Start
conditions represent the prerequisites for a phase or process step to start. For example, work
completion cannot start unless there is work available or the previous phase has not yet
produced sufficient output (completed work in previous phase). For example, these start
conditions are modeled using if-then-else conditions (Kasperek et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2008) or
min/max equations (Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Lin et al., 2008). Other factors, such as the amount
of undiscovered rework in a previous phase continuously affect the work accomplishment
throughout the whole process.
CLA2) Variable rework generation rate
In most cases, rework generation within engineering design processes cannot be described with
a constant rate. Therefore, many System Dynamics model developers include additional
variables to demonstrate the varying behavior of rework generation. Table 4-8 lists various
factors influencing the generation of rework, sorted into categories and allocated to authors who
included them in their System Dynamics models.
Table 4-8 Influences on rework generation and associated references (Schmidt et al., 2015)
Category

Factor

References
(Cooper, 1980; Cooper et al., 2002; Ford & Sterman,

Quality

1998a; Kasperek et al., 2014; Le, 2013; Lin, 2006; Lin et
al., 2008; Lisse, 2013; Parvan et al., 2013; Rahmandad &
Hu, 2010; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)

Company

(Cooper, 1980; Cooper et al., 2002; Ford & Sterman,

Characteristics
Work Completion

1998a; Kasperek et al., 2014; Lin, 2006; Lin et al., 2008;
Lisse, 2013; Parvan et al., 2013; Rahmandad & Hu,
2010; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)

Project Factor
Management
Lever
Iteration Effect
Other

Target Design Maturity

(Le, 2013)

Believed Design Maturity

(Le, 2013)

Time to Completion

(Lisse, 2013)

Undiscovered Rework in
Previous Phase
Obsolescence

(Parvan et al., 2013)
(Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)
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Table 4-8 shows that rework generation may be dependent on the work completion which is
among the company characteristics. The reason for this relationship is that the rework
generation rate is often calculated out of the work completion or accomplishment rate and the
quality. The third company characteristic is target design maturity. Le (2013) uses this variable
in order to compare it with the project factor believed design maturity in order to trigger iteration
in the rework cycle as well as the start of a subsequent phase.
The value of the variable time to completion terminates the process in the example of Lisse
(2013), and thus the rework generation corresponding to the work accomplishment ends. Parvan
et al. (2013) capture the fact that the amount of undiscovered rework in the previous phase
increases the error generation in the next phase.
Another factor that can initiate rework is obsolescence, which indicates that already
accomplished work becomes obsolete and thus, worthless (Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999).
CLA3) Variable rework discovery rate
The discovery of errors is usually modeled as being variable. Many authors include
dependencies on other variables in their models to achieve a better approximation of the
observed process. Factors that can be found in the literature are listed in Table 4-9 and allocated
to different categories.
Table 4-9 Influences on rework discovery and associated references
Category

Factor

References

Probability of Discovering

(Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Lin et al., 2008;

Errors

Rahmandad & Hu, 2010)

Undiscovered Rework
Company
Characteristics

Quality

(Kasperek et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2008; Parvan
et al., 2013)
(Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Lin et al., 2008;
Rahmandad & Hu, 2010)
(Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Lin et al., 2008;

Quality Assurance / Testing

Nasirzadeh et al., 2013; Rahmandad & Hu,
2010; Taylor & Ford, 2006)

Project Factors

Management Lever

Iteration Effects

Other

Problem Complexity

(Le, 2013)

Perceived Progress

(Lisse, 2013; Reichelt & Lyneis, 1999)

Pressure

(Taylor & Ford, 2006)

Resources

(Joglekar & Ford, 2005)

Dependence on Previous

(Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Kasperek et al., 2014;

Phase

Lin, 2006; Lin et al., 2008)

Rework Completion

(Lin et al., 2008)

Quality Assurance / Testing

(Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Lin et al., 2008)

Progress

(Parvan et al., 2013)

Time

(Kasperek et al., 2014; Le, 2013; Parvan et al.,
2013)

Company characteristics are, for example, the probability of discovering errors and the amount
of undiscovered rework. The higher these variables are, the more rework is discovered. The
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company might also conduct test or quality assurance processes which also influence error
finding.
The project factor problem complexity is used by Le (2013) to describe how fast design maturity
builds up and thus, if there is need for rework. The other variable related to the project is
perceived progress. In the model of Reichelt and Lyneis (1999), this factor continuously
influences the rework discovery rate.
The management lever pressure is modeled as increasing the fraction of rework and thus, the
discovery rate in the rework cycle of Taylor & Ford (2006).
The iteration effects can be divided into two groups: impacts that originate from elements in
previous phases and impacts of subsequent phases. Lin et al. (2008) and Kasperek, Lindinger
et al. (2014), for instance, describe a multiplicative relation between the rework rate of the
previous phase and the corruption rate which is combined with the rework discovery rate of a
subsequent phase. In the same equation, they include dependence which is a constant factor that
reflects the percentage of the task that is affected by the change made in a previous phase.
Impacts from subsequent phases can be defined, for example, by the quality assurance of
subsequent phases (Lin et al., 2008) or the work progress in these phases (Parvan et al., 2013).
Another important driver for rework discovery is time. Two main strategies can be found in the
literature for modeling this influence. Le (2013) triggers a fraction of the rework discovery by
scheduling discrete times for review meetings in which it is more likely that the need for rework
will be identified. Other authors model the continuous, time-dependent development of rework
discovery either with equations (Parvan et al., 2013) or look-up tables (Kasperek et al., 2014).
When building a System Dynamics model, all relevant factors within the engineering design
process need to be considered and it has to be decided which of them have to be included in the
model. Furthermore, the selected variables need to be allocated to the affected rates. Models
may include rates other than the three presented rates - work accomplishment rate, rework
generation rate and rework discovery rate - but the procedure stays the same. The previously
listed variables serve as suggestions for future models.
The adaption scheme in Figure 4-5 guides the modeler deciding on which stocks, flows,
variables and causal loops should be included. After adding these elements to the rework cycle,
the structure of the SD model is established.
System Dynamics composition panels
While the two previous tools and methods focused on the abstraction level and particular
elements incorporated in the System Dynamics model, the System Dynamics composition panel
focusses on the modeling of relations. Facing the large amount of relations that may have to be
included in the System Dynamics model when using multiple rework cycles, led to the
development of composition panels. This counters the complicatedness of the amount of
relations and allows to easily change relations between process steps. The structure of the panel
is based on the system representation within structural models.
Depending on the chosen abstraction level and its domain, elements of the MDM are
transformed to stock and flow concepts, resource pools or rework cycles. Especially if rework
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cycles are chosen, the complexity of the model increases as they allow to model a more complex
behavior with more influencing factors, than within the MDM. If all relations between elements
and influencing factors are incorporated in the System Dynamics model, its complexity grows
rapidly.
The idea behind composition panels is to separate the modeling of relations from the modeling
of the system elements. While one part of the model illustrates the elements represented in the
model by its System Dynamics modeling constructs, the other part shows the relations between
these elements in the so called composition panels. From a technical point of view, the
computational concept of pointers (for example referred to as shadow variables in the Vensim®
simulation software) can be used.
This separation offers the advantage to clearly breakdown the model. This offers the possibility
to easily change relations within the model and simulate the influence on the overall process,
while keeping the dynamic modeling core constructs (for example the rework cycles) constant.
This supports the accurate and quick modeling of different process configurations.
The complicatedness of the system relations can be further decreased by modeling the relations
of the DSM representing the sequence of process steps in two different composition panels.
Figure 4-9 illustrates a DSM of the engineering design process sequence and the corresponding
composition panels modeling the sequences within System Dynamics. In the Figure, A-F start
/ done / feedback / rework represent variables, thus elements of the simulation each of them
referring to the particular process step A-F.
start A

start B

start C

start D

start E

start F

A done
Feedforward loops

B done
C done

Process step
A B
DSM

D done
C D E

X X
A
X
B X
X
C
X
D
E X X X X
X
F

F

X

E done
F done

rework A rework B rework C rework D rework E rework F
A feedback
B feedback

Feedback loops

C feedback
D feedback
E feedback
F feedback

Figure 4-9

DSM-based composition panel for process sequences (Kasperek et al., 2014)

The left side of Figure 4-9 shows the process sequence DSM which forms the basis for the
relations within the System Dynamics model shown on the right side. The super-diagonal
region of the DSM highlights the feedforward relations among process steps, while its subdiagonal region shows potential feedback loops in the system. (Browning & Ramasesh, 2007)
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The feedforward relationships which represent the precedence relations are modeled in the
upper part on the right side of Figure 4-9. The mathematical equation for the starting condition
for the particular step can also include conditions such as rates of parallelism between process
steps. The lower part represents the feedback loops within the process step sequence which
cause rework.
While Figure 4-9 shows the use of composition panels to model relations between elements of
the same kind, thus DSM relations, they can also be used to model relations between different
kinds of elements, thus DMM relations. For example the allocation of organizational units to
process steps can be modeled in the same manner. The framework suggests to use composition
panels for relations that are planned to be varied within the System Dynamics simulation
environment to observe the effects of the relations and variation as well as to decrease the
overall complicatedness of the model.

4.3.2 Step 2b: Quantitative System Dynamics modeling
The System Dynamics modeling classification of engineering design processes and the
adaption scheme guide modelers concerning the decision on which stocks, flows, variables and
causal loops should be included. After adding these elements to the rework cycle, the structure
of the model is established. Additionally, the System Dynamics composition panel supports to
structure the relations within the System Dynamics model.
However, the rates or relationships are not quantified by any values or equations yet. Even
though, proposals for quantification can be found in the previously listed references the
framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis comprises three methods and tools
to further support the step of quantitative System Dynamics modeling. These methods and tools
are heuristics for quantification which can be used as modeling guidelines, specific concepts
for handling parameter uncertainty and quantification sheets to increase the reproducibility and
accessibility of the System Dynamics models.
Heuristics for quantification
A variety of existing modeling heuristics can be found in literature. DSMs (Design Structure
Matrices) are often applied in order to capture phase dependencies (Browning & Eppinger,
2002; Browning, 1998, 2001; Cho & Eppinger, 2005; Eppinger et al., 1994; Yassine et al.,
2001) and thus to establish the quantification of process concurrence relationships in System
Dynamics models (Ford & Sterman, 2003; Kasperek et al., 2014; Le, 2013; Lin et al., 2008;
Ruutu et al., 2011). Different quantification approaches for staff allocation are explored by
Black & Repenning (2001); Joglekar & Ford (2005); Kasperek, Lindinger et al. (2014);
Repenning (2000) and Taylor & Ford (2006)
For the quantification of the influences on productivity and thus, work rates, non-System
Dynamics literature may prove helpful (Brunies & Emir, 2001; Kernan et al., 1994; Kvâlseth,
1978; Maynard & Hakel, 1997; Nepal et al., 2006; Rosenbaum & Rosenbaum, 1971; Thomas
& Napolitan, 1995; Thomas & Raynar, 1997). However, these heuristics from the field of social
science have not been applied in System Dynamics models. The studies may still serve as
suggestions for the quantification. This shows that the integration of other disciplines outside
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of System Dynamics can be useful for the creation of sophisticated models. Bradley et al. (2013)
have already discovered that System Dynamics incorporates exchange with other disciplines.
The question remains how researchers gain the information for quantifying the relationships
and factors. In most articles that provide information on data acquisition, the answer is
interviews with employees (Ford & Sterman, 1998a; Le, 2013; Oliva, 2003). Le et al. (2012),
Lin (2006) and Ruutu et al. (2011) provide information concerning the length as well as the
number and type of participating employees for the interviews or workshops.
As a rough rule of thumb, heuristics on the general “how to” of quantification can be found in
System Dynamics literature, while information in specific quantification approaches and values
is more likely to be found in the specific research domains such as engineering design. Other
modeling disciplines can rather provide out of the box approaches or different views on
quantification such as Brook’s law on software engineering (F. P. Brooks, 1975): “Adding
manpower to a late software project makes it later.”
Facing the amount of heuristics on various level of abstractions that have been proposed within
various research domains and the fact that the heuristics of interest for modelers are different
for each modeling activity, in the following three sets of heuristics are presented that prove
especially helpful while developing the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework:




general heuristics for modeling complex systems (Biemans et al., 2001)
heuristics for engineering design processes (Suss & Thomson, 2012)
challenges for System Dynamics modeling (Sterman, 2000).

General heuristics for modeling complex systems
Biemans et al. (2001) provide a set of heuristics for dealing with the complexity of business
system architecting which can also be applied to quantitative System Dynamics models. Table
4-10 shows the heuristics.
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Table 4-10
Topic

Pursuing high-quality

General heuristics for modeling complex systems (Biemans et al., 2001)
No.

Heuristic

G1

Conceptual integrity of models eases their understanding.

G2

models
G3
Syntax and ease of
understanding

abstraction levels

Accumulating
experience

First go for an unambiguous model, only then try to be (more) correct or
complete.

G5

Use a limited number of predefined abstraction levels.

G7

G9

modeling

as the way they can be “solved” when circumstances change.

Use domain-specific terminology, notation, and conventions.

G8

The process of

Document (in the model) the reason or source of irrational decisions, as well

G4

G6
Structuring and
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G10
G11
G12

The choice of abstraction levels should be an opportunistic, domain-specific
one.
The expressiveness of the modeling language should be enforced by the
business design objectives, not the other way round.
The relationship between abstraction levels should be explicitly modeled for
each model element, using notation with a formal semantics.
Restrict a model editing session to a single “type” of refinement.
For a proper understanding of a model element, model its environment
(context) as well.
The architect should know the usage context of a model to avoid modeling
irrelevant details.
Besides reusing existing solutions, the value of patterns or reference models
is that they give a clue for the appropriate level of abstraction.

Heuristics for engineering design processes
Even though the set of heuristics of Biemans et al. (2001) can be applied to engineering design
processes, due to their specific characteristics, special heuristics for engineering design
processes can be stated. Based on a literature review Suss & Thomson (2012) provide numerous
heuristics for engineering design processes which are described in the following Table 4-11 to
Table 4-19.
They structure the heuristics found in the literature review in eight categories and provide
additional new heuristics. Table 4-11 presents the first set of heuristics which consider the
organization theory and the information processing in the context of engineering design
processes.
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Table 4-11

Heuristics considering organization theory and the information processing (Suss &
Thomson, 2012)

No.
H1

Heuristics considering organization theory and the information processing
As the amount of uncertainty increases, the frequency of non-routine, unique, consequential events
which cannot be foreseen and which require decisions to be made increases.
Making decisions requires information gathering and communication about the state of affairs that

H2

led to the events. This is referred to as information processing. Information processing takes time
and requires resources.

H3
H4

Increasing uncertainty increases workloads and time delays in the decision-making mechanisms.
Better coordination of information processing mitigates increasing workloads and time delays.
According coordination theory, dependencies among activities and resources create problems that
constrain how activities can be performed.
Differentiate between two different kinds of coordination: The tactical coordination during the
execution of a process to ensure that each subtask reliably has what it needs, when it needs it. The

H5

strategic coordination, where the structure of a process, the information processing, and decisionmaking mechanisms are designed in a way that the execution of each subtask can take place in
concert with the other subtasks with minimum effort and minimum delay.
Use the strategic guidelines of (Pahl & Beitz, 1996) that split the design process into four main
phases. Within a phase, much of the work of design consists of proposing solutions for specific

H6

design requirements and to evaluate whether or not the solutions meet the criteria developed for the
design problem. Iteration between phases is described in terms of the evaluation and feedback that
take place within each stage.
During the design review at the end of each phase, there is an opportunity not only to evaluate

H7

solution specifications in light of product requirements, but also to synchronize the remaining work
for all those participating in the design project.

Table 4-12 presents the second set of heuristics which consider iteration in the context of
engineering design processes. Next to the statement that engineering design processes are often
iterative (H8), the second heuristic H9 further details what iteration is and where it comes from.
The third heuristic H10 tries to draw a picture on how to understand iterative behavior.
Table 4-12

Heuristics considering iteration in engineering design (Suss & Thomson, 2012)

No.

Heuristics considering iteration in engineering design

H8

Complex engineering design processes are often iterative.
Design iteration implies rework or refinement of activities to account for changes in the activities’

H9

inputs. The changes can be caused by additional or changed information or failure to meet design
requirements. (Browning, 1998; R. P. Smith & Eppinger, 1997)
Iteration in engineering design can be seen as a cyclical process that achieves a succession of

H10

intermediate improvements on the way towards a final outcome rather than a strictly incremental
process that arrives at a single final outcome. (Safoutin, 2003)

Table 4-13 presents the third set of heuristics which considers the effect of uncertainty in
engineering design. According to H11 it should be distinguished between epistemic and
aleatory uncertainty. This implies that there is a significant amount of aleatory, thus, random
uncertainty in the context of engineering design processes which has to be accepted and dealt
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with. H12 states that variability which is a sub group of epistemic uncertainty can be reduced
by frequent information exchange between related elements.
Table 4-13

Heuristics considering the effect of uncertainty in engineering design (Suss & Thomson,
2012)

No.
H11
H12

Heuristics considering the effect of uncertainty in engineering design
Distinguish between the lack of knowledge (epistemic) and random (aleatory) uncertainty
(Oberkampf et al., 2004).
The influence of variability can be managed through frequent information exchange between
dependent activities.

Table 4-14 presents the fourth set of heuristics which considers the definition of the state of the
task progress in context of engineering design processes. The heuristics connect the state of
task progress with the level of present uncertainty in the sense that uncertainty decreases with
increasing task progress. The heuristics H16 and H17 suggest the S-shape function as modeling
construct for the decrease of uncertainty, thus increase of task progress.
Table 4-14
No.
H13
H14

Heuristics considering defining the state of task progress (Suss & Thomson, 2012)

Heuristics considering defining the state of task progress
Work progress can be seen as a process in which the level of uncertainty in the artefact is reduced
as the design progresses. (Hykin & Laming, 1975)
Engineering design can be seen as a process in which the level of design imprecision is reduced,
although a degree of stochastic uncertainty usually remains. (Wood et al., 1990)
If engineering design is seen as a process of generating information to reduce uncertainty, the rate

H15

of progress of the information developed by a task in engineering design is measured by how it
reduces epistemic uncertainty.
Learning or discovery of information required to complete the task reduces the epistemic

H16

uncertainty in a task. If so it exhibits a slower rate of change at the beginning and end of the task as
in a sigmoid or S-shaped function (Ritter & Schooler, 2002).

H17

The S-shape is the best shape function to represent task completion as it can embody a growth
phenomenon similar to learning. (Carrascosa et al., 1998)

Table 4-15 presents the fifth set of heuristics which considers quality in engineering design.
H18 and H19 represent two different views on quality and are to a certain extent contradictory.
On a more operational level H20 states what increases quality.
Table 4-15
No.
H18

Heuristics considering quality in engineering design (Suss & Thomson, 2012)

Heuristics considering quality in engineering design
In the conventional understanding, higher quality in engineering design can be achieved only at the
expense of increased development expenditures and longer cycle times. (Harter et al., 2000)
Alternatively quality, cost, and cycle time in engineering design can be seen as complementary, that

H19

is, improvements in quality directly relate to improved cycle time and productivity. (Nandakumar et
al., 1993)
Improvements in quality arise from reduced defects and rework in a mature engineering design

H20

process (Harter et al., 2000) and better knowledge sharing, acquisition, integration, and application
in new PD processes (Jing & Yang, 2009).
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Table 4-16 presents the sixth set of heuristics which considers the complexity of engineering
design processes. All three heuristics suggest that the modeling of process complexity should
be based on or confirmed by empirical observations.
Table 4-16

Heuristics considering complexity of engineering design processes (Suss & Thomson,
2012)

No.
H21

Heuristics considering complexity of engineering design processes
The modeled processes can be based on empirical observation through either the functional forms
or the parameter settings or both.
If empirical estimates are not available, empirical work may still provide much information for model

H22

construction, and variations and sensitivity analysis can be used to examine the robustness of the
results.

H23

The results of the simulation can either be empirically grounded through comparison with
observations of real systems or serve as a basis for subsequent observations of these systems.

Table 4-17 presents the seventh set of heuristics which considers communication and systemlevel integration in the context of engineering design processes. The first two heuristics focus
on communication in collaborative engineering environments for which system-level
integration is typical. H26, H27 and H28 focus on difficulties of communication with the
increasing number of communication channels.
Table 4-17

Heuristics considering communication and system-level integration (Suss & Thomson,
2012)

No.

Heuristics considering communication and system-level integration
Collaborative engineering design is a series of multi-phase design processes linked via the original
equipment manufacturer, which acts in a project as the system-level integrator of the various

H24

subsystems. The system-level integrator transmits requirements to information as well as he
receives information directly and transmits requests for information from local-level development
teams. (Yassine & Braha, 2003)
Direct communication between local-level development teams is often informal and unscheduled.

H25

The rate at which this information is received, processed, and transmitted between the system-level
and the local-level teams is an important element in the rate of progress of the overall design
process (Mihm et al., 2003; Yassine et al., 2003).
Communication channels tend to become overloaded and thereby cause delays in the progress of

H26

the project. Actor who lack the requisite information usually obtained through hierarchical channels
tend to take default decisions.
The following reasons are typical difficulties in large-scale engineering design information

H27

management: diversity of channels, scale, variety of perspectives, and uncertainty (Eckert et al.,
2001).

H28

The interaction of communication with planning and product complexity has been observed to lead
to wasted effort and rework in the case of automotive engineering design. (Maier et al., 2008)

Table 4-18 presents the eighth set of heuristics which considers models of engineering design
processes. H29 connects the reduction of uncertainty to the evolution of information. In contrast
to previous heuristics, here the degree of uncertainty is not seen as a measure of the task
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progress, but as driving factor the task progress. H30 and H31 provide guidance on how to
model and quantify rework in the contest of engineering design processes.
Table 4-18
No.

Heuristics considering models of engineering design processes (Suss & Thomson, 2012)

Heuristics considering models of engineering design
The evolution of information is roughly equivalent to the rate of reduction of uncertainty. If

H29

uncertainty is reduced quickly, the information generated by the task evolves quickly towards its
final value. (Krishnan, 1996)
Relationships of functional interaction and overlapping of activities on effort and total span time

H30

using empirically derived relationships between rework and the level of functional interaction can be
found in (Bhuiyan et al., 2004).
For most models focusing on the mechanisms of iteration and rework that occur in engineering
design, the probability of rework was determined a priori as an input to the model. They generally

H31

assume a priori levels of rework based on empirical data gathered in organizations with fixed
coordination schemes employed.

Based on their own findings, Suss & Thomson (2012) propose the heuristics presented in Table
4-19 to reduce the project span time and effort of engineering design processes. In contrast to
the previous heuristics, these ones can be more interpreted as standard operation procedures.
Table 4-19

Heuristics to reduce project span time and effort of engineering design processes (Suss &
Thomson, 2012)

No.
H32
H33

Heuristics considering to reduce project span time and effort of engineering design processes
Overlap sequentially dependent tasks when there is sufficiently frequent, interim information exchange
to the extent warranted by rates of reduction of epistemic and aleatory uncertainty.
Structure projects such that the size of interdependent tasks is similar. All tasks wait for information
generated by tasks that take a longer time and thus are held to the rate of progress of the slowest task.
Provide sufficient resource capacity early enough by anticipating workload requirements. Insufficient

H34

resource capacity in critical tasks impedes information flow and causes other tasks to be starved or to
receive information out of synchronization and thus perform more rework.
Implement ‘scrum’ methods where there is high uncertainty to enable intense coordination and keep PD

H35

projects on track. This reduces latency delays of information exchange most effectively, forces
synchronization of information more frequently, and allows project leaders to review the work done in
each sprint, to maintain the influence of the overall organization, and to provide guidance.

H36

Adopt policies and implement systems to reduce delays and to reduce effort in communication of
information in the information flow between dependent tasks

Challenges for System Dynamics modeling
Following the general heuristics on the modeling of complex systems and the heuristics on
engineering design processes, additional heuristics can be found within the System Dynamics
research community. An extensive collection of information on System Dynamics can be found
in Sterman (2000). It comprises a large set of heuristics and models which can be taken as a
basis for quantification. In particular Sterman explains 79 challenges of System Dynamics and
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provides potential solutions in form of heuristics and examples. In the following the three
challenges which may be most relevant are described.
Identifying feedback structure from system behavior: Sterman (2000) suggests to first identify
and sketch all positive loops which are responsible for growth and all negative loops which halt
growth. Then all negative loops that might be responsible for the goal-seeking (converging to
a terminal value) behavior should be identified as well as the state of the system, the goal, and
the corrective action(s) for each case. As third step negative loops and time delays that might
be responsible for oscillations should be identified and again the state of the system, the goal,
the corrective action, and delays.
Linking stock and flow structure with feedback: Using the example of the US gasoline shortages
in the 1970s, Sterman (2000) suggests that it may be necessary to model the whole system.
Additionally information inputs to the rates of flow in the model should be identified and used
to close feedback loops. These loops are crucial for the system behavior. Furthermore learning
effects should also be considered and modeled if necessary.
Process Improvement: Sterman (2000) suggests to conduct interviews and use this information
to develop a single causal diagram capturing the dynamics of the system. The loops within the
diagram should be named with the terms used by the interviewees where possible. Additionally
each loop should be explained in a paragraph or two capture the dynamics and the link to the
interviews. Where possible, the model should reflect the basic physical structure of the system.
Appendix 9.2 lists 66 of these challenges which may be most relevant for the approach
presented in this thesis. As the solutions are described in detail in Sterman (2000), this thesis
refers to original reference for detailed information on the other particular heuristics.
Modeling concepts for parameter uncertainty
Next it is important to understand the relationship between structure and behavior of complex
dynamic systems. Sensitivity analysis helps to test the robustness of the simulation results with
respect to uncertainty in the estimated parameters. Additionally, it guides the necessary data
collection efforts. As parameters can never be estimated perfectly, it must be decided which to
focus on and when to stop. If a sensitivity analysis reveals that a parameter strongly affects the
simulated behavior, additional data may be collected leading to a better and more reliable
simulation. On the other hand, parameters that show little effects in the sensitivity analysis
should not be further investigated as the simulation results are robust even with an approximate
estimate. Furthermore, parameters that strongly affect the simulation results may be tuning
parameters for process optimization. (Sterman, 2000)
Sterman (2000) suggests to write down the expectations before conducting the particular
sensitivity analyses. After each analysis the simulated outcome should be compared to the
expected outcome. The explanations should be reformulated for the effect of each change and
compared to the simulation results again. As a rule of thumb for the variation of parameters, it
should be varied a bit more as the expected likely range of uncertainty: Interviewees tend to be
overconfident and underestimate effects. Additionally, the test of extreme values might be
insightful. Even though it is important to vary each parameter in isolation to understand
parameter sensitivity, it should be kept in mind that engineering design processes are complex
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non-linear systems. This means that results of such a univariate sensitivity analysis may provide
limited guidance to the response of the engineering design process to multiple parameter
changes. To understand the full range of responses of the system with respect to parameter
uncertainty a multivariate sensitivity analysis may have to be conducted. (Sterman, 2000)
An additional approach to cope with parameter uncertainty are multi-run simulations. Thereby,
the simulation is run with different parameter values multiple times. This allows to replace
uncertain parameters by distribution functions such as the Gaussian distribution. As common
System Dynamics software packages possess interfaces to data processing systems, multi-run
simulations can be automated and the simulation results for the particular runs can be exported.
The outcomes of the different simulation runs can be illustrated in one figure in relation to the
varied parameter. Figure 4-10 shows the exemplary illustration of multi-run simulation results
taken from Petz et al. (2014). Illustrations as such may allow to increase the understanding of
dependencies between different parameter values.

Figure 4-10

Exemplary illustration of multi-run simulation results taken from Petz et al. (2014, p. 164)
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Quantification sheets
The structure-based System Dynamics approach proposes the development of two models: The
MDM and the System Dynamics model. While the data stored in the MDM is usually easily
accessible, especially the data and assumptions used for the quantification are well hidden
within the System Dynamics model. Within the case studies this information was identified as
very important and should be reproducibly documented. Even though most of modellers have
an aversion against documentation (see Kasperek et al. (2015) for a review), documentation is
important as otherwise it is difficult to decide for others than the modelers themselves if the
model at hand is sufficient in quality, scope and underlying information for the desired purpose
(Kasperek, Maisenbacher, Kohn, et al., 2015).
To document this information the creation of quantification sheets is suggested. As for example
Clevenger et al. (2012) state that documentation effort should be not excessive, quantification
sheets can be simple tables which store the following information for each quantified variable
and parameter:






variable
equation or value
unit
explanations and assumptions
source of information.

Figure 4-11 shows an exemplary excerpt of a quantification sheet.
Variable

Equation

Original Work
to do

= - Progress rate

Progress rate

= IF THEN ELSE (“Start
Task” = 1 :AND: “Original
Work to do” >= 0 :AND:
“Allocated Org. Units” > 0
:AND: “Used Tools” > 0
:AND: “Used Methods” >
0, 1.5, 0)

…

…

Unit

Explanation /assumptions

Source

Work
package
(WP)

The original amount of work is
decreased by the work done for each
time step (=progress rate)

Common sense

WP / t

…

Figure 4-11

If the necessary starting condition
“Start Task” is true and there is still
Major modeling
work to do and organizational units as assumption based
well as tools and methods are
on discussions
allocated to the process step, the
with the project
progress rate is set to 1.5. Otherwise it
management
is set to 0.
…

…

Exemplary quantification sheet

4.4 Step 3: Testing of the System Dynamics model
The general purpose of testing is verifying the overall suitability of models for their purpose,
their conformance to fundamental formulation principles, the sensitivity of results to
uncertainty in assumptions and the integrity of the modeling processes. Over time, System
Dynamics modelers have developed a wide variety of specific tests to uncover flaws and
improve models. (Sterman, 2000)
In the context of model testing it has to be distinguished between model calibration, verification
and validation. Model calibration should be seen as part of the previous step of quantitative
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System Dynamic modeling. The step of testing the System Dynamics model focuses on
establishing a degree of model credibility in the sense of confidence in the model. Therefore,
depending on the particular conditions, verification, validation tests or both should be
conducted.
During verification an apparently correct model is exercised for the specific purpose of finding
and fixing modeling errors. It refers to the processes and techniques that are used to assure that
the model is correct and matches any agreed-upon specifications and assumptions. During
validation the modelers and people knowledgeable of the real system or new/modified design
jointly work to review and evaluate how the model works. It refers to the processes and
techniques jointly used by the modelers, model customer and decision makers to assure that the
model represents the real system (or proposed real system) to a sufficient level of accuracy.
(Carson, 2002)
It needs to be noted that no model is ever 100% verified or validated. As models are
representations of systems and the behavior of the models is at best an approximation to the
system’s behavior. When a model is refered to as verified or validated, it is meant that a series
of tasks to verify and validate was explicitly carried out to the degree necessary for our
purposes.
Sterman’s verification tests
As tool and method for the testing step of the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis
framework the collection of verification criteria introduced by Sterman (2000) is suggested.
Table 4-20 to Table 4-22 summarize the main tests, the purpose of each, as well as the principal
tools and methods used in each.
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Table 4-20
Test

Tests for verification of dynamic models (Sterman, 2000), part 1

Purpose of Test

Tools and Procedures
Use model boundary charts, subsystem diagrams, causal

Are the important concepts for
diagrams, stock and flow maps, and direct inspection of
addressing the problem endogenous to
model equations.
the model?
Use interviews, workshops to solicit expert opinion, archival
1. Boundary

Does the behavior of the model change

Adequacy

significantly when boundary assumptions

materials, review of literature, direct inspection/participation
in system processes, etc.
are relaxed?
Modify model to include plausible additional structure; make
Do the policy recommendations change
constants and exogenous variables endogenous, then
when the model boundary is extended?
repeat sensitivity and policy analysis.
Use policy structure diagrams, causal diagrams, stock and
flow maps and direct inspection of model equations.
Is the model structure consistent with

Use interviews, workshops to solicit expert opinion, archival

relevant descriptive knowledge of the

materials, direct inspection or participation in system

system?

processes, as in (1) above.

Is the level of aggregation appropriate?

Conduct partial model tests of the intended rationality of

Does the model conform to basic

decision rules.

physical laws such as conservation

Conduct laboratory experiments to elicit mental models and

laws?

decision rules of system participants.

Do the decision rules capture the

Develop disaggregate submodels and compare behavior to

behavior of the actors in the system?

aggregate formulations.

2. Structure
Assessment

Disaggregate suspect structures, then repeat sensitivity and
policy analysis.
Is each equation dimensionally
3. Dimensional

Use dimensional analysis software.
consistent without the use of parameters

Consistency

Inspect model equations for suspect parameters.
having no real world meaning?
Use statistical methods to estimate parameters (wide range
of methods available).
Are the parameter values consistent with
Use partial model tests to calibrate subsystems. Use
relevant descriptive and numerical

4. Parameter

judgmental methods based on interviews, expert opinion,
knowledge of the system?

Assessment

focus groups, archival materials, direct experience, etc. (as
Do all parameters have real world
above)
counterparts?
Develop disaggregate submodels to estimate relationships
for use in more aggregate models.
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Tests for verification of dynamic models (Sterman, 2000), part 2

Purpose of Test

Tools and Procedures
Inspect each equation.

Does each equation make sense even

Test response to extreme values of each input, alone and in

when its inputs take on extreme values?

combination.

Does the model respond plausibly when

Subject model to large shocks and extreme conditions.

subjected to extreme policies, shocks,

Implement tests that examine conformance to basic physical

and parameters?

laws (e.g., no inventory, no shipments; no labor, no

5. Extreme
Conditions

production).
Are the results sensitive to the choice of

Cut the time step in half and test for changes in behavior.

time step or numerical integration

Use different integration methods and test for changes in

method?

behavior.

6. Integration
Error
Does the model reproduce the behavior
of interest in the system (qualitatively
Compute statistical measures of correspondence between
and quantitatively)?
model and data: descriptive statistics (e.g., R2, MAE); time
Does it endogenously generate the
domain methods (e.g., autocorrelation functions); frequency
symptoms of difficulty motivating the
domain methods (e.g., spectral analysis); many others.
7. Behavior

study?

Reproduction

Does the model generate the various

Compare model output and data qualitatively, including
modes of behavior, shape of variables, asymmetries,
modes of behavior observed in the real
relative amplitudes and phasing, unusual events.
system?
Examine response of model to test inputs, shocks, and
Do the frequencies and phase
noise.
relationships among the variables match
the data?
Do anomalous behaviors result when

Zero out key effects (loop knockout analysis).

assumptions of the model are changed

Replace equilibrium assumptions with disequilibrium

or deleted?

structures.

8. Behavior
Anomaly
Can the model generate the behavior
9. Family

Calibrate the model to the widest possible range of related
observed in other instances of the same

Member

systems.
system?
Keep accurate, complete, and dated records of model
Does the model generate previously

simulations. Use model to simulate likely future behavior of

unobserved or unrecognized behavior?

system.

Does the model successfully anticipate

Resolve all discrepancies between model behavior and your

the response of the system to novel

understanding of the real system.

conditions?

Document participant and client mental models prior to the

10. Surprise
Behavior

start of the modeling effort.
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Table 4-22
Test

Tests for verification of dynamic models (Sterman, 2000), part 3

Purpose of Test

Tools and Procedures

Numerical sensitivity: Do the numerical

Perform univariate and multivariate sensitivity analysis.

values change significantly…

Use analytic methods (linearization, local and global stability

Behavioral sensitivity: Do the modes of

analysis, etc.).

behavior generated by the model change

Conduct model boundary and aggregation tests listed in (1)

11. Sensitivity

significantly…

and (2) above.

Analysis

Policy sensitivity: Do the policy

Use optimization methods to find the best parameters and

implications change significantly. . .

policies.

…when assumptions about parameters,

Use optimization methods to find parameter combinations

boundary, and aggregation are varied

that generate implausible results or reverse policy

over the plausible range of uncertainty?

outcomes.
Design instruments in advance to assess the impact of the
modeling process on mental models, behavior, and

Did the modeling process help
12. System

outcomes.
Improvement change the system for the

Improvement

Design controlled experiments with treatment and control
better?
groups, random assignment, pre-intervention and postintervention assessment, etc.

4.5 Step 4: Simulative analysis
Based on the verified System Dynamics model the framework highlights three different types
of analysis which can be conducted using the framework for structure-based System Dynamics
Analysis. The combined consideration of structural and dynamic complexity as well as
uncertainty decreases the perceived complicatedness of the considered engineering design
process and thus, increases the understanding of the overall complexity. This increased
understanding supports risk management by uncovering knowable unknown unknowns which
is described in the subsection Understanding the complexity: Uncovering risks.
Future conditions: Scenario analysis shows how the created simulation environment allows
taking a “what if?” perspective and simulating the effects of potential future conditions. Based
on the simulation insights, scenarios can be defined. This includes the impact analysis of events
triggered by external or internal factors, the analysis of different scenarios as well as robustness
analysis of engineering design processes considering changing boundary conditions.
Furthermore, the created simulation environment can be used to assess the performance of
different structural designs of the engineering design process which is described in
Performance of structural designs: Benchmarking. This benchmarking of different structures
is especially interesting for the early planning phase of engineering design processes, as the
benchmarking allows insights into which structural design performs best under the assumed
conditions.
Understanding the complexity: Uncovering risks
The first of the three highlighted types of analysis is Understanding the complexity: Uncovering
risks: The structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework helps understanding the
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intrinsic complexity of an engineering design process during its planning phase. Thereby, it
considers both dimensions of structural and dynamic complexity and the behavior under
uncertainty. This combined consideration of complexity and the ability for experimentation
within the MDM and System Dynamics models can be used to uncover previously unknown
risks, also referred to as unforeseeable uncertainties or unknown unknowns.
This framework suggests to use the process for diagnosing unforeseeable uncertainty of Loch
et al. (2008) as guideline for uncovering risks of engineering design processes with the
structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework, see Figure 4-12. Both frameworks fit
well together, as Loch et al. (2008) describe the process steps to uncover risks on a procedural
level, while the models of structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework offer the
necessary tools to successfully conduct Loch et al.’s steps.
Integrate and learn: redefine, iterate

Learn problem
structure

Break problem
into pieces

Learning
milestones:
What are the areas

influence factors

(subproblems) of
actions?

between actions and
performance?

Figure 4-12

Unk unks

Manage in parallel

What are the goals and
(performance function),
what are possible actions
and the causal connection

Foreseeable
uncertainty

Isolate pieces
by
uncertainty

Identify uncertainty

What is the status

profiles of the

(what risks and unk
unks have
materialzed)? What
have we learned?
Evolve the uncertainty
profiles

action areas. What
are actions, risks
and knowledge
gaps?

A process for diagnosing unforeseeable uncertainty (Loch et al., 2008)

Loch et al. (2008) developed their process for diagnosing unforeseeable uncertainty in a case
study with a start-up company. The process comprises the following steps: First, Learn problem
structure to identify goals, external influences, activities, and causality of activities and effects.
Second, Break problem into pieces such as process activities, stakeholders, or underlying
product modules to delineate the problem. For each problem area typical situations, the types
of present uncertainty (foreseeable/ unforeseeable) and their expected severity are documented.
Third, Isolate pieces by uncertainty to examine the complexity and uncertainty of each piece to
identify the major risks that need managing and the knowledge gaps that point to areas of
potential unknown risks. This step is a highly iterative and gradual process. Fourth, manage
Foreseeable uncertainty and Unknown unknowns (unk unks) in parallel by using different
management approaches according to the uncertainty category: iteration and learning for the
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pieces that were threatened by unforeseeable uncertainty, and more structured approaches for
the pieces with foreseeable uncertainty.
The process suggested by Loch et al. (2008) can be applied based on the data and the models
of the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework to uncover risks of engineering
design processes. The following paragraphs show how the steps of the process for diagnosing
unforeseeable uncertainty can be supported by the steps of the structure-based System
Dynamics Analysis.
Process step Learn problem structure of Loch et al. (2008) is supported by the step MDM
modeling of the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis: Both sub-steps of
the MDM modeling step, system definition and information acquisition support in learning
about the problem structure. Especially the various procedures of the information acquisition
described by Lindemann et al. (2009) and adopted for the structure-based System Dynamics
Analysis support in how to identify relevant information about the problem. The MDM itself
allows to explicitly visualize the relevant domains and interdependencies for the problem such
as activities, external influences and causal relations between activities and fosters learning.
The MDM metamodel with most common domains and interdependencies serves as a guideline
on which aspects to consider within the analysis and explicitly accounts for external influences
(events), activities (process steps), causalities (interdependencies and relations).
Process step Break problem into pieces of Loch et al. (2008) is supported by the step MDM
modeling of the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis: One of the
strengths of structural system representation in matrix form is its ability of system
decomposition (Browning, 2001; Lindemann et al., 2009). In the case of engineering design
processes, process activities are illustrated and may be clustered within the MDM, as well as
stakeholders may be explicitly modeled. Elements of the domains of the MDM can be chosen
for deepened analysis for the type of present uncertainty and its expected severity.
Process step Isolate pieces by uncertainty of Loch et al. (2008) is supported by the steps
Transformation and quantification as well as System Dynamics analysis of the framework for
structure-based System Dynamics Analysis: The quantification data documented in the
quantification sheets can be used as indication of the severity of the present uncertainty. This
deepened analysis can vice versa also increase the quality of the quantification values for the
simulation. Generally, both, inherent structural and inherent dynamic complexity can be
examined with the MDM respectively System Dynamics model derived within the structurebased System Dynamics Analysis. Uncertain relations can be incorporated in the models as
well as uncertain parameters can be varied to examine their influence on the engineering design
process. Especially the increasing understanding of the interaction of structural and dynamic
complexity decreases the perceived complicatedness of the system, thus, may allow to see
potential risks which were unforeseeable before.
Process step Manage foreseeable uncertainty and unk unks in parallel of Loch et al. (2008) is
supported by the steps System Dynamics analysis and Design application of the framework for
structure-based System Dynamics Analysis: Identified foreseeable uncertainty can be examined
by scenario analysis which is explained in detail within the next section. However as the
available information increases during the course of the engineering design process, the
information within the simulation can be regularly updated to analyze the effect on the
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simulation outputs. This helps identifying the need for corrective action as soon as possible.
Therefore warning and control limits for the simulation outputs can be defined in advance.
Additionally to the analysis of the behavioral performance, structural changes to decrease either
uncertainty or its effects on the engineering design process can be undertaken as part of the
design application step.
Future conditions: Scenario analysis
Scenario planning embodies a set of techniques to deal with uncertainties in an environment by
presenting the decision makers several fundamentally different outlooks on the future. It differs
fundamentally from forecasting in that it accepts uncertainty, tries to understand it, and makes
it a part of the reasoning. Scenarios are not projections, predictions, or preferences; rather they
are coherent and credible alternative stories, describing different paths that lead to alternative
futures. (Cornelius et al., 2005; Ramasesh & Browning, 2014)
The analysis of multiple scenarios deliberately confronts decision makers with environmental
uncertainties by presenting them several different outlooks on the future (Bood & Postma,
1997). Scenarios are generally built upon a sequence of dynamically interacting events,
conditions, and changes that are necessary to reach a particular outcome. Consequently,
scenarios focus attention on causal processes and crucial decision points. (Cornelius et al.,
2005)
Scenarios of future conditions serve multiple functions. According to Cornelius et al. (2005),
scenarios:








Present a background for the design and selection of strategies.
Help make managers aware of environmental uncertainties by confronting them with
fundamentally different future states.
Provide a tool to identify what might possibly happen and how an organization can act
upon or react to future developments. As such, scenarios can be used as early warning
systems.
Offer the possibility to combine quantitative data with qualitative input, enabling
scenario planners to incorporate results from other forecasting techniques and allow for
soft and fuzzy variables.
Can help stretch managers' mental models by explicitly confronting them with their own
biased viewpoints.

The verified simulation model serves as a platform for experimentation. Different scenarios can
be simulated to see how potential future events and conditions of the scenarios affect the
engineering design process dynamics. As the System Dynamics model bases on the engineering
design process structure, the analyzed future events and conditions can be of structural or
dynamic nature. Case study 4 showed an example of scenario analysis with the structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis framework. Based on a verified simulation model the effects of
varying delivery dates of particular sub systems on the overall construction sequence of a
research center were analyzed.
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Performance of structural designs: Benchmarking
Proactive design management is one of the key performance indicators for the success of
engineering design processes. It is known that the design phase offers the greatest scope for
reducing the overall project costs and adding maximum values in the project. Therefore, the
size and complexity of modern design with increased uncertainty requires front-end planning
of engineering design processes. In recent years, the concept of modeling has become
increasingly important in engineering design management. It is not sufficient to pay detailed
attention to the design of various elements of a process individually, but all elements must be
considered in relation to others in order to make the overall process effective. (Doloi, 2010)
Process simulation may serve as a tool to support engineering design process planning. During
the planning phase of engineering design processes various different process sequences may be
possible. The structure-based System Dynamics Analysis allows to benchmark the performance
of different potential structural process designs by simulation. The benchmarking procedure
may support the decision which structural process design to choose under the assumed
circumstances and the operational environment.
Figure 4-13 shows a procedure which can be used for simulative benchmarking of different
structural designs in the early phase of engineering design processes. The idea of the procedure
is loosely based on the “integrated framework for evaluating alternatives and decision analysis
process over life of the project” of Doloi (2010).
Doloi (2010) had the idea to analyze the design of projects at an early stage by building
hierarchical process models and simulating them by linking the processes and allocating
available resources across all disciplines over the lifecycle of projects. He proposed to identify
alternative processes and test them for optimal design and overall project configuration.
Alternative 1
Alternative 2

Identify initial
2
design

Alternative 3

Create design
alternatives 3

…

Define measurement
variables for
benchmarking 1

4

Develop simulation 5
model, verify and analyze

Alternative n

Create other alternatives or
choose initial design 9

no

Any design
alternative
superior to
initial design?

6

no

Select design yes
alternative 10

Figure 4-13

Is the design
alternative
still
promising?

8

yes
Analyze superior design
alternatives in detail
under consideration of
overall context

7

Procedure for simulative benchmarking of different structural designs in the early phase of
engineering design processes
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As first step of the procedure illustrated in Figure 4-13, the measurement variables for the
benchmarking of the optimal design have to be defined (1). As basis for the creation of
structural design alternatives (3+4) an initial structural process design has to be defined or
identified if already available (2). For all design alternatives and the initial design, simulation
models have to be set up (5). As the design alternatives usually only differ in particular
structural details, large parts of each simulation may be identical. Additionally, a high degree
of similarity between the simulation models should be aspired to decrease the potential negative
effects of wrong modeling assumptions. If most assumptions are kept constant this potentially
negative effect may be canceled down in the relative comparison of design alternatives. After
testing that the simulation models sufficiently enough represent reality, the simulation results
can be analyzed. If one or more design alternatives show superior results compared to the initial
design (6), these design alternatives should be analyzed in more detailed under consideration
of the overall process context (7). If after the detailed analysis, a design alternative still seems
more promising than the initial design (8), it should be chosen as structural design for the
engineering design process (10). If no superior design alternative can be identified by
comparing the simulation results, other new alternatives should be created or the initial design
should be chosen (9).

4.6 Step 5: Design application
The application of the three analysis directions provides knowledge in understanding the
complexity, the system behavior with respect to future conditions and the assessment of
different structural designs of the engineering design process from the dynamic complexity
dimension through System Dynamics simulation. The construction of the simulation model
based on the structural MDM allows a joint consideration of structural and dynamic complexity.
Thus, the insights from the simulation can be transferred on the structure of the process.
Complexity analysis report
To ease the application of the insights from the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis on
the process structure, the generated information needs to be prepared and sufficiently
documented for future use. Within classic structural modeling procedures, no additional
information has to be stored by the modelers. Information about why particular domains were
chosen, or which sources of information were used is usually not available. However, often this
kind of information is necessary to understand the model and its results for anybody else than
the modelers itself, because:
 Important decisions made during the modeling process are necessary to understand the
model as well as to assess the quality of the model.
 Parts of the model, such as the meaning of domains and dependencies, may not be
understandable without further information.
 Information about the background of the modeling activity such as resources and time
frame are necessary to assess the model.
Important decisions during the modeling process have to be documented, as well as the reasons
why these decisions were made. Independently from the chosen analysis direction, the
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generated information with the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis framework is
manifold and a procedure for saving this information is needed. This includes the question
where and how this information should be documented. In order to enable a practical
application of the implications of the structure-based System Dynamics approach on the process
structure, this section presents the compilation of a complexity analysis report. The report
comprises the:







underlying complexity challenge
information of modeling process regarding structural complexity
information of modeling process regarding dynamic complexity
MDM and System Dynamics models
analysis results
implications on the engineering design process structure and necessary actions.

However, the effort required for applying the complexity analysis report has to be proportional
to the benefit of having additional information. For the complete range of possible
documentation, from a complete (simplistic) record of all modeling assumptions all the way to
no records, the benefit of having additional information changes. The aim of the complexity
analysis report is to find a compromise on both scales: effort of documentation and benefit of
the information documented. The documentation can require a large amount of additional effort
from the modelers and it therefore, can be discussed whether such time-consuming
documentation is always required. If the probability of utilization by persons other than the
original modelers is low, it might be worthwhile to document less, but for models with a high
probability of impact, an entire and structured documentation might be essential. Such
documentation can be ensured by using the complexity analysis report.
Underlying complexity challenge
The structure-based System Dynamics approach starts with the system definition as first
activity of the MDM modeling step. The result of this step is the so-called metamodel. The
metamodel represents the modeler’s view of the most important entities and interactions for the
description of the considered system (Kortler & Lindemann, 2011). Here, the domains of the
MDM and their dependencies are defined.
Without any additional documentation even though an in-depth look into the system, the
problem definition and the potential sources of information were conducted, no further
information on the considered system than the metamodel itself is documented to this point.
This loss of information makes it difficult for others to reproduce the modeling process and the
model, as the link between the originating system and the metamodel is very thin. According
to Stachowiak (1973) and Kohn (2014), information about the original system is very important
to understand the generated model and its functionality.
Therefore, the first part of the complexity analysis report is the statement of the underlying
complexity challenge and the model purpose. Both, the complexity challenge and the model
purpose can be documented with three to five sentences in continuous text form. However, if
the more detailed information is necessary to understand the context, the description can be
longer.
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Information of modeling process regarding structural complexity
The documented information on the modeling process should include statements about:
 the focus of the model
 sources of information and their assessment
 the chosen technique for information acquisition.
This information focusses on understanding the generation process of the MDM. A statement
about the focus of the model is important as all models are simplifications. Therefore, it has to
be reproducible which parts of the originating object are considered in the model. This also
includes the model boundaries. Additionally, the sources of information have to be explicitly
stated and mapped on the areas of consideration to not only understand which information is
incorporated in the models, but also where the information came from. As the quality of input
usually differs depending on the available types of information and the chosen information
acquisition technique, a rough assessment of the information source’s quality should be
documented as well as the chosen acquisition technique. Common techniques used are: surveys,
databases, workshops, etc.
If applicable, the documentation should also include information on why particular areas or
sources of information were not considered.
Information of modeling process regarding dynamic complexity
The documented information on the modeling process should include statements about:
 additional focuses of the simulation model
 the chosen abstraction level for the simulation and modeling constructs
 sources of information for quantification and an assessment of them.
This information emphasizes the understanding of the transformation process from MDM to
System Dynamics model. Therefore it is necessary to state which additional focuses are
considered by the simulation model compared to the MDM. This may include behavioral
elements such as the behavior of individuals or the occurrences of particular events. These
additional areas of consideration may also influence the qualitative modeling of the System
Dynamics model; thus, on which abstraction level the engineering design process is modeled
(project, phase or sub phase level) and the particular detailed modeling constructs. Regarding
the quantitative modeling of the System Dynamics model, the sources of information for
quantification should be stated and also a rough assessment of the information source’s quality.
As for the structural modeling process, the documentation should also include information on
why particular decisions were made.
MDM and System Dynamics model
The documented information on the models as such should include:
 MDM
 System Dynamics models
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 additional descriptions.
Additional descriptions should be documented where information is not self-explaining. This
may be descriptions of the:





domains and interdependencies of the MDM
elements and relations of the MDM
stocks, flows and variables of the System Dynamics model
equations and data of the System Dynamics model.

Especially the understanding of the chosen domains and interdependencies often needs to be
supported by additional explanations to understand why objects were modeled the way it was
done. If necessary a glossary may support the understanding of elements and relations of the
MDM, respectively stocks, flows and variables of the System Dynamics models. The
quantification sheets proposed within the framework can be used as form of documentation of
equations and data of the System Dynamics model.
Analysis results
The analysis results comprise the simulations of the System Dynamics model. If structural
analyses were conducted solely based on the MDM model, these should be also documented
here. Each documented analysis should comprise a short description, the results itself and an
interpretation of these. The description should comprise the purpose of the particular analysis,
the varied parameters and the parameters of interest. If expectations were written down as
explained for the handling of parameter uncertainty, these expectations and their deviations
from the actual simulation results should also be documented.
Implications on the engineering design process structure and necessary actions
Even though directly based on the analysis results, the implications of the analyses on the
engineering design process structure and necessary actions should be documented in a separate
section. Especially from a management perspective, only the outcome of the analysis may be
of interest. A separate section eases the finding of these and therefore may increase its impact.
As the implications and necessary actions may be read individually from the rest of the
complexity analysis report, they should be understandable without the context of the overall
report. However, the implications should be traceable to the conducted analyses suggesting
them.

5. Evaluation of the framework
The previous chapters elaborated on characteristics of and modeling approaches for
engineering design processes as well as the case studies which led to the development of the
framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes.
Consequently the framework with its steps, supporting tools and methods was introduced and
summarized. To complete the approach, this chapter provides a validation example of the
framework as descriptive study II following the previous prescriptive study in chapter 4. The
presented case study alone cannot cover all aspects of the framework, yet it can point out the
focal ideas and its general practicability and validity. It is to be considered as one of many case
studies conducted during and after definition of the overall framework for the structure-based
System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes.

5.1 Initial situation and description of the use case
As an introduction to the evaluation example, the following sections roughly outline the
situation at the industry partner, the use case itself and the objectives as well as instruments of
the use case.
The use case was conducted in form of a student project (Produktentwicklung, 2015) and bases
on a submitted publication (Kasperek et al., 2016).
A subset of the engineering design process at a large German manufacturer of commercial
vehicles was selected as a use case. The company produces a wide portfolio of both trucks and
buses out of a rule-based modular kit that enables the reuse of components across the product
portfolio to minimize the technical complexity (Kreimeyer et al., 2014).
The subset for the use case plays a central role in the engineering design process and provides
a good example for the dynamics at the relevant company. It is the change management process
of the variant options and rules that govern the technical description of the modular kit in the
company’s data management systems (especially PLM, bill of material, and CAx data
management). The decision to choose this subset was verified with the senior management of
the company. The subset is important, as only a consistent set of variant options allows for
configuring different products out of a generic pool of modules (Tidstam & Malmqvist, 2015).
As the variant options change during the process and become more mature before being
released (e.g. from “fuel range min. 300 km per day” to “460 l fuel tank”), the rules based on
this description need to be constantly adapted, and the associated bill of material evolves in
parallel.
The change management process of the variant options and rules is led by product architects
and conducted together with sales experts, product management experts and master data
managers.
The use case is described following the steps of the framework for structure-based System
Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes. However, also the five stages for
conducting case studies of Stuart et al. (2002) could have been used to guide through the use
case. While their stages focus on the execution of the case study, the framework for structure-
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based System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes focuses on the modeling
perspective. As the use case reflects the evaluation of the framework, its description is based
on the steps of the framework.

5.2 Objectives and instrumental development
Objectives
The industry partner was interested in optimizing the early phase of the engineering design
process. By "early phase" the industry partner refers to the phase from the beginning of the
engineering design process to the decision to develop the concept into a product, which aligns
with the definition of early phase within this thesis. The interest particularly consists of finding
out how the process can be adapted to improve the resource allocation and the operations of the
company’s internal committees that govern the exchange of information throughout the
distributed design process.
On a more detailed level, the industry partner had the following questions:







What factors influence the process and what effects do they have?
Where does significant resource consumption occur and what is its origin?
Is it possible to reduce the time of the given process, and if so, which influencing factors
have to be adapted in what way?
How robust is the process against changes? In other words, which parts of the process
are most susceptible to possible external disturbances (e.g. through bad data quality or
delays in the inputs delivered)?
How can different improvement scenarios be assessed and compared to identify the
optimal one?

The questions and targets for the analysis – for the relevant process – were collected and
reviewed with the team responsible for the process. Furthermore, the questions were confirmed
with the management as a valid goal for an in-depth analysis and review. This allowed to
address the basic question from the research perspective:
Can the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis be applied in an industrial
context and does it successfully serve as a tool to analyze engineering design processes and
deduce improvement actions?
Referring to Design Research Methodology of Blessing & Chakrabarti (2009), the first part of
the research question can be seen as application evaluation, while the second part can be seen
as initial success evaluation. On a more detailed level, the second part of the question refers to
the desired contributions of the framework as stated in introductory chapter; in particular, if the
framework gives decision support for the design of engineering design processes through
simulation experiments and through building scenarios.
Instrumental development
During the six month period of the application one researcher worked at the site of the industry
partner as part of the architecture group whose members operate the considered process. As the
simulation was iteratively developed over time, selected process experts of the industry partner
were regularly informed about the current status of the structural and System Dynamics
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simulation and gave feedback. This multi-faceted approach to gain the complete picture is
consistent with the ethnographic data gathering approach and concepts of triangulation (Jick,
1979; Schein, 1990; Stuart et al., 2002).
Table 5-1 gives an overview of the steps that had to be conducted in the use case. For each step
specific persons in charge were assigned. Except for the first three rows, the detailed steps are
assigned the five steps of the framework. The first three rows are be assigned to steps of the
framework as they do not focus on modeling but on the definition of objectives for the use case.
Additionally, the Table 5-1 indicates the person who reviewed each step’s outcome at the
company.
Table 5-1 Overview of the specific steps to be conducted within the case study
Overview of research evaluation

Work completed

Work reviewed in company by (role / number of

and validation

by

persons)

researcher

architecture expert

Definition of goals and scope of the
analysis
Design of basic concept and scope of

researcher,

process model and analysis

architecture expert

Review of goals and scope of analysis

researcher

two product architecture experts
two product architecture experts, senior management
product architecture
researcher,
MDM modeling: setup of MDM

two product architecture experts
architecture expert
five product architecture and bill of material experts, senior

MDM modeling: validation of MDM

researcher
management product architecture and sales master data

Transformation & quantification:
researcher

two product architecture experts

Quantitative SD modeling
Transformation & quantification:

researcher,

Qualitative SD modeling

architecture expert

two product architecture experts
Testing of the System Dynamics

five product architecture and bill of material experts, senior
researcher

model

management product architecture and sales master data

Simulative analysis: Future conditions

researcher,

- generation of scenarios

architecture expert

two product architecture experts
Simulative analysis: Future conditions

two product architecture experts, senior management
researcher

- validation of scenarios

product architecture, senior management bill of material

Design application: Review of

product architecture team, senior management (four
researcher

complexity analysis

managers), vice president engineering

5.3 Step1: MDM modeling
The domains of the MDM were chosen according to the MDM metamodel of the framework.
With respect to the purpose of the use case and the desired results, the dependencies between
the domains were defined as illustrated in Figure 5-1. The model served as an overview of the
process and the stakeholders involved. It was built based on the company’s process description,
which turned out to be rather vague. It had to be refined based on interviews with the persons
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involved in the committee meetings and members of staff providing the necessary
documentation.
Adapted MDM
Process step
metamodel

Process step

precedes
temporally

Organizational
Unit

Event

Resource

Time

is supervised by (S)
----------requires (Q)
is influenced
is conducted by (C)
--------------------by
----------is supported by (x)
informes (I)

has
duration of

Event
is responsible for
(R)
-----------------contributes to (M)
-----------------will be informed
about results of (I)

Organizational
Unit

is responsible for (R)
-----------------contributes to (M)
-----------------will be informed
about use of (W)
--------------------uses (x)

Resource

is documented in

Time

Figure 5-1

MDM metamodel of the engineering design process subset

The particular elements and relations were identified within the first period of the use case and
are illustrated in Figure 5-2; this information was constructed in parallel to the metamodel,
based on the same sources of information.

Process
step

Event

Organizational unit

Resource

Time

Eve
nt

Process step

MDM

Organizational unit

Resource

Check incoming request
Prepare request for decision board A (DBA)
Prepare request for decision board B (DBB)
Discuss requests within DBA
Discuss requests within DBB
Handle queries of DBA within divisions
Escalate DBA queries to higher management
level
Handle queries of DBB within divisions
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As indicated in Table 5-1, both the metamodel and the detailed MDM were verified with five
product architecture and bill of material experts, senior management product architecture and
sales master data.

5.4 Step 2a: Qualitative System Dynamics modeling
Figure 5-3 illustrates the qualitative System Dynamics model. The stocks and flows of the
model were derived from the process step DSM (“process step is followed by process step”)
within the MDM of Figure 5-2. As the process considered is only a small part of the overall
engineering design process of the industry partner, the description of its detailed process steps
was considered to be sub-phase level. Consequently, stock+flow constructs were chosen to
represent the particular process steps. The flows therefore represent the relations between the
process steps given in the MDM. In addition, the model contains a source for incoming and a
sink for declined requests.
Solve contradictions

Escalate DBA
queries to higher
management level
Handle queries of
DBA within divisions

Discuss requests
within DBA

Implement decisions
into master dataset

Validate master
dataset

Prepare request for
decision board A
(DBA)
Declined
requests

Release results

Check incoming
request
Incoming
requests

Prepare request for
decision board B
(DBB)

Discuss requests
within DBB

Figure 5-3

Handle queries of DBB
within divisions

Implement decisions
into catalog

Qualitative System Dynamics model of the process

The qualitative System Dynamics model illustrates the sequence of process steps, while the
MDM also represents all other qualitative data, such as organizational units, resources, events
and time estimates.

5.5 Step 2b: Quantitative System Dynamics modeling
First, the quantitative variables to be included in the model were identified. They depend on the
objectives of the simulation, which result from the research questions. Table 5-2 shows the
mapping of the research questions derived from the objectives of the use case and the
established quantitative variables for answering them.
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Table 5-2 Quantitative Variables for answering the research questions
Research questions
1. Which factors influence the process and what specific
consequences do they have?
2. At which point in the process does a high consumption
of resources occur and how can it be avoided?
3. By which means can the cycle time of the given
development process be reduced and at which scale do

Qantitative variables
 Influencing factors
 Time effort of the department of product
architecture
 Time effort of the department of product
architecture

these means operate?

 Waiting time of process elements

4. What effects does the change of constraints have on the

 Temporal dependency of the arriving

process?

queries (query-input-function)

To answer the question of which factors influence the process, influencing factors were
introduced. A total of nine significant influencing factors were identified and are listed below.
There, the terms DBA and DBB refer to the decision boards A and B. The influencing factors
were obtained through expert interviews, participation in the process and review of additional
documents (protocols, agendas) from process operations in the past:










frequency decision board A (DBA)
frequency decision board B (DBB)
frequency post-processing
Quality Gate
probability of iteration (DBA)
probability of escalation (DBA)
probability of iteration (DBB)
maximum workload (DBA)
maximum workload (DBB).

The time effort of each process step was modeled in the System Dynamics model to analyze
resource consumption. When branches existed in the model, the corresponding flow
probabilities were identified through interviews.
Figure 5-4 shows the simulation model in the software tool Vensim®. The process steps are
represented by stocks and their dependencies by flows. The green boxes represent the
influencing factors described above. The time effort by the product architecture group and the
waiting times are directly implemented in the stocks and flows. The blue arrows indicate
dependencies between the elements.
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System Dynamics model of the industrial engineering design process in Vensim® software

Number

Figure 5-5 shows an exemplary simulation result of Run_Nr_763 in the software. The amount
of incoming requests to be checked per day is illustrated in blue, and the total amount of released
results over time in red.

Time (day)
Check incoming request: Run_Nr_763
Release results: Run_Nr_763

Figure 5-5

Exemplary simulation results of incoming requests and released results in Vensim®
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5.6 Step 3: Testing of the model
Based on the simulation, the applied parameters were adapted to validate the model and ensure
that the experts involved recognized the actual process in the model. This was done iteratively
in a series of workshops. In the end, the model was considered adequate with regard to the
influencing factors listed above. The behavior exhibited by the model was deemed correct by
both experts and management at the company.
One important measure was the overall processing time of the request triggering the process.
Figure 5-6 shows the processing time and its distribution. The workload of the organizational
units involved was analyzed in the same way. These results were presented to the experts of the
process to verify the quality of the simulation.
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Figure 5-6

Status Quo – Overall processing time and its distribution

Additionally, the sufficient representation of reality by the System Dynamics model was
verified by conducting model tests according to Sterman (2000). Within this use case, the tests
boundary adequacy, extreme conditions, behavior reproduction and sensitivity analysis were
conducted. During the test “boundary adequacy” the triggered incoming requests as the only
element connected to the system boundary were scrutinized by different triggering forms.
During thetest “extreme conditions” several parameters of the model were set to extreme
values, i.e. zero or 100% and the effects on the model were questioned for adequacy. The test
“behavior reproduction” shall validate if the model reproduces the behavior of interest in the
system Sterman (2000). The verification of the simulation results by presenting it to process
experts as previously described can be seen as test “behavior reproduction”. During test
“sensitivity analysis” several parameters of the model were varied over their plausible range
and the results were analyzed for adequacy. The random part of the triggering input function
for the first process step, the flow probabilities and the frequencies DBA, DBB and postprocessing were examined in detail.
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5.7 Step 4: Simulative analysis
The simulative analysis had two parts. Within the first part it was examined if the developed
simulation model increases the understanding of the complexity of the engineering design
process with special focus on the critical elements of the process. The second part focused on
understanding the complexity of the overall process, which was the basis for the subsequent
scenario analysis as it focused on the questions initially stated by the company.
The structural matrix view alone allows identifying feedback loops in sequences. As these loops
create uncertainty or even lead to uncontrollable oscillation within the system, they are seen as
critical elements. However, the results stay on a qualitative level. It was therefore monitored
with the developed simulation model:



if critical elements (identified by the metrics of Kreimeyer & Lindemann (2011) can
also be identified as critical within the simulation
if the simulation offers a more detailed insight into the elements’ criticalities.

Table 5-3 shows the process step elements, their criticality and the results of the simulation.
High values are indicated in red. Two metrics of the simulation are used: the maximum amounts
of requests waiting to be processed within this process step and the overall amount of requests
being processed at this step over time. It can be seen that the two most critical elements
according to structural metrics were also identified as most critical by the simulation (discuss
requests with DBA and implement decisions into master data set). The first process step check
incoming requests, which has the highest amount of overall requests passed, can be neglected
for this analysis. The third most critical element discuss requests with DBB is not critical
according to the simulation. This is due to the fact that the structural metric does not incorporate
quantitative data, but each element is seen as equal. The quantitative data shows that this
element does not seem critical, as it is not passed by a high amount of elements, which can be
explained by the modeled flow probabilities.
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Prepare request for DBB
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Table 5-3 Critical elements of the process according to structural metrics and simulation measures

Structural
Criticality
complexity
Simulation

Max amounts of req. waiting

of

to be processed

dynamic

Overall am. of req.

complexity

processed
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The industry partner was also interested in identifying bottlenecks and cost drivers within the
process which is shown in Table 5-4. In the specific context of the use case, bottlenecks were
elements that delay the process. Usually, dependency models are only used to identify potential
bottlenecks qualitatively by use of triangulation and assessing the amount and length of
feedback loops. Within this use case, bottlenecks were analyzed quantitatively by the
simulation. Therefore the amounts of elements passing a process step were multiplied with the
average processing time of the particular step. Figure 12 shows the results in the middle part.
In addition to critical elements and bottlenecks, cost drivers were identified. For this purpose,
the effort for each process step over the overall process time was calculated. Additionally, this
measure was normalized based on the simulation results to show which effort is necessary for
each step in percent of the overall effort. In the lower part, Table 5-4 shows the effort for each
process step.
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Check incoming request
Average process-
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Table 5-4 Bottlenecks and cost drivers of the process according to the simulation

Characteristic
number (processing time * am. of.
elements)
Overall effort [h]

20,7

41,3

87,0

43,5

48,7

24,3

6,3

1,7

36,2

196,0

-

Overall effort [%]

4,1
%

8,2%

17,2
%

8,6
%

9,6
%

4,8
%

1,2
%

0,3
%

7,2
%

38,8%

-

To analyze the impact of the identified influencing factors their maximum and minimum values
were defined in close cooperation with the industry partner. It was noted by the industry partner
that the influencing factors had a varying degree of adjustability. This is why they were
categorized into three categories for the further procedure: easy to affect, rather difficult to
affect, very difficult to affect.
Consequently, the parameter values of the influencing factors were systematically varied within
the simulation to analyze their impact. To assess the impact important measures for the process
were defined. These were: overall processing time, workload for the organizational units
involved and amount of unsolved requests. Figure 5-7 shows the results of the analysis as
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presented to the process owners. The columns show the influencing factors and the rows present
the impact measures for the process. Figure 5-7 can be read as follows: If the influencing factor
in the corresponding column is varied in the given direction, this will impact the respective
measure in the way indicated.
Influencing Frequency
factors DBA
Impact on
measures

Frequency
DBB

Frequency
postprocessing

Quality
Gate

Probability
of iteration
(DBA)

Probability
of
escalation
(DBA)

Probability
of iteration
(DBB)

Maximum
workload
(DBA)

Maximum
workload
(DBB)

Overall
processing time
Workload for
DBA
Workload for
DBB
Workload for
Org_A
Unsolved
requests
increasing relation

neutral relation

Figure 5-7

decreasing relation

Results of the SD analysis presented to the process owners

5.8 Step 5: Design application
Even though the following scenario analysis can be assigned to the previous step 4: Simulative
analysis, the scenarios and its results are assigned to step 5: Design application here. The main
purpose of the design application is the preparation of the generated information and sufficient
documentation for future use. As the presentation of the scenario analysis of the use case is
result oriented, the results of the scenario analysis, as part of the complexity analysis report, are
included in step 5: Design application.
The complete complexity analysis report is not presented here because it comprises information
which was previously stated within the description of the use case. The description of
implications on the engineering design process structure and necessary actions can be found in
the subsequent evaluation section as they were identified with the industry partner during
feedback sessions.
To identify optimization potentials by scenario analysis, the results of Figure 5-7 were
formatted the reverse way: If a measure is to be changed in a particular direction, how do the
parameter values of the influencing factors have to be specified. In other words: how are the
influencing factors influenced by the measures. See Figure 5-8.
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Concentrated results with a focus on optimization potentials

Based on the insights from Figure 5-8, six scenarios with
defined. The scenarios ranged from decreasing the overall
workloads of the organizational units to multi-criteria
processing time without increasing workload too much)
situation.

differing optimization goals were
processing time or decreasing the
optimization (decreasing overall
to scenarios like a multi-project

Figure 5-9 shows the scenario analysis for the first four scenarios. For each scenario it indicates
how the influencing factors have to be changed to fulfill the scenario, and the particular
assumption for each influencing factor is given for each scenario. The amount of change
implemented into the simulation of each influencing factor depended on their previous
categorization as “easy to affect”, “rather difficult to affect”, “very difficult to affect”. The more
easily it was assumed to influence an influencing factor, the higher was the amount of possible
change of its characteristics. The right side shows how the impact measures would be affected
considering the assumptions implemented within each scenario.

Figure 5-9
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Scenario analysis for the first four scenarios
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5.9 Evaluation of results and feedback from the industry partner
The aim of the evaluation was to find out if the initial research question can be confirmed:
Can the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis be applied in an industrial
context and does it successfully serve as a tool to analyze engineering design processes and
deduce improvement actions?
The evaluation was based on the experience of the process experts involved throughout the case
study and their assessment of the accuracy and comprehensibility of the use case results. The
evaluation was conducted through face-to-face interviews supported by a structured
questionnaire with six process experts involved in the daily process routine at the industry
partner. After statistical questions and a presentation of the use case results the participants
were asked the questions presented in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5 Questions of the evaluation with regard to the results of the use case
No.

Question

Q1

Do you think that the MDM was useful to reveal the dependencies of the process?

Q2

Do you think that your understanding of the dependencies of the process has improved
because of the MDM?

Q3

Do you think that your understanding of the dependencies of the process has improved
because of the System Dynamics Simulation?

Q4

If your understanding has changed: in what way?

Q5

Has your understanding regarding the influencing factors (frequencies, maximum
workloads, etc.) changed?

Q6

Has your understanding of critical elements, bottlenecks and cost drivers of the process
changed?

Q7

Did you expect further knowledge which has not been provided by the System Dynamics
Simulation?

Q8

Do you think that the results of the System Dynamics Simulation could be useful to
optimize the process in industry?

Q9

Do you think that the combined use of matrix-based and System Dynamics approaches is
appropriate for optimizing engineering design processes?

In the following a summary of the answers received is presented; the reference to the relevant
question is added in brackets.
Overall, the MDM was seen as a useful tool to illustrate the dependencies of the process (Q1),
but it was noted that flowcharts are generally better suited. The majority of the participants had
the feeling that they better understood the dependencies of the process through the MDM (Q2).
However, the System Dynamics simulation improved the perceived understanding of the
process for most participants (Q3). The transparent presentation of the sequence, the
influencing factors (control variables) and the quantitative data most significantly helped to
improve the understanding (Q4). For most evaluation participants the understanding of the
influencing factors acting on the process had changed (Q5). Also, the understanding of
bottlenecks, cost drivers and cycle-barriers of the process could be enhanced. Only one
participant stated that his existing knowledge had only been confirmed by the simulation (Q6).
The participants were also asked about insights they had expected from the simulations, but
which in the end were not provided (Q7). The request for a modified system boundary was
stated several times, which would offer the possibility to also assess the workload for other
organizational units not incorporated in the use case. It was also noted that the particular
personalities of the people conducting a process step had an impact on the efficiency and
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effectiveness of its execution. Another issue was the influence of the quality of incoming
queries and the influence of preparation for particular process steps. Here, a scenario with
varying quality (input and preparation) was requested.
The evaluation participants agreed that the resulting optimization scenarios of the System
Dynamics simulation were useful for the company (Q8).
The combined use of matrix-based and System Dynamics approaches was rated as beneficial
by all participants for the purpose of optimizing the engineering design process (Q9).

6. General points of discussion
Six aspects shall be addressed in this section: correctness, completeness, consistency and
clearness of the framework as well as its relevance for academia and industry. The discussion
of these aspects is based on the experiences gathered from the case studies and the use case
including the evaluation and feedback from the industry partner, as well as insights from
literature.
To achieve this thesis’s objective of supporting the early phase of engineering design processes,
the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering Design Processes
was developed. It answers the initial research question of how to use structural models in form
of MDMs as a basis to construct System Dynamics models.
This discussion section focuses on the six aspects of correctness, completeness, consistency,
and clearness of the framework as well as its relevance for academia and industry:
Correctness: The framework allows modeling the sequence of an engineering design process
with respect to its structural and dynamic complexity. Within the use case, the derived
behavioral models were able to correctly model the dynamics of the engineering design process.
The derived simulation results showed the behaviors expected by the process experts, and
enabled scenario analysis. This allowed for a first reasonable assessment of potential scenarios.
The boundaries of the scenario development, however, were not examined in this work.
Completeness: Within the cases examined, all desired artefacts could be modeled. Thus, no
constraints were identified within the chosen system boundaries. Although everything could be
modeled, it should be further identified what needs to be modeled with respect to the purpose
of the analysis. Currently the framework is focused on combining the structural and dynamic
complexity dimensions rather than offering a complete modeling framework itself. However,
the introduction of an explicit “step 0” for defining the goals and scope of the analysis and the
basic modeling concept may be helpful to complete the framework from the modeling
perspective. Specific methods such as the goal question metric paradigm (Basili, 1992) may
support this step.
Consistency: A continuous multi-step construction and usage of the models is possible. The
joint construction of the model by various stakeholders, in particular, may add additional
benefit, as a common understanding of the process can be generated. The structural and
behavioral models are consistent to each other, as the behavioral model is derived from the
structural model. This is in line with literature, which states that system structure is the main
driver of system behavior.
Clearness: The framework identifies key enablers and their influence on engineering design
processses on two levels: on the structural level (Who does what? What is the process
sequence?) and on the behavioral level (What influences the engineering design process and
how strongly?). The visualizations of the models can be quickly understood and can be also
used for management presentations. However, the behavior itself is currently not visualized
clearly enough. Stocks and flows representations are not very suitable for management
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presentations. However, it is often at the management that decisions based on these kinds of
analyses need to be taken.
Relevance for research and academia: This framework combines the application of structural
matrix-based models and behavioral System Dynamics models by enabling the transformation
of matrix-based models into System Dynamics. Thus, it offers an approach to better understand
the correlation of system structure and system behavior, which is known in literature, but rarely
understood. In particular, the framework allows to create a conceptual model space for the joint
consideration of the dimensions of structural and dynamic complexity. This model space can
be used for experimentation to support the early phase of engineering design processes. The
relevance and applicability of the framework were shown. The presented framework may be
generalizable for business processes. The boundaries for the definition of scenarios are
currently not defined and need to be identified.
Relevance for industry: Existing process models can be used as an input for the suggested
framework. Based on the specific model purpose, these models may need to be extended. The
System Dynamics models provide a simulation environment for the purpose of process analysis
and optimization and may thus, reduce the necessity of trial and error process management. The
effort to conduct the structure-based System Dynamics analysis is relatively high, while at the
same time the informative value seems to be high as well. The framework may be especially
applicable to detailed process analysis and incremental improvements.

7. Conclusion and outlook
The previous chapters addressed the relevant state of the art, the case studies which led to the
iterative development of the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis –
addressing the combined consideration of the static-structural and the dynamic-behavioral
view on engineering design processes – as well as its procedure, evaluation and discussion.
This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive overview and reflect about the work in this thesis
from an industrial and academic perspective. Moreover, opportunities for further research are
indicated.

7.1 Conclusion
Engineering design processes are not repeatable and inherently unpredictable in that completing
an activity may result in a less complete state (Wynn et al., 2003). From a systems theory
perspective, engineering design processes can thus be seen as complex systems comprising a
particular structural as well as dynamic complexity.
Both, structural and dynamic complexity have been object to previous research. Structural and
dynamic complexity are interrelated. This interrelatedness can, for example, be seen as
structurally complex systems are usually also behaviorally (dynamically) complex (De Weck
et al., 2011). Various researchers such as Baldwin & Clark (2000), Lindemann et al. (2005),
Maurer (2007), Sharman & Yassine (2004) claim that system behavior can be estimated based
on the structure of the system.
However, the interrelation of structural and dynamic complexity is not well understood and is
still an object of research (Geraldi et al., 2011; Karniel & Reich, 2013; Rouse, 2007). When
formulating his research needs for complex engineered, organizational and natural systems,
Rouse (2007) explicitly demands conceptual frameworks that understand the interrelation of
system structure and behavior as the first research need. From an industry perspective,
understanding this interrelation can be a competitive lever for decreasing development cost and
time. (Kreimeyer & Lindemann, 2011).
A systematic methodological framework – the framework for structure-based System
Dynamics Analysis - is presented in this thesis to fullfil that need. It allows for the creation of
a conceptual model space for the joint consideration of the dimensions of structural and
dynamic complexity for supporting the early phase of engineering design processes. This model
space can be used for experimentation to:




understand the intrinsic complexity with its dimensions (i.e. structural and dynamic) and
their interactions
decrease the perceived complicatedness
uncover knowable unknown unknowns.

Through the application of the framework, structural information of engineering design
processes can be used as a basis to derive insights on the process behavior and vice versa. From
the System Dynamics perspective, the framework serves the need for standard System
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Dynamics structures to offer an accessible und reliable source of guidance for developing
System Dynamics models (Warren, 2014). In contrast to existing Agent-based and Discreteevent simulations on top of structural models, the System Dynamics approach of the framework
especially emphasizes a top-down view on the underlying process to support system
understanding, decrease complicatedness and uncover risks. Particularly for planning and
management activities during the early phase of engineering design processes the top-down
perspective seems beneficial.
The framework was developed based on the state of the art and the insights of case studies. The
initial academic case as well as the three most important and insightful case studies for the
development of the framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis of Engineering
Design Processes are documented in this thesis: the first academic case study examined the
engineering design process of an e-bike sharing system. The three industrial case studies
covered a line-process optimization, a benchmarking process analysis and the analysis of a
construction process. From case to case, the framework was further developed and iteratively
refined to answer each aspect of the initial research question as stated in the introductory
chapter.
The generic framework is suitable for engineering design processes and may be tailored to
specific boundary conditions and needs. It combines the views on engineering design processes
from the structural and dynamic complexity dimension and offers special support for the
transformation between these views.
The framework for structure-based System Dynamics Analysis consists of four steps: the
starting point is the MDM modeling, which unfolds the structural complexity of the engineering
design process. The step is followed by the transformation and quantification of the MDM
model into a System Dynamics model. It is the essential step for combining the dimensions of
structural and dynamic complexity. The transformation and quantification is split into two sub
steps – qualitative System Dynamics modeling and quantitative System Dynamics modeling.
The sub-step of qualitative System Dynamics modeling focuses on the transformation of the
structural model into a System Dynamics model (the qualitative model). Within the sub-step of
quantitative System Dynamics modeling the model is populated by equations and values for
each component of the model to create a System Dynamics simulation model (the quantitative
model). Before the System Dynamics model can be used for analysis, the step of testing of the
System Dynamics model reviews if the developed model sufficiently represents reality. After
successful testing the step of simulative analysis allows to derive insights on the behavior of
the engineering design process. The design application makes use of the results of the system
analysis in order to provide insights into the considered complexity challenge.
The framework supports all steps by providing various additional tools and methods. Among
them are a MDM metamodel for system definition, a System Dynamics modeling classification
of engineering design processes and heuristics for quantification. The framework allows
creating a conceptual model space that lends itself to experimentation. The step of simulative
analysis highlights three different types of analysis through experimentation: Understanding
the complexity: Uncovering risks supports risk management by uncovering knowable unknown
unknowns. Future conditions: Scenario analysis takes a “what if?” perspective and simulates
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the effects of potential future conditions. Performance of structural designs: Benchmarking
assesses the performance of different structural designs of an engineering design process.
The elaborated framework has been validated within a use case at a large German manufacturer
of commercial vehicles. The results of the use case as well as the use of the framework as such
were evaluated by face-to-face interviews with process experts, who stated that the resulting
optimization scenarios from the structure-based System Dynamics Analysis were useful for the
company and that the framework offered an overall benefit for the purpose of optimizing their
engineering design processes. Their feedback included the fact that even though the structural
model itself had already increased their system understanding, the System Dynamics analysis
had further improved the actual process understanding of most participants. Furthermore, for
most of the evaluated participants the understanding of the influencing factors acting on the
process had changed due to the combined application of structural and behavioral models.
Additionally, their understanding of the process’s bottlenecks, cost drivers and cycle-barriers
was enhanced.

7.2 Outlook
During the evaluation use case, feedback from process experts revealed some aspects that have
to be addressed in follow-up research. Some experts asked for a modified system boundary that
would offer the possibility to also assess the workload for other organizational units not
incorporated in the use case. Other aspects raised, such as person-specific impacts like the
performance of one particular individual and aspects influencing the quality of the process
results, also point out the current simulation’s lack of system boundary definition. A
categorization of general industrial conditions based on their occurring dynamics for which the
framework can be applied may be useful.
For the behavioral analysis, System Dynamics proves its suitability due to its adaptable degree
of abstraction, its management perspective and the preliminary work within the SD community
on engineering design processes by Cooper (1980), Ford & Sterman (1998a) and Le (2013).
However, there exist several other modeling approaches for behavior, such as agent-based
models, discrete event simulation or Petri nets. From research purposes, it needs to be clarified
for which underlying challenges other behavioral modeling approaches are more suitable. One
approach will not work for all problems (Bahill & Szidarovszky, 2009). Building on the
mentioned categorization in the previous paragraph, best suiting modeling approaches for the
particular conditions can be identified. It may also be insightful to analyze for which of the
causes of iteration (poor activity sequencing, missing activities, poor communication, input
changes and mistakes according to Lévárdy & Browning (2009)) which modeling approach and
also on a more detailed level which rework cycle constructs should be used.
For the use case it was sufficient to model the process subset on a rather abstract level within
the structural model. Additionally, it may often be possible to build the model upon existing
process documentation. Based on the feedback from the process experts and the experience
from the previous case studies, the cost-benefit view of the approach is promising as long as
the amount of structural elements and dependencies is reasonable. 50 structural elements
theoretically allow for up to 2,500 dependencies. An automated transformation may
significantly reduce the modeling effort for cases with higher numbers of elements.
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Referring to the initial research question, the framework shall be used for prescriptive process
analysis. However, the dilemma of how to get the information for modeling the engineering
design process in the early phase remains unsolved. This especially applies for the necessary
quantitative information for the System Dynamics simulation model. As structural process
information is usually available early in the engineering design process, its usage as basis to
build the System Dynamics model is helpful, but does not solve the challenge completely.
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9.2 Selection of relevant challenges from Sterman (2000)
An extensive collection of information on System Dynamics can be found in Sterman (2000).
It comprises a large set of heuristics and models which can be taken as a basis for quantification.
In particular Sterman explains 79 challenges of System Dynamics and provides potential
solutions in form of heuristics and examples. The table illustrates 66 of these challenges which
may be most relevant for the approach presented in this thesis. As the solutions are described
in detail in (Sterman, 2000), this thesis refers to original reference for detailed information on
the particular heuristics.
Table 9-6 Selection of relevant challenges from (Sterman, 2000)
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